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Abstract
Proof is a central concept in mathematics, pivotal both to the practice of mathe-
maticians and to students’ education in the discipline. The research community,
however, has failed to reach a consensus on how proof should be conceptualised.
Moreover, we know little of what mathematicians and students think about
proof, and are limited in the tools we use to assess students’ understanding.

This thesis introduces comparative judgment to the proof literature via two
tasks evaluated by judges performing a series of pairwise comparisons. The
Conceptions Task asks for a written explanation of what mathematicians mean
by proof. The Summary Task asks for a summary of a given proof, available to
respondents as they complete the task.

Having established robust evidence supporting the reliability and validity of
both tasks, I then use these tasks to develop an understanding of the concep-
tions of proof held by mathematicians and students. I also generate insights for
assessment, leading to an argument for the unidimensionality of proof compre-
hension in early undergraduate mathematics.

In conducting this research I adopt a mixed methods approach based on the
philosophy of pragmatism. By using a range of methodological approaches, from
statistical modelling to thematic analysis of interviews with judges, I develop a
multi-faceted understanding of both the validity of the tasks, and the behaviours
and priorities of the participants involved.

The Conceptions Task outcomes establish that mathematicians primarily
think of proof in terms of argumentation, while students emphasise the arguably
more philosophically naive notion of certainty.

The Summary Task outcomes establish that references to the method of
proof and key mathematical objects are most valued by mathematician judges.
Further, from correlational analyses of various quantitative measures, I learn
that the Summary Task scores are meaningfully reflective of local proof com-
prehension but are not related to more general measures of mathematical per-
formance.

Several open questions are identified. In particular, there is still much to
learn about judges’ decision-making processes in comparative judgment settings,
the dimensionality of proof comprehension, and the range of proofs for which the
Summary Task is applicable. Future work on these questions is outlined in the
final chapter, alongside the practical applications and theoretical implications
of this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proof is central to mathematics and has attracted substantial attention from
the education community. Recent research on proof comprehension has iden-
tified many aspects of proof that students find difficult, and many plausible
accounts for those observed difficulties. Yet, despite its importance, we have
very few accounts of what students and mathematicians explicitly say about
proof (Stylianou et al., 2015; Weber and Czocher, 2019) and the tools we use
to capture students’ understanding of proof are understood by mathematicians
and educators to be inadequate (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017).

Convergence on a singular definition of proof has eluded mathematicians
and philosophers for as long as deductive reasoning has existed in mathematics.
Various definitions from the strictly formalistic (Hilbert, 1931) to the more so-
cially oriented, context-dependent (Davis and Hersh, 1981), have been proposed.
However, for every reasonable definition, it seems there is an equally reasonable
counter-example or counter-argument (Weber et al., 2014a; Czocher and Weber,
in press). This apparent epistemic diversity can be viewed as problematic for
mathematics education, as it limits the ability of researchers to build on one
another’s work due to the unexplored variety of implicitly adopted conceptions
of proof (Balacheff, 2008). Others have questioned the extent and importance
of the diversity. For example, Weber and Czocher (2019) reported that math-
ematicians agreed on a proof verification task for ‘typical cases’ (p. 12), but
disagreed on fringe cases like computer-based and visual proofs.

Perhaps as a result of the difficulty of defining proof, researchers have also
struggled to generate reliable and valid measures of proof comprehension. Ad-
vanced mathematics is often taught following a ‘definition-theorem-proof’ struc-
ture (Weber and Alcock, 2004; Moore, 1994; Davis and Hersh, 1981) and a large
proportion of traditional assessment focuses on written constructions of proofs,
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either identical or similar to those presented in class (Weber, 2012; Rowland,
2001). Such assessments have been criticised for their over-reliance on recall
and near-transfer tasks, limiting their validity as meaningful measures of holis-
tic proof comprehension (Weber, 2012; Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017; Cowen, 1991;
Conradie and Frith, 2000). Yet, despite widespread agreement on the problem,
robust solutions are few and far between.

In my research, I use comparative judgment to address these gaps in the
literature. Comparative judgment relies on Thurstone’s (1927) observation that
humans are better at side-by-side comparisons than they are at evaluating an ob-
ject against criteria. For a classical example, consider the estimation of weight.
If given two objects of similar weight, most humans are more reliable when asked
to identify the heavier object than they are when asked to identify the weight
of a given object (Jones et al., 2019). In education, these objects are most of-
ten replaced by student-produced texts and the notion of weight is replaced by
experts’ perceptions of merit. Regarding proof, in particular, the application
of comparative judgment intends to harness (and locate) any collective under-
standing of mathematicians about what proof is and how proof-related tasks
should be performed. I propose this approach in contrast to the traditional
measures where criteria for evaluation must be precisely defined and agreed
upon, difficult in topics related to proof.

The research presented in this thesis focuses on two tasks, both assessed
using comparative judgment. The Conceptions Task asks for an explanation
of what mathematicians mean by proof in 40 words or fewer. The Summary
Task asks for a summary of an elementary proof in either number theory or real
analysis, also in 40 words or fewer. Responses to both tasks are evaluated by a
cohort of judges, each of whom makes a series of pairwise comparisons used to
generate a unique score for each script. The technical details of this modelling
process are set out in Chapter 3.

1.1 Research aims

This research has two primary aims:

1) To evaluate the value of two comparative judgment-based tasks as
measures of proof-related understanding. This is accomplished by explor-
ing the reliability and validity of the scores produced by the comparative
judgment of each task.
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2) To use these tasks to learn about the conceptions and behaviours of
mathematicians and students in proof-related contexts. This is accom-
plished via systematic analyses of responses from mathematicians and
students, seeking patterns in the features of responses most valued by
the various judging cohorts.

1.2 Outline of thesis

This thesis is presented in four parts. Part One, consisting of Chapters 2 and 3,
establishes the theoretical and methodological foundations of my research. Part
Two, Chapters 4 and 5, focuses on the Conceptions Task. Part Three, Chapters
6 through 9, focuses on the Summary Task. Each of the empirical chapters in
Parts Two and Three presents data oriented toward different types of validity.
Finally, Part Four provides summative remarks on each of the research questions
set out in Chapter 2, and explores the implications of this research.

In Chapter 2, I review the literature on proof, proof comprehension assess-
ment, and comparative judgment. I provide a brief history of mathematical
proof, before extending the above discussion on the various conceptions of proof
in the philosophical and educational literature. I then discuss traditional and
recent approaches to proof comprehension assessment, before exploring the com-
parative judgment literature and its established applications, including differing
content domains and research purposes.

Chapter 3 explores the methodological issues associated with my research.
This begins with a discussion of mixed methods and an associated pragmatic
philosophical approach. I then explore topics in assessment and research validity,
and their implications for the data collection and analyses presented in the
chapters that follow.

Chapter 4 begins Part Two, presenting responses to the Conceptions Task
from undergraduate students and research-active mathematicians. This study
is presented in four phases, with judges of different mathematical expertise at
each phase. The reliability of the proof Conceptions Task is established via the
standard quantitative measures for comparative judgment-based tasks. Validity
is examined through a series of quantitative and qualitative analyses including
comparisons with established measures, content analysis of the responses them-
selves, a regression analysis using content-based codes as predictors of task score,
and by varying the mathematical expertise of the judging cohort.

Chapter 5 presents a longitudinal study in which students completed the
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Conceptions Task at the beginning and end of an introduction to Proof module
for undergraduates. Based on the assumption that students’ conceptions should
improve through their participation in the module, I infer validity evidence
based on the capacity of the Conceptions Task to reflect this improvement.
I, again, present a content analysis of the responses, facilitating comparison
across contexts in conjunction with the previous chapter. This acts as a first
step toward understanding the generalisability of the findings across the two
chapters. This chapter also considers the implications of comparative judgment
on the measurement of beliefs and conceptions and the generalisability of this
work to other content domains within and beyond mathematics.

Chapter 6 begins Part Three and presents the first of four empirical studies
associated with the Summary Task. This chapter is based on the uncountability
proof, demonstrating the uncountability of the open unit interval using Cantor’s
diagonalisation argument. Here, I explore the reliability and validity of the
comparative judgment-based assessment of students’ summaries of this proof.
Similar to Chapter 4, this chapter features a quantitative comparison between
Summary Task scores and established proof comprehension measures, a content
analysis of students’ summaries, and a regression analysis using content-based
codes as predictors of summary scores.

Chapter 7 presents a study focused on the primes proof, demonstrating the
infinitude of the prime integers via contradiction. Analyses are similar to the
previous chapter. However, the measures used for quantitative comparison are
more numerous and diverse, providing a more detailed view of the criterion
validity of the Summary Task scores. As before, this chapter also features
content analyses for summaries of each proof and associated regression analysis
using content-based codes as predictors.

Chapter 8 presents two studies focused on the Fibonacci proof, demonstrating
the evenness of every third Fibonacci number via the principle of mathematical
induction. The first is a small study, with data collected alongside those pre-
sented in Chapter 6. The second is a larger study, using data collected alongside
the data presented in Chapter 7. As well as criterion and content validity analy-
ses, this chapter also features a summative element, considering the implications
of the work presented across all three proofs.

Chapter 9 presents interviews focused on judges’ decision-making in evalu-
ating students’ summaries of the uncountability proof. Despite revisiting data
from Chapter 6, this study is presented last to highlight the departure of this
chapter from the format of those before it. In this chapter, I present a the-
matic analysis of interview transcripts, identifying themes influencing judges in

4



choosing one proof summary over another.
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis by summarising the findings and considering

the relationships between the empirical studies. This chapter also explores direc-
tions for future research and the implications of this research, both in practical
classroom-based settings, and for the wider literature on proof and assessment.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

In this chapter, I review two bodies of literature on proof and comparative
judgment. I survey the literature on proof, beginning with a brief history of
proof and its various conceptions in the philosophy, mathematics and education
literatures. I then survey the work on proof comprehension and its assessment.
Having established the need for alternative approaches to proof comprehension
assessment, I turn attention to comparative judgment and its possible role in a
solution. I explore the origins of comparative judgment, first as a psychometric
tool, and more recently as an assessment tool in education. I discuss its various
applications across education, before discussing the variety of approaches to
evaluating reliability and validity seen in the literature.

2.1 A brief history of mathematical proof

Proof is commonly understood to be central to mathematics. Yet, despite its
importance, there is little consensus on what proof is, or how it functions within
the system of mathematical knowledge. A brief history illustrates the variety of
proof conceptions in the literature and suggests that the range of conceptions
within mathematics education is not only unsurprising but can be viewed as a
product of the historical and epistemological evolution of mathematics itself.

The rise and fall of uncertainty

For the majority of the period from ancient Greece to approximately 1850,
mathematics was built on Euclid’s ‘Elements’ and was viewed as establishing
self-evident truths associated with the laws of nature (Stedall, 2012). This belief
in a priori mathematical truths lent itself to the belief that mathematics, above
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empirical sciences, was the pinnacle of certainty (Kline, 1980).
This notion of an a priori mathematics was first challenged in the main-

stream consciousness by the discovery of non-Euclidean geometries early in the
19th century (Kline, 1980). The mathematical world now had multiple sets of
axioms, leading to acceptable yet contradictory inferences in the sensible world.
The discovery of non-Euclidean geometries led to a gradual loss of certainty in
the objectivity of a singular a priori mathematics. As a result, mathematicians
were now ‘obliged to recognise that mathematical laws were laws’ of nature (ibid,
p. 100). This loss of certainty led to a closer examination of the foundations of
mathematics that had gone largely unquestioned for centuries, resulting in the
discovery that mathematics ‘contained [many] false proofs, slips in reasoning,
and inadvertent mistakes’ (Kline, 1980, p. 5).

The latter half of the 19th century saw a rigorisation of mathematics, in
which many mathematical flaws were discovered and fixed, and multiple new
branches of mathematics began to flourish (Shapiro, 2000). It was not long,
however, before several further contradictions emerged, demonstrating further
epistemic issues in the new mathematics. Attempts to address these new prob-
lems fragmented the community. According to Shapiro (1997), at least three
new branches of mathematical philosophy gained significant followings during
the early 20th century: formalism, intuitionism and logicism. Each had its own
epistemological assumptions about mathematics and the world around us and
proponents of each school of thought attempted to prove the cogency of their
version of mathematics.

Many of these projects were interrupted when Gödel’s incompleteness theo-
rems, coupled with the paradoxes discovered in the preceding decades, ‘showed
both that the mathematical realm was stranger... than had been imagined,
and raised questions regarding the relation between mathematical truth and
mathematical proof’ (Marcus and McEvoy, 2016, p. 245). Since then, the phi-
losophy of mathematics has diversified further with the development of a host of
new theories (see Marcus and McEvoy, ibid., for a non-exhaustive list including
fictionalism, modalism, naturalism, and experimentalism). Despite numerous
attempts, none has addressed the relationship between truth and proof in a
manner sufficient to dominate the philosophical landscape (Shapiro, 2000).

2.2 Conceptions of proof

Having established a historical context for discussion of proof and mathematics,
I now turn to the specific conceptions of proof present in the literatures on phi-
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losophy and education. Borrowing language from Weber and Czocher (2019),
I frame this discussion through two perspectives, casting various works as ad-
vancing either a pluralistic or consensus view of proof. I explore theoretical and
empirical arguments for both epistemic positions, before discussing recent work
attempting to bridge the gap between the two. Finally, this section concludes
with a discussion of students’ proof conceptions and attempts to evaluate the
merits of such conceptions in education research.

2.2.1 The pluralistic view

‘From antiquity onwards, mathematicians disagreed on how best to
do mathematics, what methods to use for attacking and establish-
ing results. . . There were in general no established criteria of what
constitutes an acceptable proof, and perceptions of the role of proof
varied considerably’ (Kleiner and Movshovitz-Hadar, 1997, p. 16).

Consistent with its turbulent history, definitions of proof have been contested
for as long as mathematicians have valued proof. Rav (2007) argued this is an
inevitable product of the ‘historical and methodological wealth of proof prac-
tices’ (p. 299), and that attempts to condense mathematical proof to a ‘unique
and uniform’ (p. 299) perspective were and remain fundamentally misguided.
This pluralistic view of proof was also explicitly advanced by Czocher and Weber
(in press), who noted the ‘severe challenges’ (p. 4) associated with the oft-seen
approach of defining proof through a set of necessary and sufficient conditions.
At least according to Weber (2014), for every plausible set of conditions there
exists a counter-example that satisfies these conditions but ‘is not a proof or is
a proof but fails to satisfy these [conditions]’ (p. 1). Pluralists often point to
new or fringe cases in mathematics, such as computer-assisted or diagrammatic
proofs, to support their arguments (Aberdein, 2009; Czocher and Weber, in
press; Bundy et al., 2005). Aberdein, for example, introduced the term proof*
to deal with these fringe cases that he refers to as ‘alleged proofs’ (p. 1). These
grey areas divide the mathematical community and are hence used to advance
the idea that mathematicians hold differing conceptions of proof.

Proponents of this pluralistic viewpoint also point to empirical cases where
mathematicians disagree on the validity of purported proofs. In an online
study with 109 mathematicians, Inglis et al. (2013) found that mathemati-
cians often disagreed on the validity of a purported proof demonstrating that∫
x−1dx = ln(x) + c. The purported proof had several potential shortcomings

or ambiguities, yet was deemed valid by 27% of the participants who either
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did not notice these potential issues or deemed them not substantial enough to
invalidate the proof. This was an extension of a smaller eye-movement study
(Inglis and Alcock, 2012) in which 12 mathematicians were shown six brief pur-
ported proofs of similarly elementary mathematical statements. In three cases,
a non-trivial level of disagreement was found in mathematicians’ appraisals.

In a selective review of the education literature on proof, Balacheff (2008)
identified no fewer than five distinct conceptions of proof prominent in the liter-
ature, each with their own emphases and implications for research and practice,
see Table 2.1. Balacheff’s discussion was not intended as an exhaustive review,
but rather to highlight the diversity in perspectives prominent in the commu-
nity. Czocher and Weber (in press) provided a similar list of diverse definitions,
each built on different epistemic assumptions.

At the level of the individual researcher, the pluralistic understanding pro-
moted by Rav (2007) or Kleiner and Movshovitz-Hadar (1997) is neither re-
markable nor clearly problematic. At the community level, the multiplicity of
conceptions of proof is a source of concern, as it limits the ability of researchers
to build on each other’s work and the ability of the discipline to make meaningful
advances in understanding (Balacheff, 2008). Like philosophers and mathemati-
cians, education researchers notoriously disagree on the nature of mathematical
proof. There is substantive overlap in the language used (e.g. ‘proof, argu-
mentation, justification, validation’, Balacheff, 2008, p. 10). Yet, ‘for each of
them, we have in mind slightly different meanings when taking mathematics as
a reference’ (ibid).

Both Balacheff (2008) and Weber (2014) called for more thoughtful consid-
eration of these discrepancies and the various definitions implicitly adopted by
researchers. One approach to understanding the differences between various
conceptions is to understand their scope, as well as the nature of the overlap
between them. The next section discusses evidence for a view of proof based
on consensus among experts. By examining the locus of the consensus view of
proof, the pluralistic view can be better understood by elimination.

2.2.2 The consensus view of proof

In contrast to the literature discussed above, other researchers are more cau-
tious about the extent of the disagreement. In this section, I discuss the claim
that many education researchers implicitly adopt a consensus view without ex-
amination (Weber and Czocher, 2019), and the empirical evidence supporting
a consensus-oriented position.

According to Weber and Czocher (2019), the consensus view of proof is im-
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Table 2.1

Balacheff’s (2008) summary of influential texts on proof.

Author Conception of proof

Fawcett (1938) ‘The concept of proof is one for which the pupil
should have a growing and increasing understand-
ing. It is a concept which not only pervades his work
in mathematics but is also involved in all situations
where conclusions are to be reached and decisions to
be made. Mathematics has a unique contribution to
make in the development of this concept’ (p. 120).

Harel and Sowder
(1998)

‘A person’s proof scheme consists of what consti-
tutes ascertaining and persuading for that person
. . . As defined, ascertaining and persuading are en-
tirely subjective and can vary from person to person,
civilisation to civilisation, and generation to gener-
ation within the same civilisation’ (p. 242). And fi-
nally: ‘one’s proof scheme is idiosyncratic and may
vary from field to field, and even within mathematics
itself’ (p. 275).

Healy and Hoyles
(1998)

‘Proof is the heart of mathematical thinking, and
deductive reasoning, which underpins the process of
proving, exemplifies the distinction between mathe-
matics and the empirical sciences’ (p. 1).

Hanna and Janke
(1996)

‘The most significant potential contribution of proof
to mathematics education is the communication of
mathematical understanding. . . . A mathematics
curriculum which aims to reflect the real role of rig-
orous proof in mathematics must present it as an in-
dispensable tool of mathematics rather than at the
very core of that science’ (p. 877-879).

Mariotti (1997) ‘A geometrical fact, a theorem . . . is acceptable only
because it is systematised within a theory, with com-
plete autonomy from any verification or argumenta-
tion at an empirical level’ (p. 22).

plicit in substantive bodies of mathematics education research. As Inglis et al.
(2013) did with expert mathematicians, it is common to evaluate proof com-
prehension by asking students to verify purported proofs (Alcock and Weber,
2005; Healy and Hoyles, 2000; Ko and Knuth, 2013, 2009; Weber, 2010), then
scoring responses as correct or incorrect based on comparison with the accepted
evaluation of the given proof. In the absence of a consensus amongst experts,
these tasks arguably become nonsensical. One must assume that the designers
of such studies believe that such a consensus exists, at least for the specific set
of arguments they used. Similarly reliant on a consensus view of proof is the
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theoretical work of Dawkins and Weber (2017), who discussed the learning of
mathematical proof as an enculturation process for students to come to under-
stand and appreciate the values and norms of the mathematical community.
Again, for this work to make sense, one must assume that at least on some
level, there is a shared understanding of mathematics into which students can
be enculturated.

Taking an empirical approach to the topic, Lai et al. (2012) and Miller
et al. (2018) both found substantial agreement amongst mathematicians, at
least in pedagogical contexts. Lai et al. examined mathematicians’ perceptions
of good pedagogical proofs, and found agreement amongst eight mathematicians
on features of good pedagogical proofs for presentation to second- and third-
year undergraduate students. These features included clear introductory and
concluding sentences, explicit statements of the main idea and the avoidance
of extraneous or redundant information. Although focused on the appraisal of
students’ proofs rather than those produced for students, Miller et al. (2018)
also found consistency amongst 10 mathematicians in evaluating the correctness
of students’ proofs.

Weber and Czocher (2019) reported an online study with a focus similar
to Lai et al. (2012) and Miller et al. (2018). Weber and Czocher asked 109
mathematicians to evaluate five proofs with varied characteristics. Of the five,
two were described as prototypical textbook proofs, one was exclusively vi-
sual, one was computer-assisted and one was based exclusively on empirical
evidence. Consistent with previous literature, Weber and Czocher (2019) found
that mathematicians were divided on the visual and computer-assisted proofs,
deemed valid by 39% and 62% of participants, respectively. For the other three
proofs, however, Weber and Czocher found near-total agreement (> 98%). The
prototypical proofs were accepted and the empirical argument unanimously re-
jected. These findings straddle the line between pluralistic and consensus views
of proof. To the pluralists, Weber and Czocher added evidence of disagreement
amongst mathematicians, and empirically confirmed Aberdein’s (2009) asser-
tions regarding the divisiveness of computer-assisted and visual proofs. To the
consensus view, Weber and Czocher showed that mathematicians may largely
agree on the proofs that they ‘typically encounter’ (p. 12). When divisions do
arise, they do so only in contexts the mathematicians found to be atypical,
and when asked, mathematicians demonstrated awareness that these purported
proofs were controversial.

This literature paints a picture of a centralised consensus with ambiguities
at its extremities. From this perspective, the debate between pluralistic and
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consensus views can be framed as one of relative size of the domains generating
(dis-)agreement and the epistemic importance one places on the disagreements
when they arise. Empirical work on experts’ conceptions of proof is still rela-
tively sparse and further research is needed to clarify when and where mathe-
maticians agree, as well as the specific nature of the disagreements where they
exist. Chapters 4 and 5 present comparative judgment-based work with impli-
cations for the scope of the consensus view in undergraduate mathematics.

2.2.3 Proof as a cluster category

This section presents the definition of proof promoted by Czocher and Weber
(in press)1. This definition responds to the concerns about theoretical variety
(Balacheff, 2008; Weber et al., 2014b), and is used to theorise about the empirical
work presented later.

Based on a theoretical discussion of the likely pluralistic nature of proof,
the authors argued that a good definition of proof should accommodate the
following empirical observations:

• ‘Mathematicians generally agree on what constitutes a proof,
but there are particular kinds of justifications, such as computer-
assisted proofs*, that lead to intense disagreement.

• There are properties shared by many proofs. For instance, most
proofs remove all doubts about the veracity of a theorem, em-
ploy a priori reasoning, and are sanctioned by one’s community.
Yet none of the properties is shared by every proof.

• There appear to be some members of the proof category that are
more prototypical than other members. For instance, verbal-
symbolic proofs containing algebraic manipulation are regarded
as more prototypical than a computer-assisted proof* or a vi-
sual proof*’.

(Czocher and Weber, in press, p. 15)

These authors further argued that a classical account, defined by Lakoff
(1987) as a collection of properties shared by members of the group and no
other, cannot result in an adequate definition of proof. In lieu of a classical ac-
count, Czocher and Weber (in press) turn to Lakoff’s cluster category, born out
of Wittgenstein’s (1953) notion of family resemblance. Wittgenstein’s family

1This idea was initially published in Weber (2014) using the language of cluster concepts.
This work has evolved to now be phrased in terms of categories, as is presented in Czocher
and Weber (in press).
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resemblance rests on the premise that an object with more properties consistent
with membership is more likely to belong than one with fewer. Importantly,
this is a ‘probabilistic account’ (Czocher and Weber, in press, p. 17) that denies
the binary notion of belonging inherent in classical accounts. Lakoff’s notion
of a cluster category builds on Wittgenstein’s idea, describing a cluster cate-
gory by the collection of properties that an object can satisfy, ‘counting toward
membership of the given category’ (Czocher and Weber, in press, p. 17). To
this end, Czocher and Weber (in press) nominated the following five properties
contributing to what they labelled a proof cluster definition:

• ‘A proof is a convincing justification that will remove all doubt
that a theorem is true for a knowledgeable mathematician.

• A proof is a perspicuous justification that is comprehensible by
a knowledgeable mathematician and provides the reader with
an understanding of why a theorem is true.

• A proof is an a priori justification that shows that a theorem
is a logically necessary consequence (i.e., a deductive conse-
quence) of axioms, assumptions, and/or previously established
claims.

• A proof is a transparent justification where any sufficiently
knowledgeable mathematician can fill in every gap (or believes
in principle that he or she can do so given sufficient time, mo-
tivation, and content knowledge), perhaps to the level of being
a formal derivation.

• A proof is a justification that has been sanctioned by the math-
ematical community’.

(Czocher and Weber, in press, p. 20)

The authors noted that this list of five properties is highly speculative and
likely to spark disagreement. While seemingly reasonable, the specifics of this
account are less important for this thesis than its structure and consequences.
This account adequately reflects the coexistence of both pluralistic and consen-
sus conceptions of proof. Fundamentally, a cluster account is a pluralistic view,
acknowledging and building on the multitude of context-dependent classical ac-
counts of proof. Czocher and Weber’s cluster account is also consistent with the
empirical work supporting a consensus viewpoint and the notion that in typi-
cal/elementary cases, most mathematicians appear to agree most of the time.
Moreover, unlike their problematic status for a classical account, the divisive,
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atypical notions on the periphery of the cluster category become the expected
consequence of the probabilistic structure.

Adopting this definition has several consequences for the mathematics ed-
ucation literature. I discuss three of them here2. First, describing classroom
practices through a variety of lenses becomes easier by allowing multiple po-
sitions to coexist. This can be achieved by explicating which properties of
mathematical proof one is adopting/referring to in a given moment.

Second, this cluster account also responds to concerns raised by Balach-
eff about researchers’ ability to build upon one another’s work. In particular,
Czocher and Weber’s cluster account allows for greater communication between
researchers who may view one account of a student’s activity as incommensu-
rate with their own. By acknowledging that perhaps the two researchers are
operating in different corners of the same room, bridging the gap between them
likely becomes easier.

Finally, I note a further implication pertinent to the comparative judgment
aspects of this thesis. As is discussed later in this chapter (see Section 2.4), com-
parative judgment is particularly valuable in contexts for which clear criteria are
hard or impossible to produce. In such cases, comparative judgment-based ap-
proaches assume a shared understanding of the phenomenon of interest amongst
the judges to produce reliable estimates of the relative quality of the responses
being evaluated. No agreed-upon criteria exist in the context of proof, making
it a prime candidate for comparative judgment. In the absence of the cluster ac-
count of proof, it appears that any comparative judgment-based approach would
have to assume a consensus view of proof. Otherwise, agreement between judges
would likely be capturing only non-mathematical properties such as handwriting
and linguistic form. Through a cluster account of proof, it becomes reasonable
to rely on the collective expertise of the judges, even if variation in proof con-
ceptions exists.

2.2.4 Students’ conceptions of proof

In this section, I first discuss the research documenting students’ generally ‘non-
availing’3 (Muis, 2004, p. 64) conceptions of mathematical proof, before explor-
ing an argument tempering such conclusions. I then discuss the various attempts
researchers have made to capture and evaluate these conceptions.

2Czocher and Weber (in press) also note implications for task design, experimental design
and pedagogical practices.

3While not explicitly focused on proof, Muis argues for the use of this intentionally non-
value laden language to characterise students’ potentially unproductive beliefs. By explicitly
labelling beliefs as good and bad, Muis claimed that researchers limit their scope to see merit
where they did not expect it.
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Students’ non-availing conceptions of proof

In an online study of 220 undergraduate students, Mejía-Ramos and Inglis
(2011) found that students held two conflicting conceptions of proof. The first
related to conviction and was generally prompted by tasks containing the verb
form ‘to prove’. The second related to validity, activated by the noun form
‘proof’. That these competing conceptions of proof can be activated by sub-
tle differences in the semantic phrasing of a task suggests that these students
did not hold particularly robust conceptions of proof and that these competing
conceptions are likely a substantive barrier to progress for these individuals.

In a slightly different vein, Weber et al. (2014b) focused on mathematics
students’ beliefs about proof reading. The authors found that students expected
to be able to understand a good proof in less than 15 minutes, that they would
not be expected to independently produce justifications or diagrams and that
understanding a proof was equivalent to understanding each isolated step.

It is also common to explore students’ conceptions of proof via the proof
schemes framework of Harel and Sowder (1998). This framework has been used
numerous times (e.g. Kanellos et al., 2018; Segal, 1999; Recio and Godino, 2001)
to describe and categorise the types of arguments students make and the types of
arguments they find convincing. In such research students often demonstrated
an over-reliance on empirical evidence and appeals to authority. Researchers
have consistently reported a discrepancy between the proof schemes employed
by research-active mathematicians and those employed by students. For exam-
ple, in a large-scale study of undergraduate students, Recio and Godino found
that more than 40% of 400 first-year university students resorted to producing
empirical arguments when asked to prove elementary statements from algebra
and geometry. The authors inferred that students likely hold empirical proof
schemes and find empirical arguments convincing.

A word of caution on inference from written responses

Weber (2010) was critical of the conclusions above, noting that students are
influenced by a variety of non-epistemological factors. Weber observed that
Recio and Godino’s written artefacts are products of, amongst other things, a
social context in which students likely experience pressure to produce an an-
swer, either to receive partial credit or to please the researcher. In such cases,
the implicit assumption that students are convinced by their own work, or that
they find empirical arguments convincing is misguided. Weber presented em-
pirical evidence supporting this view. In a smaller study with 28 undergraduate
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mathematicians, students were asked to evaluate the conviction they gained
in the truth of 10 statements based on certain pre-selected arguments, Weber
concluded that his students were not convinced by empirical arguments. He
also found, however, that students were convinced by diagrammatic arguments,
and that they often accepted invalid arguments without recognising their logical
flaws.

Evaluating students’ proof conceptions

Of those interested explicitly in students’ conceptions of proof, only Stylianou
et al. (2015) and Healy and Hoyles (2000) quantitatively examined the relative
merit of students’ responses. Stylianou et al. used a multiple-choice test of proof
conceptions comprising five pre-judged items. To understand the role of proof
conceptions in learning, the authors compared their test of proof conceptions to
self-efficacy beliefs and attainment on more standard proof comprehension tasks.
They found that the quality of students’ proof conceptions, as captured by their
test, were strong predictors of mathematics attainment but were unrelated to
their self-efficacy beliefs or self-reported experience of themselves as learners of
proof. These findings were consistent with Healy and Hoyles, who implemented
a suite of proof-related tasks with middle school students, attempting to un-
derstand the conceptions of proof they held. Healy and Hoyles implemented
two quantitative surveys, designed to elicit students’ conceptions of proof by
asking them to evaluate given arguments, to select arguments most similar to
those they would expect to produce, and to provide a written description of
proof and its purpose. The authors categorised students’ descriptions accord-
ing to the purposes of proof set out by de Villiers (1990) and used these data
as predictors of performance on other proof-related tasks. Healy and Hoyles
imposed no direct value-judgment on the relative quality of each category and
found no relationship between their coding and other measures of mathematics
attainment or beliefs.

The approaches of both Stylianou et al. (2015) and Healy and Hoyles (2000)
are useful for understanding how students view the world of mathematics through
pre-determined criteria. Both are limited, however, by the granularity of their
data and their reliance on pre-set categories for student responses. Stylianou
et al. (2015) used a closed-instrument that lends itself to immediate systematic
analysis, but does not capture the valuable diversity achieved by other meth-
ods. On the other hand, Healy and Hoyles (2000) allowed for a wide diversity
of responses by setting at least one open-ended task, but lacked a fined-grained
tool to systematically analyse this aspect of their data. As is discussed later
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in this chapter, comparative judgment achieves the best of both worlds, facili-
tating open-ended tasks with a quantitative measure of response quality. The
reliability and validity of such a measure are open questions that are considered
empirically and theoretically in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3 Proof comprehension

Having discussed the proof conceptions of philosophers, mathematicians and
students, I now turn to the education-focused literature on students’ compre-
hension of particular proofs. I first discuss traditional mathematics assessment,
as labelled by Weber (2015) and Iannone and Simpson (2011). I then discuss
the metrics of proof comprehension apparent in the recent education literature
before turning attention to a line of research explicitly addressing the problem of
systematically generating reliable and valid measures of proof comprehension.
This line of research is given particularly careful attention for its pioneering
status in the field and its importance to the empirical work in later chapters.

In taking an assessment-oriented view of the literature, I exclude several
tangentially related bodies of work on proof within mathematics education. In
particular, I discuss little of the recent work developing the teaching and learn-
ing of mathematical proof, attending only to particular works with interesting
contributions to evaluating progress and attainment in proof comprehension.
For wider reviews of the field, see Reid and Knipping (2010) and Stylianides
et al. (2017).

2.3.1 Traditional assessment

I infer a definition of traditional assessment, from the literature on traditional
instruction. In a study of mathematicians’ pedagogical practices, Weber (2004)
referred to traditional instruction as following a ‘definition-theorem-proof’ (lan-
guage from Davis and Hersh, 1981) mode of teaching, with the main goal of
having students become ‘capable of producing rigorous proofs about the cov-
ered mathematical concepts’ (p. 116). From this, I infer that traditional assess-
ment is that which measures students’ ability to produce rigorous proofs. This
is consistent with Iannone and Simpson (2011) who characterised closed-book
examinations as traditional assessments of mathematics4.

4According to Iannone and Simpson (2011), until as recently as the 18th century, mathe-
matics had a long-standing tradition of oral assessment. It was only with the increased focused
on individual cognition, coupled with alleged corruption in the oral assessment system and
the rise of Newtonian mechanics, that written assessments took over. As recently as 2011,
this status quo remained largely undisturbed, with all 11 UK universities from a represen-
tative survey using closed-book examinations as their primary mode of assessment. Within
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This traditional view, while consistent with the wider assessment literature,
may turn out to be an unfair characterisation of the care and attention math-
ematicians’ give to their pedagogical practice. Seeking a more nuanced view
of mathematicians’ behaviour, Weber (2012) interviewed nine mathematicians,
asking how they assess their students, and in particular, their understanding of
proof. Five mathematicians said they asked near-transfer tasks in which stu-
dents were required to prove novel statements similar to those presented in class
(e.g. asking students to prove

√
3 ∈ R\Q, having shown the same for

√
2 during

the course), two said they asked students to reproduce proofs from the course
and two said that they did not assess proof at all. Importantly, those who in-
dicated that they assess proof noted the inadequacy, or shallow nature, of their
assessments. Yet, consistent with the claims of Iannone and Simpson (2011),
this mode of assessment continues to dominate current practice, leaving a status
quo wherein mathematicians knowingly administer inadequate assessments.

In recent decades, the mathematics education community has attempted to
address this problem in two ways. One adopts a more rigorous consideration of
reliability and validity. The other calls for increased diversity in ‘the assessment
diet’ (Iannone and Simpson, 2011) of mathematics students, implicitly accepting
the imperfections in the various approaches and arguing that by diversifying
the assessment structure, we naturally attain a more holistic view of students’
understanding. The majority of the literature in this latter direction addresses
general mathematics assessment, rather than proof comprehension assessment
itself, and is omitted here. Detailed reviews of this literature can be found in
Iannone and Simpson (2015) and Iannone and Simpson (2011). Here, I focus
on research explicitly addressing proof comprehension.

2.3.2 Recent approaches to proof comprehension

In the previous section, I established that mathematicians and mathematics ed-
ucators are dissatisfied with the traditional approach to mathematics assessment
and agree that, at best, these measures provide only a superficial understanding
of students’ understanding (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017). In attempting to gen-
erate a deeper understanding of students’ proof comprehension, I identify three
strands of literature. The first is based on proof construction tasks. The second,
and more recent, is on proof reading. The third strand of literature focuses on
generating models of students’ proof comprehension and the use of these mod-
els in generating reliable assessment. The first two strands are explored in this
section, the third is reserved for the more in-depth discussion that follows.

institutions, percentages ranged from 43-92% with a mean of 72% (ibid).
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Proof construction

Early education research on proof comprehension focused on the use of qual-
itative methods to evaluate students’ proof constructions. For the most part,
research on construction tasks embraced the status quo of traditional assess-
ment, using largely qualitative methods to gain deeper insights into students’
understanding than is offered by traditional evaluations. I summarise the find-
ings from this body of work in terms of three barriers to success: 1) lack of
content knowledge (Moore, 1994; Ko and Knuth, 2009), 2) lack of strategic
knowledge (Weber, 2001; Hoyles and Healy, 2007), and 3) over-reliance on in-
appropriate argument forms (Harel and Sowder, 1998, 2007; Küchemann and
Hoyles, 2006).

Moore (1994) identified insufficient content knowledge as a significant barrier
to students’ proof constructions in an upper-undergraduate course on logic and
set theory. In a study of 16 students, Moore found seven sources of difficulty in
constructing proofs, four of which I interpret as demonstrations of insufficient
content knowledge. Moore observed that students did not know the definitions,
had little intuitive understanding of associated concepts, were unable to gen-
erate examples, and had insufficient concept images (in the sense of Tall and
Vinner, 1981) of related concepts. Similarly, in their interview-based study of
undergraduate students, Ko and Knuth (2009) reported that students lacked
content knowledge. In particular, their inability to recall key definitions limited
their capacity to produce proofs and counter-examples to given theorems.

Beyond content knowledge, Weber (2001) found that students lacked strate-
gic knowledge. From a study of four undergraduates and four doctoral students,
Weber found that undergraduates lacked sufficient strategic knowledge to know
where their entirely adequate content knowledge should be applied. Hoyles and
Healy (2007) reported a similar finding with secondary school students who
struggled to identify an appropriate starting point when constructing a proof,
limiting their ability to implement their relevant content knowledge.

Finally, the third strand of research identified over-reliance on inappropriate
argument forms as a barrier to students’ proof constructions. Harel and Sowder
(1998, 2007) and Küchemann and Hoyles (2006) reported an over-reliance on
empirical data and concrete examples, limiting students’ ability to construct
arguments recognised by the mathematical community as proofs. Using quali-
tative methods on a limited number of specific tasks at the lower tertiary and
upper secondary school levels, all three papers found that students did not see
the limitations of empirical approaches, and accordingly failed to see the benefits
of potentially more sophisticated approaches.
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While shedding new light on students’ understanding of proof, and greater
specificity about students’ difficulties, this line of research takes us no closer
to more effective modes of assessment suitable for practitioners. In search of
further insights and classroom-appropriate assessments, researchers have begun
turning to reading tasks for solutions.

Reading purported proofs

More recently, research has incorporated more work on students’ reading of
given proofs and, in particular, their ability to appropriately evaluate the valid-
ity of purported proofs. There is a strong consensus that many students do not
read proofs effectively and do not appropriately evaluate purported proofs. The
research in this area often involves multi-methods designs in which small groups
of students are given validation tasks generating both qualitative and quanti-
tative data. As before, the findings from this literature are discussed in three
classes: 1) inappropriate focus on surface features (Selden and Selden, 2003; Ko
and Knuth, 2009, 2013; Weber, 2012), 2) insufficient attention to localised detail
(Weber, 2010; Ko and Knuth, 2013), and 3) failure to apply new information to
closely related problems (Shepherd et al., 2012).

Both Selden and Selden (2003) and Alcock and Weber (2005) observed that
some students did not pay attention to a purported proof’s global purpose
or structure, focusing instead on verifying calculations or specific implications.
When reading proofs, many students focused too much on surface-level features,
failing to pay sufficient attention to links between statements and global argu-
ment structure. Investigating students’ ability to evaluate the validity of given
proofs, Selden and Selden presented eight undergraduate mathematics students
with arguments for four theorems generated by their peers. The students had
limited success in evaluating the validity of these arguments, reportedly as a
result of an inappropriate focus on surface features of the arguments. Students’
surface-level focus was also reported by Ko and Knuth (2009) and Ko and Knuth
(2013), who studied 16 mathematics undergraduates and identified an inability
to recognise ‘global-structure’ as a significant barrier to successful evaluation of
given arguments. These largely qualitative findings were corroborated with the
use of eye-tracking technology by Inglis and Alcock (2012). By comparing the
eye-movements of 12 mathematicians and 18 first-year undergraduates, Inglis
and Alcock found that the undergraduates were less inclined to switch their at-
tention back and forth between lines of an argument, suggesting they spend less
time identifying implicit links between statements and/or attending to global
structure.
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Weber (2010) and Ko and Knuth (2013) both found that mathematics ma-
jors did not pay sufficient attention to detail and did not adequately identify
localised logical flaws. Weber, in a study with 28 mathematics majors in a
‘transition-to-proof’ course, found students did not identify logical gaps in de-
ductive arguments. Similarly, the mixed methods study by Ko and Knuth in-
volving 16 undergraduate mathematics students supported the claim that stu-
dents struggle to identify what the researchers termed localised logical gaps in
deductive arguments. These largely interview-based findings were corroborated
using eye-movement analyses by Inglis and Alcock (2012). Inglis and Alcock
found that undergraduates were less inclined than mathematicians to switch
their attention back and forth between lines in a purported proof, suggesting
that students were less attentive to the global structure of proofs or the implicit
links between logical statements. All these findings suggest that students might
not fully comprehend proofs they are expected to read. In a similar vein, Hodds
et al. (2014) reported that self-explanation training, in which participants were
encouraged to identify and elaborate on the main ideas of the proof before de-
veloping their own explanations, significantly increased students’ success rate
in appropriately evaluating purported proofs. This is consistent with the claim
that students do not evaluate proofs appropriately because of their insufficient
attention to detail.

Finally, Shepherd et al. (2012) focused on high-achieving mathematics stu-
dents and their ability to transfer new knowledge to an immediately related
context. Even high achieving students had significant difficulties with such
tasks, despite their good general reading ability (as measured by the Construc-
tively Responsive Reading metric). Supporting several findings discussed earlier,
Shepherd et al. identified insensitivity to localised errors, insufficient content
knowledge, and insufficient attention to detail as barriers to participants’ suc-
cess.

The literature presented in this section highlights barriers to students’ suc-
cess in coming to understand proof and the various methods researchers have
used to evaluate students’ understanding. This work represents meaningful
progress in proof comprehension assessment. In particular, unlike what is learnt
from traditional assessment of proof, this body of work has advanced under-
standing of students’ difficulties with proof and their specific shortcomings in
both constructing and reading proofs.

Thus far in the discussion, there has been little consideration of the reliability
and validity of the conclusions. The majority of the research discussed is based
on studies with fewer than 30 participants and investigations of reliability and
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validity were based primarily on qualitative methods. Further, while this work
has advanced understanding of students’ difficulties, it has done little to advance
the design of future assessments for use in the classroom. The strand of literature
discussed in the following section addresses this.

2.3.3 Generating a model for proof comprehension assess-
ment

In this section, I discuss a line of research that has resulted in three report-
edly reliable and valid multiple-choice tests, rigorously designed to assess stu-
dents’ reading comprehension of three proofs in number theory and real analysis.
These tests result from an extensive mixed methods design and are based on
the seven-aspect model of proof comprehension assessment generated in the pro-
cess (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2012, 2017). I first discuss the origins and specifics
of this model, before discussing the multiple-choice tests and their utility for
future research, including my own. I identify the line of research initiated by
Conradie and Frith (2000) and later extended by Mejía-Ramos et al. (2012) as
the only comprehensive effort to understand assessment of proof comprehension.
Mejía-Ramos et al. drew on both Conradie and Frith, and Yang and Lin (2008)
to provide an assessment model for proof comprehension that is an important
source for much of the research presented later.

A seven-aspect model for proof comprehension

The model described below was the product of an extensive two-part literature
review and a series of systematic interviews with mathematicians. Mejía-Ramos
et al. (2012) first considered the functions and purposes of proof, then reviewed
the recommended alternative methods of presenting proof.

The resulting seven-part model comprised two parts, the local aspects and
the holistic aspects, see Table 2.2. Local aspects of proof comprehension are
those for which the reader is required to consider particular mathematical state-
ments either in isolation, or in relation to a small number of other statements
situated nearby. Holistic aspects are those which can only be understood by
considering the proof globally, and ‘cannot be gleaned by examining a small
number of statements’ (p. 6).

All three local aspects are adaptations from the framework in Yang and
Lin (2008), developed in the context of high school geometry. Yang and Lin
included one final aspect referred to as encapsulation, described as the stage at
which students understand the generality and applicability of the proof at hand.
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Table 2.2

Mejía-Ramos et al.’s (2012) proof comprehension assessment model (p. 15).

Aspect Assessment evidence

Local

1. Meaning of terms and
statements

Understanding of key terms and
statements in the proof.

2.
Logical status of
statements and proof
framework

Knowledge of the logical status of
statements in the proof and the logical
relationship between these statements
and the statement being proven.

3. Justification of claims

Comprehension of how each assertion
in the proof follows from previous
statements in the proof and other
proven or assumed statements.

Holistic

4. Summarising via
high-level ideas

Grasp of the main idea of the proof
and its overarching approach.

5. Identifying the modular
structure

Comprehension of the proof in terms
of its main components/modules and
the logical relationship between them.

6.
Transferring the general
ideas or methods to
another context

Ability to adapt the ideas and
procedures of the proof to solve other
proving tasks.

7. Illustrating with
examples

Understanding of the proof in terms of
its relationship to specific examples.

Mejía-Ramos et al. (2012) deemed this insufficient for the more general setting
of undergraduate mathematics, differentiating between four holistic aspects of
proof comprehension at this level.

Three multiple-choice comprehension tests

One product of this model was a series of three 12-question multiple-choice tests
targeting comprehension of specific proofs. The design process was outlined in
Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017). Similar to the assessment model itself these tests
were designed via a resource-intensive mixed methods approach, comprising a
series of validation phases including interviews with students and mathemati-
cians and large-scale quantitative implementations (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017).
The final 12-question tests were cut down from original sets of 20 questions,
some of which were found to be redundant. Each test attained a Cronbach’s
α > .7 in the final large-scale trial, indicating acceptable internal consistency.

To my knowledge, these tests are the first rigorously developed measures of
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proof comprehension. Despite the numerous advantages of this approach, the
resources required in developing tests for the variety of contexts required by
practitioners limit its potential scope. As such, my research uses these tests
as benchmarks against which to evaluate the merits of a new, perhaps more
generalisable, approach to proof comprehension assessment. Before moving on
to the comparative judgment literature, I discuss the notion of dimensionality
in proof comprehension.

A note on dimensionality

Thus far, I have used the phrase ‘proof comprehension’ as an implicitly uni-
dimensional entity. Consistent with much of the literature on proof, I have
permitted language regarding ‘students’ understanding of proof’, implicitly ac-
cepting that such a notion can at least theoretically be considered a singular
construct. This assumption of unidimensionality is not trivial and is worthy of
further examination.

One alternative to this potentially problematic assumption is to distinguish
between types of assessment, or between particular tasks. For example, it seems
theoretically possible to argue that there is nothing in the literature fundamen-
tally binding students’ ability to construct proofs to their ability to read or
evaluate them. There are two problems with this line of reasoning. First, even
if one accepts such a distinction, the dimensionality of these new, smaller en-
tities (proof construction and proof reading) remains unclear. Several possible
factors influence an individual’s ability to produce acceptable proofs and there
is no evidence to suggest proficiency with one necessitates proficiency with an-
other. The second problem comes from the language common in the literature.
Regardless of the specific task- or content-specific context, researchers continue
to use the same overlapping language of proof comprehension, indicating that at
least implicitly, educationalists believe they are investigating a unidimensional
entity.

The three multiple-choice tests of Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017), developed from
the seven-aspect model of comprehension, provide an interesting testing ground
for such thinking. Mejía-Ramos and Weber (2016) presented preliminary find-
ings in a study with fewer than 150 students taking all three tests, reporting
strong correlations between any two of the tests. The authors suggest that their
results support a unidimensional view of proof comprehension, but are careful
to note that further work is needed before making definitive claims to this end.

Although preliminary, these empirical results present an interesting theoret-
ical conundrum in light of the seven-aspect model presented by Mejía-Ramos
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et al. (2012). On the one hand, these findings support the until now implicitly
assumed unidimensionality of proof comprehension and serve to allay concerns
about possible oversights in the literature. On the other hand, this quantita-
tive indication of unidimensionality suggests that each aspect of the assessment
model evaluates the same thing. This leads to the seemingly illogical conclusion
that a task asking students to, for example, recall a definition from the proof
(aspect 1 from the Mejía-Ramos et al.’s model) is somehow equivalent to one
asking students to summarise the high-level ideas (aspect 4). This challenges
seemingly reasonable intuitions about the nature of proof comprehension tasks
and the necessity for a certain level of complexity to meaningfully evaluate stu-
dents’ comprehension. Interpreting simple quantitative evidence in education
must be done with caution, but at the very least these findings provide motiva-
tion for future research.

In this thesis, I introduce a comparative judgment-based approach to proof
comprehension, generating a new tool for assessing students’ comprehension
of a possibly unlimited number of proofs. Where each comprehension test of
Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017) requires a rigorous design stage, my comparative
judgment-based approach could, in principle, be applied to any proof. In the
presence of sufficient evidence regarding the reliability and validity of the re-
sulting scores, this has substantive potential to contribute to research on the
dimensionality of proof comprehension by allowing researchers to consider and
compare a wide variety of mathematical proofs. I return to the potential of
comparative judgment in the realm of proof and proof comprehension at the
end of the following section on the applications and purposes of comparative
judgment in educational settings.

2.4 Comparative judgment

Recall that comparative judgment is a method for quantifying subjective psy-
chological experiences. After collecting responses to what is often a short, open-
ended task, judges are recruited to perform a series of pairwise comparisons, se-
lecting the ‘better’ response from each pair. A statistical model is then used to
generate a score for each response, understood to be an estimate of the quality
of each response.

First introduced by Thurstone (1927), comparative judgment methods are
based on the observation that humans are better at pairwise comparison tasks
than they are at evaluation tasks based on explicit criteria. In the realm of
education, Thurstone proposed applications to qualities like handwriting qual-
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ity and children’s drawings, but never published empirical work on these top-
ics. Before Thurstone’s work, many psychologists had steered away from the
measurement of such subjective phenomena (Bramley, 2007), lacking the math-
ematical tools to model these high-variance phenomena that cannot be directly
observed.

The technical details of comparative judgment are explained in Section 3.5.
In this section, I discuss the education-focused literature on comparative judg-
ment, beginning with a survey of the content-driven applications of comparative
judgment in educational settings. While many studies focus exclusively on vali-
dating a particular comparative judgment-based assessment, there is substantive
diversity in the purposes of the published research. These purposes are discussed
next, before consideration of the various aspects of validity examined in the lit-
erature. This method-focused presentation of the literature reflects the aims of
this thesis and lays the foundations for understanding the empirical work pre-
sented in later chapters. This section concludes by returning to the literature
on proof and cluster concepts, justifying the use of comparative judgment in
this context.

2.4.1 Applications of comparative judgment

The first application of comparative judgment in education is widely understood
to be Pollitt and Murray (1993), who investigated spoken language proficiency
using video-recorded excerpts judged by linguistics experts. By requiring judges
to justify each decision aloud, the authors inferred an understanding of the
validity by identifying themes in the judges’ motivations.

In the intervening years, comparative judgment has been applied to a wide
variety of content domains in languages (Heldsinger and Humphry, 2010, 2013),
design and technology (Seery et al., 2012; Bartholomew et al., 2019; Kimbell,
2012), chemistry (McMahon and Jones, 2015), visual art portfolios (Newhouse,
2014), history (Holmes et al., 2018), engineering (Williams, 2012) and math-
ematics. Within mathematics, researchers have focused on problem solving
(Jones et al., 2015; Jones and Inglis, 2015), conceptual understanding of algebra
(Jones et al., 2019; Bisson et al., 2016), p-values (Bisson et al., 2016), calculus
(Bisson et al., 2016; Jones and Alcock, 2014) and general GCSE mathematics5

(Jones and Inglis, 2015). Others focused more generally on mathematical think-
ing (Hunter and Jones, 2018) or conceptual explanations (Jones and Karadeniz,
2016).

5General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) qualifications are subject-specific
examinations taken by UK-based secondary students, typically aged 16.
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In all cases, researchers deemed their comparative judgment-based scores to
be reliable and valid. Given the scarcity of universally successful quantitative
measures within education, the ubiquity of the successful findings across the
literature raises a question of publication bias within this relatively literature.
This is not explored here, but the absence of ‘boundary cases’ is worth consid-
ering when reading the wider comparative judgment literature. I return to this
topic in the final chapter.

2.4.2 Purposes of comparative judgment

There are numerous motivations for comparative judgment-based research, each
aiming to capitalise on differing strengths of comparative judgment. I identify
four primary focuses of the published work on comparative judgment: 1) val-
idating new assessments, 2) evaluating and improving existing assessments, 3)
developing non-comparative judgment-related assessments, and 4) understand-
ing the behaviour of participants.

The first focus, validation of new assessments, has attracted the most re-
search and is perhaps the most obvious application. Research of this ilk often
argues that traditional assessments are inadequate, either for their lack of va-
lidity as authentic assessments of the target domain (Bisson et al., 2016), or
for the constraints on task designers of traditional criteria-based assessments
(Jones and Inglis, 2015). In particular, comparative judgment-based protocols
free assessors from the constraints of having to concretely prescribe the manner
in which assessors should evaluate responses (Jones and Inglis, 2015). This al-
lows for the design and evaluation of more open-ended tasks that might not be
practical under more traditional protocols. Comparative judgment research in
education has typically focused on areas in which traditional, criteria-based as-
sessment can be said to have fallen short, attempting to validate a comparative
judgment-based assessment to fill the gap. Jones et al. (2015) and Jones and
Inglis (2015) focused on validating a comparative judgment-based assessment of
secondary school students’ mathematical problem-solving. Bisson et al. (2016),
Hunter and Jones (2018), Jones and Karadeniz (2016) and Jones et al. (2019)
did similarly for tasks of the form ‘Explain concept X’ (Jones et al., 2019, p.
672).

Others have focused on evaluating and improving existing assessments in
areas with existing tools (Jones et al., 2015; McMahon and Jones, 2015; Benton
et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2016). Alongside their focus on problem-solving, Jones
et al. used comparative judgment to evaluate traditional standard assessments
of secondary school mathematics, finding their comparative judgment-based
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evaluation of responses was more time-efficient than traditional marking proce-
dures, without sacrificing reliability or validity. Similarly, McMahon and Jones
reported on one teacher’s journey in implementing comparative judgment across
an array of internal assessments of secondary school chemistry. They reported
that comparative judgment was as reliable, more efficient and arguably gener-
ated better (more valid) assessment outcomes than the traditional assessments.
Jones et al. also used comparative judgment to evaluate existing assessments,
considering changing standards in UK-wide secondary school mathematics ex-
aminations.

The third focus of the comparative judgment-based literature has been the
development of non-comparative judgment-based assessments. For example,
Heldsinger and Humphry (2013) and Heldsinger and Humphry (2010) used com-
parative judgment to calibrate writing samples to be used as benchmarks against
which to evaluate other samples in the absence of a comparative judgment-based
process. Both Bramley (2007) and Thurstone (1927) also noted the potential of
this application although its use has not been widespread.

The final focus of the comparative judgment literature has been on under-
standing the behaviour of participants, both via their responses to comparative
judgment-based tasks and the decisions of judges. Hunter and Jones (2018),
for example, used a comparative judgment-based approach to examine primary
students’ mathematical thinking. Hunter and Jones assumed a valid output,
and used the resulting analysis to develop insights into the behaviour of both
students and judges. Bartholomew et al. (2019) adopted a similar approach in
developing an understanding of design values across cultures. In both studies,
by considering the contents of written responses, researchers were able to iden-
tify the priorities or values of the judging cohort by identifying characteristics
that corresponded with high comparative judgment-based scores.

In this thesis, I am motivated by the first and last elements of this list. That
is, the two tasks featured in my empirical work generate comparative judgment-
based evaluations for topics where I have argued that traditional assessment
has failed. I consider the reliability and validity of these tasks. In each case, I
then invert the attention to the participants, generating understanding of the
students and mathematicians involved through the comparative judgment data.

2.4.3 Evaluating validity

Given its pivotal place in this thesis, I now focus on the literature about the
validity of comparative judgment. In the sections that follow, I outline the
several approaches to validity adopted by different researchers, before outlining
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the theoretical potential of comparative judgment in the realm of proof and
proof comprehension. I discuss three common approaches to generating validity
evidence in the literature on comparative judgment: expert testimony, content
analysis, and comparative analysis. A detailed discussion of validity theory
and its evolution in education research is presented in the following chapter on
methodologies.

Expert testimony

It is common to investigate the validity of comparative judgment scores using
expert testimony (Jones et al., 2015; Jones and Inglis, 2015; Hunter and Jones,
2018; Davies et al., 2012; Pollitt and Murray, 1993). This testimony usually
serves dual purposes within the research design. Most immediately, researchers
compare expert testimony to theoretically expected ideas. For example, in their
investigation of primary students’ portfolio-based tasks in science and technol-
ogy, Davies et al. drew positive conclusions regarding the validity of their task
based on the theoretically appropriate priorities expressed by the judges. Jones
and Inglis also relied primarily on expert testimony collected via two closed-
answer questionnaires in evaluating a comparative judgment-based secondary
school assessment designed as an alternative to a standard British GCSE assess-
ment. The first questionnaire asked teachers how well their alternative assess-
ment addressed primary curriculum features. The second asked teacher judges
which elements of students’ responses most influenced their decision-making. In
a less structured manner, Jones et al. (2019) considered validity through discus-
sions with the ‘project advisory panel’ (p. 674) of the task design and responses
from a pilot study.

Content analysis

It is also common to pair expert testimony with qualitative analyses of the re-
sponses being judged (Jones et al., 2015; Jones and Inglis, 2015; Hunter and
Jones, 2018). In these cases, researchers have evaluated validity based on com-
parisons between judges’ testimony and a coded content analysis of the task
responses.

In investigating primary students’ free-response explanations of mathemati-
cal concepts, Hunter and Jones (2018) conducted a content analysis for a sample
of six students’ responses. They reported symmetry between the comparative
judgment-based scores, expert testimony from interviews with teachers, and the
qualitative features of the sampled responses. On this basis, they concluded that
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their comparative judgment-based assessment had demonstrated validity in this
case.

Content analyses have also been used in the absence of expert testimony,
instead directly comparing content analysis with comparative judgment-based
scores using statistical modelling. For example, Jones and Karadeniz (2016) in-
vestigated secondary students’ conceptual understanding with a series of open-
ended questions evaluated using comparative judgment. In evaluating the valid-
ity of their measure, they conducted a qualitative analysis of students’ responses,
coding them for five important traits predetermined from the literature. After
conducting a multiple linear regression predicting comparative judgment scores
using these five codes (as well as file size and performance on a standard test
on fractions), Jones and Karadeniz concluded that their comparative judgment-
based evaluation had demonstrated acceptable validity.

Comparative analysis

The third approach to validity comes from quantitative comparison with theo-
retically similar measures. Bisson et al. (2016) considered the validity of their
comparative judgment-based assessments of students’ conceptual understanding
by comparing their new measure with outputs from existing validated measures
of theoretically similar entities. For their investigation of students’ understand-
ing of p-values, they benchmarked comparative judgment scores against perfor-
mance on the RPASS-7 test (Lane-Getaz, 2013). When investigating students’
comprehension of the derivative, they used the Calculus Concept Inventory (Ep-
stein, 2013) as the benchmark. It is also common to benchmark comparative
judgment-based assessments against standard measures of attainment for the
population from which participants are recruited. For example, Jones and Al-
cock (2014) evaluated their assessment of conceptual understanding in introduc-
tory real analysis using the summative assessment scores attained at the end of
the module on which students were enrolled. Jones et al. (2015) did similarly
with scores in evaluating the validity of their secondary school assessment of
mathematical problem-solving.

In a similar vein, Jones et al. (2019) performed a randomised control trial
using a comparative judgment measure of students’ algebra performance along-
side a suite of standardised measures of procedural understanding, conceptual
understanding and general achievement, as well as writing skills and mathemat-
ics anxiety. Similar to Bisson et al., they considered the correlation between
comparative judgment-based scores and their standardised measure of algebra
performance. Jones et al. also considered the capacity of their comparative
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judgment-based scores to detect the effect of their RCT intervention (known to
exist through their algebra measure), expecting to find divergence between their
control and intervention groups.

Jones et al. (2019) further pursued this notion of divergence by comparing
comparative judgment-based scores of algebra performance with writing skills,
finding a moderate correlation. This was explained as a function of the pri-
mary school setting in which students’ ability to produce coherent sentences was
likely related to their ability to respond to the comparative judgment prompt.
Nevertheless, the authors drew no explicit conclusions about validity from this
evidence. With a similar method, Jones and Karadeniz (2016) found that com-
parative judgment scores correlated more strongly with general mathematics
achievement than with reading achievement, and hence that they had found
further evidence for the validity of their measure of conceptual understanding.

Jones and Alcock (2014) also considered divergence as a measure of valid-
ity, albeit via a different mechanism. By judging their introductory analysis
assessment with expert, external non-expert and peer judges, they evaluated
the extent to which the scores produced were based on inherently mathematical
features. Upon finding a significant difference between models produced by the
judging cohorts, these authors concluded their data demonstrated validity as an
assessment of mathematics, rather than non-mathematical features upon which
the non-experts judges were assumed to have focused.

Finally, I consider the predictive capacity of a measure as an indicator of
validity. Benton et al. (2018) evaluated students’ writing samples using adaptive
comparative judgment via comparison with later scores of language proficiency.
While not common in the comparative judgment literature, I return to this
notion of predictive validity in the empirical component of this thesis (Chapters
5 and 8).

2.4.4 Comparative judgment and proof comprehension

As discussed earlier, comparative judgment is most suited to areas of mathe-
matics in which criteria are difficult to generate, allowing for robust assessment
without the necessity to predetermine the manner in which assessors should
evaluate responses. In these cases, comparative judgment offers a flexible alter-
native for quantifying understanding in the absence of better options.

The mathematics education research community has developed a short list of
robust, closed-form measures for conceptual understanding of particular math-
ematical concepts. These include the RPASS-7 test of introductory statis-
tics (Lane-Getaz, 2013), the Calculus Concept Inventory (Epstein, 2013), and
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the multiple-choice tests of proof comprehension developed by Mejía-Ramos
et al. (2017). By comparing comparative judgment-based outputs with such
established measures, we gain insight into the scope of comparative judgment’s
domain-specific applications, potentially circumventing the need to replicate the
resource- and time-intensive processes required to rigorously generate and vali-
date such conceptual measures.

Given the diversity of proof conceptions, and the absence of an agreed-
upon definition, proof comprehension is a prime candidate for a comparative
judgment-based approach. In particular, responses to the Conceptions and
Summaries Tasks can both be assessed using comparative judgment to generate
potentially reliable and valid measures of individuals’ understanding of mathe-
matical proof. Moreover, it is possible for judges to meaningfully complete their
judgments without being provided a detailed exposition of the purpose of the
task or the manner in which they should approach responses.

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, this approach to assessment is consistent with
the notion of proof as a cluster category, acknowledging and benefiting from the
coexistence of pluralistic and consensus conceptions of proof. From the plural-
istic perspective, an approach relying on the collective expertise of the judges
is necessary to avoid the unreliability likely to result from any criteria-based
approach. From the consensus perspective, I gain the theoretical comfort that
grounding validity in the collective expertise of judges is a reasonable approach,
and moreover, is likely to generate reliable scores.

One aim of this thesis is to understand the validity of two comparative
judgment-based assessments. I report evidence from expert testimony and con-
tent analyses of responses, as well as comparing scores with students’ perfor-
mance on the multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Tests of Mejía-Ramos et al.
(2017). The availability of these three tests provides a productive starting point
for understanding the scope of comparative judgment in proof comprehension
assessment in general. If it is the case that all three assessments are adequately
related to comparative judgment-based assessments, this will be interpreted as
evidence that this approach to assessment may generalise to other proofs for
which no such psychometrically validated tests yet exist. The extent to which
such findings can and should be generalised is an important consideration and
is discussed at several points later in this thesis. For now, it suffices to say that
this approach has the potential to generate whole classes of assessments with
drastically lower resource requirements than the design approach proposed by
Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017).
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2.5 Research questions

The following research questions address the various gaps in the literature dis-
cussed above.

Research question 1 :
What do students and mathematicians write when explicitly asked about their
conceptions of proof?

Research question 2a :
What do mathematicians most value when evaluating the written proof concep-
tions of others?
Research question 2b:
What do mathematicians most value when evaluating students’ proof summaries?

Research question 3a :
Do written proof conceptions, scored using comparative judgment, generate a
reliable and valid output?
Research question 3b:
Do proof summaries, scored using comparative judgment, generate a reliable and
valid output?

Questions 1, 2a and 2b serve two purposes. First, they represent interim
focal points, of interest in isolation. Answers to these questions, however, also
contribute to the more general questions of reliability and validity addressed by
questions 3a and 3b. Table 2.3 summarises the empirical work addressing each
question.

This thesis offers parallel contributions to the literatures on comparative
judgment and proof. To the comparative judgment literature, it offers a series of
methodological considerations regarding the applicability of this assessment ap-
proach in as-yet-unexplored content domains. By evaluating the reliability and
validity of the scores produced by the two tasks, it generates an understanding of
the strengths and weaknesses of comparative judgment-based approaches and
draws general methodological conclusions about comparative judgment itself.
To the literature on proof, it introduces and evaluates a new measurement ap-
proach for proof conceptions and proof comprehension. Regarding conceptions
and beliefs, this approach has the potential to quantitatively evaluate responses
in domains where previous research has been limited. Regarding proof compre-
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hension, comparative judgment has the potential to offer an efficient assessment
approach that captures students’ understanding of a wide range of proofs. The
line of research presented in this thesis also provides insight into the nature of
proof itself.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

‘Reasoning should not form a chain which is no stronger than its
weakest link, but a cable whose fibers may be ever so slender, pro-
vided they are sufficiently numerous and intimately connected’.

(Peirce, 1878, as cited in Menand, 1997, p. 5)

In this chapter, I address the various methodological decisions embedded in this
thesis. I position the two empirical strands (on the Conceptions and Summary
Tasks) as mixed methods investigations, based on the ideas of pragmatism.

I first discuss mixed methods research, the necessity for such a paradigm in
my research, and its philosophical underpinnings. This is followed by a section
on validity, including glossaries of the relevant terms in assessment and research
validity. I then use this language to discuss the various data and analyses
featured in the following chapters. This chapter ends with a brief note on
sources of ethical approval for this research. The specific methods of each study
can be found in Chapters 4 to 9.

3.1 Mixed methods research

In recent decades, mixed methods research has established itself as a third major
research paradigm alongside purely qualitative and quantitative approaches. In
this section, I first identify a definition from Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004)
before exploring the diversity of the mixed methods paradigm. I then position
my work within the field using the eight-part taxology of Leech and Onwueg-
buzie (2009). Finally, I introduce pragmatism as a philosophical underpinning
for this work and discuss its implications for mixed methods research.
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3.1.1 Defining mixed methods research

Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) defined mixed methods research as ‘the class
of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative
research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a single
study’ (p. 17).

As a relatively young paradigm, there is substantive diversity in the liter-
ature about what constitutes mixed methods (or simply ‘mixed’) research and
how it should be conducted. In reviewing the definitions provided by 24 leading
researchers in the field, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2007) identified five themes:
what is mixed, when/where is it mixed, why is it mixed, the breadth of applica-
tions and the orientations of those doing the mixing. Regarding what is being
mixed, the authors found near-consensus that mixed research involved the com-
bining of qualitative and quantitative approaches/tools. Beyond this most basic
consideration, experts’ definitions varied on the other four themes. Some argued
for mixed research involving mixing in the design stage, others prioritised the
data collection or analysis stages (when/where). Some said that mixed research
necessarily involves mixing at all stages (breadth). Some said the purpose of
mixed research is corroboration, while others emphasised depth and richness
of understanding (whys). Finally, some definitions oriented their approach as
bottom-up, in the sense that mixed research is necessarily driven by research
questions, while others espoused a top-down model where the researchers’ goals
and orientations are seen as the epistemic driving force.

According to Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2007), ‘definitions can and will usu-
ally change over time as the [field] continues to grow’ (p. 112). In the meantime,
researchers should attempt to be specific about the operational and epistemic
assumptions upon which they base their work (ibid).

Three dimensions for identifying mixed methods research

Building on the work of Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2007), Leech and Onwueg-
buzie (2009) identified three dimensions along which mixed research can operate:
a) breadth of mixing, b) time-orientation of mixing and c) the relative emphasis
between approaches.

By breadth of mixing, the authors refer to the location of the mixing, either
in the design, collection or analysis phases of a study. A fully mixed study in-
volves mixing at all three phases, while a partially mixed study does so at only
one or two of the three. Time-orientation refers to the timing of the data collec-
tion as either concurrent or sequential. A concurrent study involves qualitative
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and quantitative data collected simultaneously, while a sequential study involves
data types collected one after the other. Finally, the relative emphasis between
approaches refers to the importance of the quantitative/qualitative approaches
embedded in the research. A quantitative-dominant study views the quantita-
tive data as most important, and uses qualitative data to inform understanding
of the primarily quantitative focus. Insofar as this dimension can be viewed as
dichotomous, a qualitative-dominant study does the opposite.

My research

In this thesis, Chapters 4 through 8 present a series of partially mixed, se-
quential, quantitative-dominant studies, each oriented toward either research
question 3a or 3b (see page 34). Research questions 1a, 1b, and 2 are also ad-
dressed at various points in each study but are not the primary thrust of this
research. All studies are partially mixed in the sense that the mixing takes place
only at the analysis stage in most studies. They are sequential in the sense that
each data collection focused exclusively on either primarily qualitative or quan-
titative evidence. Finally, they are quantitative-dominant in the sense that all
but one study begins with quantitative analyses, implementing more qualitative
tools only after initial conclusions have been established. The exception is the
interview-based study presented in Chapter 9. This, the final empirical chap-
ter, is presented as a qualitative-dominant study, with mixed analysis coming
only in the final stages via a multiple regression on the codes generated from a
thematic analysis of interview transcripts.

3.1.2 Justifications for mixed methods research

Justifications for mixed methods research have been outlined in full several times
(Doyle et al., 2016; Leech and Onwuegbuzie, 2009; Onwuegbuzie and Johnson,
2006). This section highlights four pertinent justifications from Doyle et al.’s
list.

Design flexibility. Mixing methods allows researchers to ask and answer differ-
ent questions that cannot be adequately addressed by quantitative or qualita-
tive methods in isolation (Creswell and Plano Clark, 2011; Doyle et al., 2016).
Some questions require a variety of approaches to generate robust evidence.
Questions of assessment validity necessitate this design flexibility and should be
approached from multiple angles.
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Triangulation. Triangulation facilitates increased validity through corroboration
of findings from different philosophical positions (Pinto, 2010). Corroborating
conclusions from varied backgrounds increases confidence in the findings.

Offsetting weaknesses. Every source of evidence is built on (often unknowable)
combinations of bias and contextual features, each with its own set of strengths
and weaknesses. By gathering data from multiple epistemic sources, the prob-
ability that conclusions are the product of a specific combination of unknown
influences is reduced. To this end, mixed methods researchers explicitly design
studies with offsetting blind-spots with the intention of covering more ground.

Completeness. Similar to the flexibility highlighted earlier, Doyle et al. also
emphasised the strengths of mixed methods designs in generating a ‘complete
and comprehensive picture of the study phenomenon’ (p. 178).

The investigation of judges’ decision-making processes illustrates the value of
this mixed methods approach. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 generate conjectures about
judges’ priorities in evaluating proof summaries through a content analysis of
summaries (and their features) most likely to be rewarded by judges. However,
this primarily quantitative investigation ignores much of the contextual infor-
mation surrounding judges’ decision-making processes and relies exclusively on
statistical inference to understand the complexity of human decision-making.
In contrast, Chapter 9 presents an interview-based study in which transcripts
are explored using thematic analysis to generate a richer, more authentic ac-
count of the judges’ processes. By triangulating between the findings from the
two approaches, it is possible to generate a more complete understanding of the
situation by using methods with offsetting weaknesses to investigate the same
phenomenon.

3.1.3 The philosophy of mixed methods research

Paradigm wars

To understand the foundations of mixed methods research, it is necessary to
understand its origins and its birth as a ‘third-way’ alternative to strictly quan-
titative and qualitative paradigms. The debate of the 1980s and 90s, often
referred to as the paradigm wars (Gage, 1989), led researchers from both tra-
ditions to adopt purist and, at times, dogmatic philosophies dismissive of the
merits of the other (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). On one side, quanti-
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tative purists espoused a philosophical position often associated with logical
positivism. They argued that social science should be treated just as physical
science, in that the observer can meaningfully be separated from the observed
and that research can and should be conducted from an objective vantage-point
(Howe, 1988). Researchers from this methodological tradition rely heavily on
statistical evidence to test clearly defined hypotheses.

At the other end of the spectrum, qualitative purists rejected these posi-
tivist notions and argued that social science cannot be productively approached
as such. Rather, purist qualitative researchers (often labelled constructivist or
interpretivist, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) claimed that research and re-
searcher are inextricably linked and that researchers should be explicit about
their underlying assumptions, biases and the full context of the research setting.
To this end, qualitative paradigms permit very different forms of evidence, based
on rich descriptions of naturalistic observations.

For each paradigm, the research conclusions produced by the other are either
incomprehensible or invalid (Gage, 1989). To the positivist, the interpretivist’s
evidence lacks rigour, specificity and generalisability. To the interpretivist, the
positivist lacks the capacity to paint sufficiently nuanced pictures to have rele-
vance to the real world (Doyle et al., 2016; Gage, 1989).

The incompatibility thesis

The incompatibility thesis, built on ideas from the paradigm wars, asserts that
qualitative and quantitative paradigms cannot be mixed. They are built on
different philosophical foundations, and blending these approaches leads to ill-
defined territory in need of either new foundations, or a detailed account of the
marriage between two seemingly opposed positions. The phrase ‘incompatibil-
ity thesis’ was coined by Howe (1988) as a description of the criticisms levied
at those promoting the parallel use of qualitative and quantitative methods.
Debate on the merits of this objection is on-going (Doyle et al., 2016; Hathcoat
and Meixner, 2017).

Pragmatism

Most mixed methods research is based on pragmatic philosophical position-
ing (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Pragmatism attempts to find a happy
medium between warring paradigms, benefitting from a pluralism of evidential
forms and rejecting the incompatibility thesis on the basis that the merits of
inquiry can only be assessed in relation to the questions they attempt to answer.
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Originating with Peirce’s (1878) pragmatic maxim, pragmatists assert that
one should ‘consider the practical effects of the objects of [their] conception’. Ex-
tending Peirce’s original work, James (1907) wrote that ‘the pragmatic method
is primarily a method of settling metaphysical disputes that otherwise might be
interminable. The pragmatic method in such cases is to try to interpret each
notion by tracing its respective practical consequences’ (p. 18).

In the social sciences, Dewey (1948) interpreted these ideas as suggesting that
researchers should choose the combination of methods and analyses best suited
to answering the questions at hand. The pragmatist then views their day-to-day
findings as ‘provisional truths’ and permits variety in evidential forms: qualita-
tive, quantitative or a mix. These provisional truths are therefore likely based
in differing paradigms and hence have differing philosophical justifications. In
combining these provisional truths into more robust ‘absolute Truths’ (Johnson
and Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 18), the pragmatist claims that an argument should
not be viewed as a chain whose strength is determined by its weakest link, but
as ‘a cable whose fibres may be ever so slender, provided they are sufficiently
numerous and intimately connected’ (Peirce, 1878, as cited in Menand, 1997, p.
5).

There are many modern versions of pragmatism. Here, I follow the philos-
ophy of Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004), referred to in their later work as a
‘pragmatism of the middle’ (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2007, p. 125), as an
attempt to split the difference between realist and pluralist pragmatisms (ibid).
In their 2004 paper, the authors offer an extensive list of the general characteris-
tics of their middle-of-the-road pragmatism (p. 18). In short, my interpretation
of Johnson and Onwuegbuzie’s pragmatism views knowledge as being ‘both [so-
cially] constructed and based on the reality of the world we experience (original
emphasis)’, while truth and meaning are regarded as dynamic entities, changing
with time as new knowledge emerges from research.

Criticisms of pragmatism and mixed method research

Pragmatism as a philosophical position is not without its shortcomings and
does not claim to solve the many existing debates between more established
paradigms. However, as has been argued by many scholars, pragmatism does
offer a productive paradigm for integrating mixed methods research and its prac-
tical benefits outweigh these drawbacks in many research settings (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Doyle et al., 2016). Much like Czocher and Weber’s (2019)
cluster account rescues proof from a potentially intractable diversity of proof
conceptions (see Section 2.2.3), pragmatism offers a productive perspective from
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which certain research questions can profitably be approached. Here, I explore
two classical critiques of pragmatism, one based on the incompatibility thesis,
the other focused on the absence of specificity in integrating and evaluating
evidence.

First, many critics of pragmatism point at the incompatibility thesis (Hath-
coat and Meixner, 2017; Howe, 1988; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004) as pre-
senting a problem not yet accounted for by the literature. Other established
paradigms have well-articulated philosophical accounts for truth. Critics claim
that pragmatists firmly assert that it is permissible to accept multiple sources of
evidence in a single investigation. However, they are often not forthcoming with
a philosophical justification for truth and knowledge in their new paradigm. I
identify the pragmatic literature as offering two distinct responses. The first
is to dismiss the importance of the incompatibility thesis. Some argue that
the approach leads to productive research on many topics that other paradigms
have failed to penetrate and that alone makes it merit-worthy (Hathcoat and
Meixner, 2017; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Johnson and Onwuegbuzie
explicitly note that a more robust philosophical justification is desirable and
that researchers should continue work in this direction, but the absence of tra-
ditionally robust philosophy should not deter researchers from mixed methods
approaches.

Others are more hostile to the incompatibility thesis, not just dismissing
its importance, but rather claiming that it is built on a faulty premise. In
particular, Howe (1988) asserted that the incompatibility thesis is based on the
untenable claim that ‘abstract paradigms should determine research methods
in a one-way fashion’ (p. 10). Howe advanced the view that paradigms must
demonstrate their ‘worth in terms of how they inform, and are informed by, the
research methods’ with which they associate (ibid). Thus, Howe promoted a
‘what works’ (p. 14) approach where each isolated line of inquiry is based on
isolated considerations specific to the needs of the research question at hand.
Howe’s defence can be considered in terms of Peirce’s metaphor for arguments as
cables, not chains. In Peirce’s metaphor, I claim that the weakest links are the
philosophical relationships between forms of evidence, and the incompatibility
thesis targets exactly this, the weakest links. However, Peirce asserts that one
should not think in terms of weakest links, but in terms of the numerous and
intimately connected strands of an argument.

In responding to the incompatibility thesis, pragmatists claim that it is ac-
ceptable to mix methods because it is productive. However, these justifications
are light on specificity and critics have questioned the ability of pragmatism to
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inform how, when and where research should integrate its evidential sources.
For example, when the canonical pragmatist asserts that researchers should use
methods most suited to the question at hand, Mertens (2003) demanded more
specificity on for whom the methods are suitable. In response, Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie (2004) explicitly note the value-laden, researcher-centric nature
of many mixed methods investigations and claim that, consistent with other
naturalistic paradigms, this is not problematic as long as researchers are ex-
plicit about their assumptions and biases where relevant. In a similar light,
pragmatism provides no direct guidance on the evaluation of evidence sources,
leaving it to the researcher to determine what constitutes convincing evidence
and how differing (both corroborating and contradictory) sources of evidence
should be integrated (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In the absence of a
single methodological approach to research, the tasks of evaluating and inte-
grating evidence are left without substantive guidance.

To compensate for this gap in the philosophical literature, I turn to the
literature on (assessment and research) validity for guidance on how to evaluate
and integrate evidence in my research in particular.

3.2 Validity

In this section, I first discuss topics in assessment validity, adopting the notion
of construct validity as further justification for the mixed methods approach
used in this thesis. I then define six forms of assessment validity that form the
basis of later discussions, both in contrasting assessment and research validity,
and in understanding the empirical work in the following chapters. I define two
broad types of research validity in terms of the preceding assessment language.
This language is then used in the following section outlining the forms of data
collection and analysis that feature in this work.

3.2.1 Assessment validity

Early positivist conceptions of assessment validity

Early conceptions of validity emerged at the turn of the 20th century and were
grounded in a positivist tradition of education research (e.g. Spearman, 1904).
According to Shaw and Crisp (2011), validity in this era was viewed largely as
a statistical entity capturing a test’s capacity to produce scores that correlate
with established measures with a theoretically similar premise. The quantities
measured were assumed to be static, objective entities with a definite value
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for each individual and validity was viewed as the accuracy of a measure’s
estimates of those values. In contrast to more modern conceptions of validity,
these earlier works viewed validation as a question that could be definitively
answered, and that with sufficient evidence, it was possible to unconditionally
declare a measure to be valid (Kane, 2001).

A modern conception of validity

According to Shaw and Crisp (2011), modern assessment validity is based on a
model of construct validity, introduced by Messick (1989). Messick’s construct
validity was built on three claims that distinguish his work from that which
came before it. First, Messick positioned the process of validation as the con-
struction of an argument, rather than the deciding of a property to be assigned
to a particular test. Second, in describing validation as an argument, Messick
permitted and encouraged a full gambit of analytical approaches, asserting that
‘construct validity is based on an integration of any evidence that bears on the
interpretation or meaning of the test scores’ (ibid, p. 23). This excerpt also
alludes to a third epistemic feature of Messick’s conception, explicitly shifting
the focus from validating tests to validating scores. Further, Messick noted that
test scores are contextual and their interpretation is only meaningful insofar as
they measure something. Hence, it is meaningless to talk of a test, or set of
scores, as valid or invalid. Rather, we should talk of test scores as (in-)valid
measures of something and that something must be viewed in its social and
political context (Onwuegbuzie and Johnson, 2006).

Consistent with the pragmatism of mixed methods research discussed earlier,
Messick’s construct validity is often referred to as ‘post-positivist’ (Shaw and
Crisp, 2011; Kane, 2001), without further specification about its philosophical
underpinnings. As Messick wrote, the role of test validation is ‘to marshall
evidence and arguments in support of, or counter to, proposed interpretations’
(p. 43) and can legitimately call on any mode of inquiry. ‘After all, within loose
limits of scientific respectability, the issue is not the source of the evidence and
arguments but, rather, their nature and quality.’ (ibid). In this light, I aim to
understand the validity of the scores generated by comparative judgment-based
assessments via a series of mixed methods studies.

To facilitate later discussion of topics in assessment validity, I provide a brief
glossary of terms subsumed under construct validity, and their relation to my
review of the literature presented earlier.
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Construct validity

Construct validity is an abstract overarching entity, incorporating all of the
operational forms of validity described below. According to Messick (1989),
construct validity is a framework for generating conclusions ‘based on an in-
tegration of any evidence that bears on the interpretation or meaning’ of the
measure (p. 23).

Content validity

Content validity is the degree to which a measure represents the domain about
which the conclusions are derived (Messick, 1989). This is most frequently
evaluated using expert testimony and a range of primarily qualitative methods
(ibid). See Section 2.4.3 for the corresponding comparative judgment-focused
literature labelled ‘expert testimony’ and ‘content analysis’.

Concurrent validity

Sometimes called convergent validity (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2007), con-
current validity concerns comparisons between two or more measures collected
simultaneously (Messick, 1989). This is a fundamental quantitative tool in es-
tablishing preliminary validity of new assessment tools and is considered in
several places through the empirical chapters

Predictive validity

Predictive validity is the extent to which a measure predicts future performance.
This can be examined in a longitudinal study of change using the same measure
(as in Chapter 4), or as a prediction of external measures collected at a later
date (as in Chapter 9).

Discriminant validity

Sometimes called divergent validity (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2007), discrim-
inant validity is the extent to which a measure discriminates between theoret-
ically distinct entities. I investigate discriminant validity using comparisons
between expert and non-expert judgments, and between mathematicians’ and
students’ performance (Chapter 4).
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Criterion validity

Criterion validity is the extent to which a measure replicates theoretically asso-
ciated external measures (or criteria). Concurrent, predictive and discriminant
validity are all types of criterion validity. The comparative judgment literature
on criterion validity is summarised in Section 2.4.3, under the label ‘Compara-
tive analysis’, and is usually based on quantitative analyses.

3.2.2 Research validity

Consistent with Messick’s (1989) construct validity, my empirical work builds
arguments for using both quantitative and qualitative methods. As discussed
earlier, the pragmatist’s positioning permits a multiplicity of evidential sources,
but it does not permit the researcher to omit considerations of robustness and
quality for each of the respective sources of evidence.

In this section, I address these concerns through the language of research
validity. Having established a glossary of relevant forms of assessment validity,
I now address topics in research validity pertinent to the data collection and
analysis to come. For the purposes of this thesis, I refer simply to internal and
external validity, and explore their relationship with the literature on assessment
and comparative judgment. For a full exploration of validity in mixed methods
research, see Onwuegbuzie and Johnson (2006), in which the authors present
more than 50 interrelated concerns and provide several models for understanding
their relationships.

Internal validity

Internal validity refers to the relationship between the data-driven conclusions
and the phenomenon of interest. In purely quantitative terms, this is often
phrased in terms of accuracy and within-assessment validity. In assessment,
this is most commonly considered in terms of criterion, and more specifically
convergent, validity. Comparative judgment research often examines conver-
gent validity by comparing comparative judgment-based scores with established
measures of theoretically similar constructs. Reliability measures, such as Scale
Separation and inter-rater reliability (described later), can also be viewed as
measures of internal validity because they are measures of variation between
judges and hence can be seen as measures of accuracy.

In more qualitative terms, internal validity is more complex, and is the realm
of credibility, confidence and plausibility (Cohen et al., 2000). In this thesis, this
is particularly pertinent to the collection and analysis of interview data and is
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discussed in detail in sections on data collection and analysis.

External validity

External validity is often phrased as the business of generalisation (Cohen et al.,
2000; Pinto, 2010). In quantitative research, this is a question of isolating and
controlling phenomena observable in carefully selected samples of a population.
This is closely connected to discriminant validity in terms of assessment. By
comparing outputs to theoretically distinct measures, we can investigate and
begin to eliminate the possibility of theoretically plausible confounds.

In qualitative settings, external validity is a more subtle process wherein
many interpretivists in the paradigm wars rejected its relevance (Johnson and
Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Howe, 1988). However, according to Cohen et al. (2000),
external validity is about ‘comparability and translatability’ (p. 109). Here, gen-
eralisability can be profitably viewed as the capacity of a given evidential source
to be interpreted and integrated with the findings of others to produce theoret-
ical insights for the field. I return to this notion of integration in discussing the
mixing of analytical tools in the following section.

3.3 Data collection

In this section, I consider the types of data collected in this thesis, potential
threats to the quality of these data and the steps taken to evaluate and/or
improve their quality.

3.3.1 Written responses

All studies conducted in this thesis are based on written responses to either the
Summary or Conceptions Tasks. These responses were collected in classroom
settings and for practical and ethical reasons, no explicit extrinsic motivation
was provided in compelling students to complete the tasks.

I consider two internal validity concerns here. The first is the extent to
which participants’ responses to these tasks are reflective of their behaviour in
other assessment settings. In the absence of extrinsic motivations, particularly
module credits, the validity of these tasks as measures of performance may be
questioned. This likely increases the noise in the data as some participants in-
evitably take voluntary tasks more seriously than others. This has consequences
for examining the relationship between comparative judgment-based tasks and
other measures, leading to possible underestimates of their true relationships.
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By interpreting the data in light of this threat to validity, the integrity of the
conclusions are preserved.

My second internal validity concern comes from the notion of written re-
sponses in general. Written assessment is not the only, nor necessarily best,
form of assessment. The extent to which written tasks capture a holistic view
of understanding has been questioned many times (Iannone and Simpson, 2011,
2013). This is particularly pertinent in the capturing of proof conceptions using
a word-limited written task. To this concern, I concede that an ideal investiga-
tion would indeed comprise a wider variety of assessment modes for triangulation
including oral and project-based assessments. This was a necessary trade-off in
generating sufficiently large data sets suitable for the variety of analysis pre-
sented. This concern is mitigated by the variety of concurrent and divergent
validity explorations presented.

From an external validity standpoint, I also consider questions of sampling
from both student and mathematics communities. In recruiting students for
this work, I took advantage of convenient module cohorts accessible at relevant
institutions. The undergraduate participants were all first- and second-year
students of mathematics from two academic institutions and are not necessarily
representative of the entire student population at these institutions or beyond.
However, the main focus of my research is on the evaluation of assessment ap-
proaches and developing understanding of expert communities, so the precise
sampling of the student population is not of paramount importance. It is neces-
sary that these participants are approximately representative of undergraduate
mathematicians. However, given that the primary thrust of generalisation is not
to the wider undergraduate community, but rather to other content domains,
this research can tolerate the imprecision inherent in this work.

3.3.2 Comparative judgment

The written responses discussed above are evaluated using comparative judg-
ment multiple times throughout this thesis. Given its centrality to this thesis,
validity of comparative judgment is considered separately at the end of this
chapter, presented alongside the technical details of the computations.

3.3.3 Multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Tests

The multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Tests used in this thesis are products
of extensive research into the validity of their outputs (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2012,
2017). These tests feature in Chapters 6 - 9 as external benchmarks against
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which comparative judgment-based scores can be evaluated to provide insight
into the concurrent validity of the measures in question.

I provide a brief theoretical account of the issues here, starting with three
threats to the internal validity of these tests as they appear in this thesis: ex-
trinsic motivation, the ceiling effect and random guessing. Extrinsic motivation
was discussed in section 3.3.1. I address the other two here. Each test only
features 12 items and suffers from a ceiling effect whereby the test cannot dif-
ferentiate between the highest performing participants (Resch and Isenberg,
2018). This introduces an asymmetry between the tests and the comparative
judgment-based scores with which they are compared, again leading to a possi-
ble underestimate of the true relationship.

At the other end of the spectrum, students may guess at random and will
be correct approximately one-quarter of the time1. These correct guesses are
indistinguishable from answers based on robust (or partial) knowledge, intro-
ducing noise inherent to all multiple-choice tests (Resch and Isenberg, 2018).
This is a well-known limitation of multiple-choice assessment, but is particu-
larly problematic when performance is low, as was the case for at least one
dataset presented here.

In considering the external validity, the participant cohort must be carefully
considered. In the relevant aspects of my research, I recruited participants in
their first and second years of study in undergraduate mathematics degrees.
This was done, in part, to mimic the academic background of the US-based
participants from the original work on these tests (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2012). In
this way, the tests should have been at an appropriate level to yield meaningful
comparisons with the original work, and to have statistical properties making
them appropriate for comparison with other measures. However, this was not
always empirically the case. The internal consistency (captured by Cronbach’s
alpha) and mean scores differ substantively in some cases from that presented
in the original publication (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017), leading to a difficult
problem for the elements of my research designed to rest upon these reportedly
robust tests.

1All items have four options, while a small subset require students to ‘select all that apply’
dropping the expected score slightly below 25% on each test.
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3.3.4 Module data

As a measure of performance, module scores2 suffer from an inter-rater reliability
problem and from a content validity problem as outlined by Mejía-Ramos et al.
(2017) and Weber (2012) who argued that traditional mathematics assessment
is often too narrow or shallow to fully capture proof comprehension. These
data are used to evaluate concurrent validity as a measure secondary to the
more robust Proof Comprehension Tests. Its inclusion is a product of practical
considerations and availability. I concede that the internal validity is not perfect
in this case and consider the strength of the conclusions from the resulting
analyses in this light.

3.3.5 Interview data

In investigating judges’ priorities when judging students’ proof summaries, I con-
ducted a series of semi-structured interviews with mathematician judges. These
are presented in Chapter 9 with the intention of triangulating these interview
data with the quantitatively oriented results in the preceding three chapters.
My role as researcher and interviewer influences these data in two ways. First,
as a researcher, I bring with me a series of assumptions and preconceptions to
the interactions based on previous experiences (Persaud, 2010b). In particular,
in light of the triangulation purpose of these interviews, I necessarily take in a
set of expectations about the nature and type of answers I am likely to receive
and the various approaches judges will take. To mitigate this influence, I fol-
lowed the advice of Persaud (2010a) by predetermining an interview schedule
and a series of intentionally neutral responses to expected answers where pos-
sible. However, it is impossible to be entirely objective and it is important to
understand the inherently personal nature of the interactions that take place
(ibid).

There are further internal validity concerns from the perspective of the par-
ticipant judges. Judges were first asked to make a series of 20 decisions, be-
fore being asked about the features influencing their decision in abstract then
concrete terms. In asking for judges to justify particular decisions I, as the in-
terviewer, unavoidably created a social dynamic wherein judges may experience
pressure to produce a cogent answer to the question (Hevey, 2010). In cases
where there was little to choose between two summaries, this presents a prob-

2I use the term module to refer to a period of (undergraduate) study focused on a particular
sub-discipline, usually lasting between 10 and 15 weeks. These are often referred to as courses
in other parts of the world. In the UK, a standard undergraduate degree (or course) requires
students to complete approximately 36 modules over 3 years.
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lematic situation whereby judges are likely to produce post hoc justifications
that may not have been present in the moment and may not be meaningfully
reflective of that judges’ decision-making. Further discussion of this potentially
problematic feature of the data is presented in the discussion section of Chapter
9.

There are also external validity topics to discuss based on the laboratory
setting in which these interviews were conducted. For practical reasons, the
structure of the exercise was explained to each participant at the beginning
of the session, before their initial judgments. This was deemed necessary to
promote active engagement in the semi-structured interview to come (Hevey,
2010). However, this may have detracted from the external validity of the
responses. Unlike comparative judgment data collected remotely, judges were
warned that they would be asked to justify their decisions.

Further attempts to improve the validity of the interview data are explored in
discussions of transcription and thematic analysis discussed in the next section.

3.4 Data analysis

This section concerns the approaches to data analysis featured in the chapters
that follow. Again, I consider potential threats to validity and the steps taken to
minimise their impact where possible. As in the previous section, topics related
to comparative judgment are omitted here, to be included in their own section
alongside other comparative judgment-related discussions.

3.4.1 On the mixing of methods

On several occasions in this thesis, I mix several data sources into a single analy-
sis. In its simplest form, this takes the form of regression modelling, predicting
comparative judgment-based scores using the coded data resulting from con-
tent/thematic analyses of responses. Here, I return to the taxology of Johnson
and Onwuegbuzie (2007) and the framing of this work as ‘partially mixed, se-
quential, quantitative dominant’ research. While fundamentally quantitative,
these analyses are embedded in the pragmatic mixed methods paradigm and
questions of validity can be thought of as an amalgamation of imperfect con-
stituent parts (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2007).
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3.4.2 Transcription

I consider the transcription process here as part of the analytical (rather than the
data collection) process because of the interpretative acts embedded in deciding
which aspects of the interview to include in a written transcription (Braun and
Clarke, 2006). In transcribing interview data, it is important to note the inabil-
ity of the transcript to fully capture the social dynamics inherent in the con-
versational nature of a two-person interaction. I explore the specific methods of
interview transcription and analysis further in Chapter 9, but note here the care
required to generate faithful (internally valid) transcripts that capture the inter-
view process. While much of the contextual evidence is lost in the transcription
process, by attending to the precise phrasing of the participants’ contributions,
it is possible to generate data productive for understanding judges’ explicitly
stated motivations in choosing one response over another. There are subtex-
tual motivations that remain invisible to the researcher, and the researchers’
influence on the interview itself must be considered throughout the analysis.
Again, the pragmatist’s mixed methods paradigm tolerates these imperfections
through the triangulation of findings with other analyses, offsetting strengths
and weaknesses.

3.4.3 Thematic analysis

In Chapter 9, I present a thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) of the
interview transcripts discussed above. In doing so, I aim to generate an under-
standing of judges’ decision-making in evaluating proof summaries. In contrast
to the quantitative analyses, this work is necessarily embedded in more con-
structivist traditions in which knowledge and meaning are constructed through
shared interactions between individuals (Willig, 2013). Particularly pertinent
to this form of investigation is the understanding that the researcher necessarily
brings to any research an inescapable set of biases and predispositions that in-
form their work. In particular, the analysis presented in Chapter 9 is informed
by a series of pre-determined research questions (set out in Chapter 9) and is
motivated by the wider investigations of validity. In this light, I neither claim
nor intend to present a holistic analysis of all the interviews’ nuance and de-
tail, but rather address specific notions of judges’ motivation in a particular
context. Insofar as this study attempts to understand the motivation of expert
mathematicians, reported analyses are my interpretations of the actions and
utterances of others, who have their own sets of biases and predispositions.

Details of the methods used in conducting this thematic analysis are pre-
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sented in Chapter 9.

3.4.4 Content analysis

In attempting to understand the written responses discussed in 3.3.1, I present
content analyses in several chapters. These analyses are based on the principles
of thematic analysis discussed by Braun and Clarke (2006) with two impor-
tant distinctions regarding the generation of coding schemes. Unlike in more
comprehensive thematic analyses where a familiarity with the entire dataset is
necessary to generate initial codes (Braun and Clarke, 2006), initial content
analysis code schemes were generated using only a subset of the responses. This
is appropriate in the majority of studies presented in this thesis, given the length
of the responses in question and the concrete nature of the relevant content. In
content analyses of proof summaries, initial coding schemes were based on sub-
divisions of the original proof, and were then amended as needed throughout
the analysis process. Regarding proof conceptions, initial coding schemes came
from examining a subset of the responses received in light of the established
literature on the topic. While this abbreviated analytical process risks inter-
nal validity as a faithful representation of the entire dataset, this approach was
deemed fit for purpose for its balance between efficiency and rigour.

The second distinction from Braun and Clarke’s thematic analysis was in the
number of researchers involved. Where thematic analysis emphasises rigorous
personal reflection, the content analyses presented here were conducted by at
least two researchers on every occasion. What was lost in internal validity
through isolated reflection is replaced by checks of inter-coder reliability. Details
of the specific methods used in each case are discussed in Chapters 4 through 8.

3.4.5 Corroboration via presentation

A final aspect of my data analysis process was the presentation of preliminary
findings at various conferences, department-wide seminars and research group
meetings. On each occasion, the feedback received was instrumental in shaping
the analysis itself, and in understanding the most effective modes of communi-
cating the results I perceived to be most important. This process was particu-
larly instrumental in analysing and learning to communicate the interview data
presented in Chapter 9.
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3.5 Comparative judgment

Finally in this chapter, I return to comparative judgment, the methodological
tool upon which the majority of my research is based. I present the technical
details of comparative judgment, providing commentary on the theoretical and
practical implications where necessary.

Comparative judgment is a tool for estimating subjective human perceptions
by quantitative values indicative of those perceptions. Recall from the end of
Chapter 2 that research questions 1a and 1b invoke comparative judgment as a
research tool for gathering insight into the behaviour of mathematicians, while
questions 3a and 3b focus on comparative judgment as a tool for assessment,
addressing the reliability and validity of the resulting scores.

I first discuss the theoretical model of human perception underpinning the
translation of subjective perceptions to pairwise comparisons. I then explain
the computations necessary in transforming the pairwise comparisons (now re-
ferred to as judgments) to numerical estimates of the perceived quality of each
response. I then turn to theoretical and computational notions of the reliability
of the scores produced.

3.5.1 Using mathematics to model human perceptions

In this thesis, I am interested in estimating the merit of mathematical texts
using experts’ pairwise comparisons. This requires a mathematical model of
the way experts perceive these texts in isolation. This model of perception,
known as the law of comparative judgment (Thurstone, 1927), can then be used
in conjunction with empirical judgment data to generate an estimate of the
likelihood of a judge choosing one text over another and, eventually, a numerical
estimate of the quality of each text.

Each time a judge encounters a text, A, it is perceived as lying somewhere
on a continuum of merit. I say Ai is the merit assigned to text A in encounter
i. Thurstone (1927) called the process of assigning that merit the discriminal
process. This may be unstable in time as a judge may perceive the merit of
a given text as different in different encounters (perhaps influenced by mood,
time of day, or the other texts that judge has recently encountered).

The Ai are assumed to be normally distributed, with standard deviation σA,
about the mean vA. I use vA here to connote the collective ‘value’ assigned to the
text A, via the various encounters with A. We call these normal distributions
discriminal dispersions (Bramley, 2007). See Figure 3.1, showing the discriminal
dispersions for texts A and B with distributions N (σA, vA) and N (σB , vB).
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of two overlapping distributions for texts A and B. Labels on
the X-axis correspond to encounters of a given text. Adapted from Bramley (2007).

When a judge compares two texts, Thurstone imagined that it is the values
resulting from the discriminal processes that are compared. Algebraically, if
texts A and B are compared, the judge will assert A beats B, if Ai > Bi. Notice
that in Figure 3.1, while the discriminal dispersion for A is further along the
merit continuum than B, the overlapping distributions mean that it is possible,
based on some encounters of the two texts, for a judge to assert ‘B beats A’.

To evaluate the likelihood of the two outcomes, we consider the distribution
given by the difference of the discriminal dispersions, with standard deviations
σA and σB . Call this new distribution the paired discriminal dispersion, with
standard deviation σAB =

√
σ2
A + σ2

B − 2RABσAσB where RAB is the corre-
lation between discriminal dispersions3. The new distribution is also normal,
with mean vAB , the difference vB − vA (see Figure 3.2).

As is shown in Figure 3.2, for a given comparison, the probability that A
beats B is the proportion of the distribution where Ai > Bi. This is the area
to the right of zero under the curve with mean vA − vB , and is determined by
the z-score of zero in the distribution N (σAB , vA − vB). This is used to state a

3This can be proven by considering the variance associated with σA and σB .
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Figure 3.2. An illustration of the distribution centered at vAB used to estimate the
likelihood of A beats B (the shaded area to the right of zero) and B beats A (to the left
of zero). Adapted from Bramley (2007).

general form of Thurstone’s law of comparative judgment as

XAB =
vA − vB
σAB

,

where XAB is precisely the z-score of zero.
The most general version of the law of comparative judgment applies only

to comparisons of a single pair of objects. To generate a model more useful for
practical application, Thurstone proposed a series of five cases, each imposing
stricter assumptions than the last. The fifth and final case assumes that every
object has the same discriminal dispersion, call it σ, and that all dispersions
are uncorrelated, i.e. RAB = 0. This results in σAB =

√
2σ and allows the

simplification XAB = vA−vB√
2σ

. The denominator here is constant and can be
considered an arbitrary unit of measurement so, without losing information, we
can equivalently state the law of comparative judgment as

XAB = vA − vB .

Our unit of measurement imbues a particular meaning on the scores pro-
duced in the eventual model, allowing scores to be interpreted as standard de-
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viations from the mean.
From Thurstone’s assumptions, we can approximate the likelihood that ‘A

beats B’ by considering the area to the right of zero, under the standard normal
curve centred at va − vb. This is given by

P (A > B) =
1√

2π σAB

∫ ∞
0

exp
(
−1

2

[t− (vA − vB)]2

σ2
AB

)
dt.

From a model to a measure

Recall that our goal is to estimate the relative merit of mathematical texts,
based on a set of binary pairwise comparisons. So far, we have a way of math-
ematising a single comparison, A vs B, and a probability model for estimating
the likelihood of A beating B and vice versa. Before we can begin the process
of assigning scores to texts, we have two problems to solve. The first is that the
integral of the normal distribution function famously has no analytical solution.
The second is that the above function is dependent on vA and vB .

The first problem was solved by Andrich (1978), who proposed replacing the
normal distribution with a logistic one with near-identical outputs:

P (A > B) =
eρ(vA−vB)

1 + eρ(vA−vB)
.

By setting ρ, an arbitrary scaling parameter, to 1.7/σ, Andrich’s new model
generates near-identical outputs for the two distributions (see Figure 3.3). How-
ever, the values generated by Thurstone’s model have no particular importance,
so for simplicity it is standard to set ρ = 1, resulting in the simpler logistic
model,

P (A > B) =
e(vA−vB)

1 + e(vA−vB)
.

The value of Andrich’s new model was an improvement in computability. We
now have an easily solvable expression for the probability P (A > B). However,
we still have the problem of dependence on the unobservable vA and vB . This
was solved by Bradley and Terry (1952)4, giving their names to the model of
comparative judgment used in modern education5.

4Bradley and Terry’s original model was more general than Thurstone’s, based on a set
of less stringent assumptions. In particular, only Thurstone assumed an equivalence across
discriminal dispersion. An in-depth discussion of the consequences of this assumption can
be found in Bramley (2007), along with a justification for the numerical and theoretical
equivalence between the two.

5Luce (1959) presented very similar work and on occasion, this model is referred to as the
‘Bradley-Terry-Luce’ model (E.g. Verhavert et al., 2018). In line with the majority of the
comparative judgment literature, I refer only to the Bradley-Terry model from here on.
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Figure 3.3. A visual comparison of the logistic (Andrich) and Normal (Thurstone)
models. Adapted from Bramley (2007).

Using the probability expression above, the Bradley-Terry model takes in
a set of N pairwise comparisons on M distinct texts, and outputs a set of
numerical values, vi, estimating the perceived merit of each text where i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,M}. Notice that we recycle the notation from earlier, saying that vi
estimates the merit of text i. This is a direct analogy whereby the vi are in
fact estimates of the modal discriminals (the peak of the discriminal dispersion
determined by the set of discriminal processes).

In summary, the Bradley-Terry model uses a Maximum Likelihood proce-
dure (Rasch, 1960) to estimate the quality of a text, based on the number of
comparisons won by that text. By comparing the number of comparisons a text
actually wins with the number we expect it to win, we can iteratively improve
our estimate of merit for each text.

To this end, we start by computing a raw score for each text. For this, we
distill our N decisions into numerical values by saying DAB = 1 when A beats
B, and DAB = 0 otherwise. Notice DAB = 0 either when B beats A or when
the texts A and B are not compared. We determine the raw score, RA, as the
number of comparisons won by A:

RA =

M∑
i=1

DAi.

This raw score is, in itself, an estimate for the merit of each text. However,
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the raw score is not sensitive to the merit of the comparison set for each text.
It is rarely possible to compare each text with every other text. A poor text
could receive a high raw score by being compared only with other poor texts6.
With this in mind, we want to generate a more nuanced estimate for the merit
of each script.

To this end, we estimate the raw scores by replacing the binary values from
DAB with the probability, P (A > B). This gives a new estimate,

E(RA) =

M∑
i=1

P (A > i) =

M∑
i=1

[
e(vA−vi)

1 + e(vA−vi)

]
.

We have now returned to an earlier problem, where E(RA) is a function
of the vi, the very values we are eventually attempting to estimate. However,
we now have all the tools in place to determine an iterative expression for the
quality of vi using the Newton-Raphson method as follows:

v′A = vA +
RA − E(RA)

M∑
i=1

[P (A > i)][1− P (A > i)]

.

At each iteration, we improve the estimate for each text based on the most
recent vi for each script. All that remains is to determine an initial state for
the iterative process. For this, we have a ready-made set of candidates in the
raw scores, Ri. In this way, write Ri = v0i where the superscript indicates the
number of iterations of the Newton-Raphson method used. Notice that vki , the
current estimate of the merit of text i at the kth iteration, is based on the vkj
for j < i and vk−1j where j ≥ i.

This process generates an increasingly accurate score for each script at each
iteration, and probably stabilises after approximately k = 3 iterations (Pol-
litt, 2012a). In this thesis, all implementations of the Bradley-Terry model are
executed using the btm() function from R’s sirt package, with a convergence
criterion, ε < 10−4. The maximum number of iterations was left at the default
value, 100, and was not reached in any analysis. The btm() function is among
the most robust tools for implementing comparative judgment and is consistent
with best practice from the Rasch modelling literature (Verhavert, 2018).

6In principle, one could imagine a dataset with every text compared with every other
exactly once and this problem disappears. However, such a dataset is impractical to generate.
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3.5.2 Reliability

Having discussed the theoretical models and numerical computations used to
estimate the quality of each text, I now turn to the reliability of these estimates.
In particular, I discuss three standard measures of reliability, and potential
measurement problems stemming from the use of each.

Scale Separation Reliability (SSR)

In comparative judgment research, by far the most common measure of reli-
ability is Scale Separation Reliability (SSR), used by all studies cited in the
literature review in Chapter 2. In literal terms, SSR measures how well the
assessment separates the texts7 and takes its name from its origins in Rasch
analysis. Andrich (1978) showed that SSR can be interpreted similarly to Cron-
bach’s alpha, and is thus often interpreted as a measure of internal consistency,
with the same thresholds for success (α > .7 as acceptable).

To compute SSR, we first compute a Separation Coefficient, G = sdv/rmse,
where sdv is the standard deviation of the estimates vi, and rmse is the root mean
square of the estimation error8. This is then converted into Scale Separation
Reliability,

SSR =
G2

1 +G2
.

While understood as a robust measure of internal consistency, SSR is sensi-
tive to over-estimation based on the size of the data and the type of comparative
judgment algorithm used (Jones et al., 2019; Verhavert, 2018).

In response to the potentially prohibitive volume of data required to gen-
erate reliable scores, researchers have sought to adapt the standard algorithm
to generate pairings in which more ‘information’ is generated by each judgment
Pollitt (2012b). Adaptive comparative judgment reportedly generates stable
scores with fewer judgments than the non-adaptive approach (ibid). However,
it also artificially inflates SSR, leading to a problematic basis upon which to
conduct reliability research (Bramley, 2015; Bramley and Vitello, 2019). With
this in mind, I use only non-adaptive comparative judgment in the research
presented in later chapters.

SSR increases with the number of judgments, meaning that one gets a higher
estimation of reliability simply by collecting more judgments. From a practi-
tioner’s perspective, this is arguably an asset, providing an indication of the

7The name was first introduced by Bramley (2007) following the observation that several
authors were reporting the same measure by different names.

8The estimation error for each vi is computed using the inverse of Fisher’s information
Matrix (Hunter, 2004), equivalent to the covariance matrix.
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minimal input necessary to produce a stable output. However, for research pur-
poses, this is problematic particularly when the reliability of a measure is in
question. This sensitivity also limits the meaningfulness of comparisons across
studies with varying numbers of judgments.

Inter-rater reliability

To evaluate inter-rater reliability, I use the split-half method introduced to the
comparative judgment literature by Bisson et al. (2016). To produce this mea-
sure, judges are split, post-judging into two randomly generated groups and
scores are recalculated for each group. Reliability is estimated by computing
the Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient between the two groups.
This procedure is repeated 100 times and the median correlation coefficient
generates a measure of inter-rater reliability. Knowing that reliability increases
with data size, this split-half process usually generates an under-estimate of re-
liability as a result of only using half the decisions in each isolated calculation.
As a result, researchers are compelled to collect more data to generate the same
conclusions than if they used only SSR.

This stricter measure of reliability is not as sensitive to the number of judg-
ments and, despite the necessity for more data, has gained popularity in recent
literature (Jones and Karadeniz, 2016; Jones et al., 2019; Bisson et al., 2016; Ver-
havert et al., 2018). In a meta-analysis of comparative judgment-based research,
Verhavert (2018) demonstrated that this split-half measure is significantly corre-
lated with SSR and can therefore also be meaningfully interpreted as a measure
of internal consistency. This suggests that the more resource-intensive approach
to reliability may be unnecessary.

Given the potentially problematic elements of the literature stemming from
those reporting only SSR (Bramley and Vitello, 2019; Jones et al., 2019), and
following best practice laid out in the same articles, I present both SSR and
split-half reliability in all cases. In a meta-study of 49 comparative judgment
studies, Verhavert (2018) found that in general, one requires 12 judgments per
script to expect to reach an acceptable threshold, SSR > 0.7. With split-half
reliability in mind, I aimed to collect 20 judgments per script, although this
was not attained in all cases. This is more than enough to evaluate SSR and
facilitates inter-rater reliability analysis based on approximately 10 judgments
per script. In light of the discussion above, I expected to find that SSR would
be greater than split-half reliability in all cases and interpreted my results with
this in mind.
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Judge and script misfits

A third possible approach to reliability is a measure of an item’s fit to the
model (Pollitt, 2012a). For every pairwise comparison, it is possible to deduce a
measure of ‘surprise’ (Pollitt, 2012a, p. 164) inherent in that comparison. The
degree of surprise, or fit, is quantified by the difference between the expected
and observed values. By considering the surprise inherent in decisions made by
a given judge, one can produce a measure of the misfit for that judge.

The role and use of misfit in the literature has been inconsistent, raising
questions about its value for education research. I position misfit as related
to reliability as it is a measure of the difference between judges and can hence
be viewed as a proxy for inter-rater reliability. However, its standard usage,
set out by Pollitt (2012a), is one regarding quality control and is hence more
closely akin to external validity. While it is reasonable to evaluate the quality
of a given dataset by investigating the number of judges (and scripts) behaving
unexpectedly, two problems arise when using this measure to consider excluding
data. These stem from the tension between misfit as a measure of reliability
and validity.

The first is a recursion problem. After excluding the misfit data, one pre-
sumably computes a new model and checks for misfit data again. It is likely
that new data will now appear as misfitting. This problem can be solved with
pre-registered analysis. However, in doing so, the misfit measure becomes a tool
to improve the quality of the data, but loses its power to evaluate reliability and
validity.

Similarly, it is unclear what researchers should do with responses identified
as misfits, but that do not appear qualitatively unusual. In education, compara-
tive judgment is often used on the premise that identifying the quality of scripts
is difficult in isolation. A researcher can ‘examine’ a misfit script and qualita-
tively consider its place in the dataset, but this subjective approach appears to
somewhat undermine the quantitatively driven method.

I argue that misfit is not a productive tool for research purposes and hence do
not report these values in the empirical work. Consistent with recent literature
(Jones et al., 2015; Hunter and Jones, 2018; Heldsinger and Humphry, 2010;
Bisson et al., 2016), I informally explored misfits in each of the empirical studies
presented in this thesis. In the absence of substantive findings, and in light of
the issues discussed here, these informal explorations are not reported.

This discussion of misfit should be viewed as a peripheral topic and is in-
cluded here for completeness only. For this reason, the technical details of misfit
calculations are presented in Appendix A, alongside a more substantive argu-
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ment for its exclusion in the empirical chapters of this thesis.

3.6 Ethics

Ethical approval for this research was obtained from two sources. For the data
presented in Chapter 8, ethics approval was granted by the Rutgers University,
Arts and Sciences Institutional Review Board (IRB) on February 19, 2018. All
other data collection was approved via the Ethical Clearance Checklist submit-
ted to the Loughborough University (Human Participants) Sub-Committee on
October 18, 2016. This checklist was submitted in accordance with the Generi-
cal Protocol established by the Mathematics Education Centre (Ref: G09-P1).
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Chapter 4

Proof conceptions I:

Comparing students and

mathematicians

In this chapter, I present the first of two studies on the Conceptions Task, which
asks respondents to explain what mathematicians mean by proof. This study
has three aims corresponding to the research questions 1, 2a and 3a on page 34:
1) to record the conceptions of proof held by students and mathematicians, 2) to
systematically investigate the nature of conceptions most valued by mathemati-
cians as judges, and 3) to examine the reliability and validity of the conceptions
scores. This study is reported in four phases, with Phase 3 providing the most
substantive contribution.

Phase 1 was a pilot phase involving undergraduate students’ conceptions
of proof, judged by graduate students of mathematics. This phase provided
two insights important for the phases to follow. The first was the reliability
of the judgments, confirming that the scores yielded the statistical properties
required to justify further analysis. Second, by recruiting graduate-level judges,
this contributed to later analysis contrasting the scores resulting from judg-
ing cohorts with different academic backgrounds. I also computed a series of
correlational analyses, comparing the Conceptions Task scores with established
measures of proof comprehension and more general mathematical performance.
I investigated the possible relationship between abstract understanding of proof
(captured by the Conceptions Task) and concrete understanding based on more
direct measures of mathematical performance.

Phase 2 was a repeat of Phase 1, replacing the graduate-student judges with
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research-active mathematicians. This phase investigated the possibility that
graduate students’ judgments would result in scores different from those gener-
ated by more qualified experts. Phase 2 served as a secondary pilot, justifying
the larger investigation presented in Phase 3.

In Phase 3, a new set of research-active mathematicians was recruited, this
time asked to act as both respondents and judges. Mathematicians’ responses
were judged in the same pool as the undergraduate responses from the earlier
phases. This led to three separate strands of analysis. First, scores for under-
graduates’ and mathematicians’ responses were compared to ascertain whether
the conceptions scores were related to mathematical expertise. Under the as-
sumption that mathematicians should out-perform undergraduates on any task
in which mathematical expertise is measured, this is interpreted as evidence for
the validity of the Conceptions Task scores as a measure of general mathematical
expertise. Second, I present a content analysis, conducted to better understand
the nature of the conceptions held by members of both groups, and the differ-
ences between them. Finally, by combining the coding-based content analysis
with statistical modelling, I identified the types of responses most rewarded by
the comparative judgment process. This provided further insight into the con-
ceptions of proof held by mathematicians, as well as indicating content validity
based on references back to the theoretical literature on proof itself.

Finally, Phase 4 involved non-expert judges, recruited to explore the diver-
gent validity of the scores produced. Phases 1, 2 and 3 provided insights into
students’ and mathematicians’ conception. However, as with much research
conducted using comparative judgment, they leave open the possibility that the
responses were rewarded for confounding non-mathematical features such as lin-
guistic skill or grammatical accuracy. Non-expert judges have a limited capacity
to make judgments based on mathematical expertise. Hence, by comparing the
judgments of non-experts and experts, I generate insight into the importance of
subject-specific knowledge in the judging process.

In sum, the four phases of this study combine to provide a detailed under-
standing of the reliability and validity of evaluating conceptions of proof using
this comparative judgment-based approach.

4.1 Phase 1: Methods

In this pilot phase, undergraduates’ responses to the Conceptions Task were
judged by graduate students of mathematics.
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4.1.1 Materials

The Conceptions Task asked respondents to ‘explain what mathematicians mean
by proof in 40 words or fewer’. This appeared as the third of three tasks in a
booklet also containing a proof of the uncountability of the unit interval, a
multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Test (evaluating students’ understanding
of the given proof), and the Summary Task (evaluating students’ ability to
summarise the given proof), all of which are discussed in Chapter 6.

4.1.2 Participants

One hundred and sixty-one undergraduate students from the same British uni-
versity participated in this study. Eighteen declined to have their data used for
research purposes, leaving a total of 143 participants for analysis. All partici-
pants were enrolled in an introductory module on Real Analysis, compulsory for
all students majoring in pure mathematics. This module covers fundamental
concepts related to sequences, series and epsilon-N definitions in analysis, and
is taken by students in their first or second year of study.

4.1.3 Procedure

Data collection took place in a week-eight lecture. Participants were given 40
minutes to complete the task booklet, and were advised to dedicate 10 minutes
to the Conceptions Task.

All responses were typeset in an identical format to remove the potential
influence of handwriting.

4.1.4 Comparative judgment

Eleven graduate students performed 142 or 143 judgments each1, for a total
of 1572 with a median of 11.4 seconds per judgment. Each response received
between 20 and 22 judgments. Judges were compensated for their time based
on an assumed 20 seconds per judgment.

The Conceptions Task scores had a mean 0.00 (σ = 2.01). The comparative
judgment algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 is based on a z-score calculation
so it is common to find a mean close to but not precisely zero. This standard
deviation is in line with previous studies in this thesis, and with others having
reported similar statistics (Hunter and Jones, 2018).

1Although one judge did not complete the full complement of 143 requested, the shortfall
does not substantively impact the analysis.
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4.1.5 Data analysis

Phase 1 focused on establishing preliminary reliability, evaluated using Scale
Separation Reliability (SSR) and inter-rater reliability, both discussed in Section
3.5.2. I then computed a series of statistical analyses, comparing scores from the
Conceptions Task with those from a Proof Comprehension Test, students’ final
scores on the module from which they were recruited, and students’ performance
on the Summary Task.

4.2 Phase 1: Results

4.2.1 Example responses

I first include a series of verbatim examples to orient the reader to the types
of responses elicited by the Conceptions Task, asking participants to ‘explain
what mathematicians mean by proof in 40 words or fewer’2.

Top five responses

• A reasoning that shows that a theorem is true or false, using theorems
and principles that are already deemed true.

• A proof is a chain of logical implications that starts from axioms or from
already-proved results, and show that a new claim is necessarily true if we
regard those axioms or those earlier results as true.

• A way of definitively arguing that a theorem (or similar) is correct, in a
way that means there are no logical gaps and everyone would agree with
its conclusions.

• Proof is when you give evidence to how something is. It is a detailed
step by step process to show how you get something with facts that you
already know. They are many types of proof by exhaustion, contradiction,
counterexample which all gives a result of the claim being true.

• Proof is a logical argument in mathematics which uses previously proven
theorems and ideas to build upon and generate new mathematics. Is it
there to show whether something is true or not.

2This word-limit was not enforced, and was included only as an indicator of the expected
length.
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Bottom five responses (excluding five blanks)

• Using already learnt skills to. . .

• Definition – needs to be stated and then to prove that this definition is
true.

• A proof using 40 words using equations etc. or less.

• Proving things. . .

• Proving something in less than 40 words.

4.2.2 Reliability of conceptions scores

Scale Separation Reliability was found to be acceptable, SSR = .87. Inter-rater
reliability gave r = .74, based on 100 iterations of Bisson et al.’s (2016) split-half
method discussed in Section 3.5.2. This was also deemed acceptable.

Given the absence of a consensus on the nature of proof itself, it is notable
that this comparative judgment-based approach elicited apparent consensus on
the topic. Interpretations and consequences of this finding are discussed later
in this chapter.

4.2.3 Module scores

Final module scores ranged from 33% to 97%, with a mean of 56% (σ = 14).
These were based on a weighted aggregate of coursework (25%) and final exam-
ination (75%).

4.2.4 Proof Comprehension Test

The Proof Comprehension Test was a multiple-choice assessment of students’
local understanding of the uncountability proof, featured in the task booklet.
This test has 12 items, each with a correct answer and three distracters. Scores
ranged from 1 to 12, with an average of 4.2 (σ = 2.4). These scores were
unexpectedly low, indicative of the difficulty of the test for the participants
involved. However, performance was significantly above chance (M = 3 with
four options per item), with t(133) = 6.35, p < .001.

The test also yielded low internal consistency, with Cronbach’s α = .53,
indicating potential problems with the test as a meaningful measure of proof
comprehension. The statistical properties of these data are explored in more
detail in Chapter 6, where the focus is more explicitly on proof comprehension.
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For the present purpose of comparing Proof Comprehension Test scores with
conceptions scores, I simply note that the relevant correlational analyses should
be interpreted with caution. This is not of substantive concern, given it is not
the primary motivation of this study.

4.2.5 The Summary Task

The Summary Task asked students to summarise the given proof, and was also
scored using comparative judgment with mean 0.00 (σ = 1.78).

4.2.6 Criterion analyses

To investigate the extent to which the Conceptions Task aligned with more
conventional measures of mathematical performance, I computed a series of
Spearman correlations. Conceptions Task scores were not significantly related
to the Summary Task scores (ρ = .38, p = .038), Proof Comprehension Test
scores (ρ = −.09, p = .291) or final module scores (r = .01, p = .882). The
Summary Task did yield a p-value below .05, but was considered non-significant
under the Holm-Bonferroni correction.

Given that both the Summary and Conceptions Tasks were assessed using
comparative judgment, it is likely that the near-significance of this relationship
can be explained by the judges having rewarded similar, but non-mathematical
properties of participants’ responses in both cases (e.g. presentation or linguistic
appeal). A similar observation was made by Jones and Inglis (2015) in the
context of school students’ problem-solving. This is especially likely in the
present study, given that the same judges were used for both tasks. I investigate
the possibility of judges rewarding non-mathematical features in Phase 4.

Multiple linear regression was used to investigate which of the mathematical
measures, if any, best predicted conceptions scores. The model, F (3, 130) =

2.50, p = .064, was not significant, and the three measures explained only 5.4%
of the variance. It has, therefore, been omitted.

4.3 Phase 1: Discussion

Phase 1 demonstrated that scores on the Conceptions Task were reliable, indicat-
ing that students’ conceptions of proof can be measured using this comparative
judgment-based approach. The high reliability indicates that, although math-
ematicians do not agree on the nature of proof (Balacheff, 2008; Weber et al.,
2014a), there is at least some consensus on what they want students to say in
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this comparative judgment-based context. This could be considered surprising
given the lack of consensus on proof in the literature and could have noteworthy
implications for those wishing to quantify conceptions or beliefs in other realms
in which experts do not reach consensus.

Having investigated the relationship between this new measure of proof con-
ceptions and other measures of proof comprehension, I found no evidence for
a relationship between conceptions scores and performance on the Proof Com-
prehension Test, or final module scores. These findings are consistent with
the findings of Stylianou et al. (2015), who also found limited evidence for a
relationship between students’ beliefs about proof and their performance on
proof-related tasks.

In Phase 2, research-active mathematicians were recruited as judges in an
attempt to understand whether the absence of these relationships was a function
of judging expertise.

4.4 Phase 2: Methods

In this phase, research-active mathematicians were recruited to judge the proof
conceptions collected in Phase 1.

Mathematicians recruited in this phase were also asked to provide their own
response to the Conceptions Task, before performing their judgments. These
responses are then judged in Phases 3 and 4.

4.4.1 Materials

An e-version of the Conceptions Task was produced using OnlineSurveys.com.
After participants had consented to the study and given their response to the
Conceptions Task, they were redirected to nomoremarking.com to make their
judgments.

4.4.2 Procedure

Research-active mathematicians were recruited via email and in-person at the
completion of two academic presentations at two British universities. Those
invited in-person completed a physical copy of the task sheet, extracted from
the task booklet in Phase 1, and were emailed a link to the judging platform.

In all cases, judges first responded to the Conceptions Task before com-
pleting their judgments. Judges were asked to complete between 20 and 100
judgments. The minimum was given only to encourage judges not to perform
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a trivial number of judgments and was not enforced. The software was set to
allow no more than 100 judgments per judge.

All responses were typeset in an identical format to remove the potential
influence of handwriting.

4.4.3 Participants

Forty responses were received. Five were excluded as they did not identify as
research-active mathematicians, and a further seven completed the Conceptions
Task but did not perform any judgments. This left a total of 28 eligible judges,
23 from email recruitment and 5 from in-person invitations.

4.4.4 Comparative judgment

The 28 eligible judges completed a total of 1693 judgments3 on students’ re-
sponses. Each judge performed between 2 to 100, with a median of 44.5. Each
response received between 20 and 27 judgments with a median of 24 and the
median time per judgment was 12.3 seconds. Judges were not compensated for
their time.

In this phase, the Conceptions Task scores had mean 0.00 (σ = 1.67).

4.4.5 Data analysis

To assess the degree of agreement between research-active mathematicians and
the graduate students, I conducted a Pearson correlation comparing scores gen-
erated by the two judging cohorts. Statistical analyses, identical to those in
Phase 1, were then conducted using the scores generated from mathematicians’
judgments.

4.5 Phase 2: Results

4.5.1 Reliability

When judged by research-active mathematicians, internal consistency was ac-
ceptable, SSR = .87, as it was for the graduate students. Inter-rater reliability,
r = .74, was also acceptable4.

3Two respondents participated in the judging portion of the study but did not complete
the Conceptions Task themselves. This has no direct bearing on the current phase but will
be relevant in Phase 3.

4Reliability measures in Phase 1 and 2 were coincidental to two significant figures. Both
measures diverge in the third significant figure.
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These values confirm the reliability findings from Phase 1 and, by their
similarity, contradict the conjecture that mathematicians would be better judges
in this context.

4.5.2 Comparing graduate students’ and mathematicians’
judgments

The correlation between conceptions scores generated by the two judging co-
horts, r = .79, p < .001, further indicated that both cohorts of judges behaved
similarly.

4.5.3 Correlational analysis based on mathematicians’
judgments

For completeness, I also ran the same correlational analysis from Phase 1 here.
No significant relationship was found between conceptions and summary scores
(ρ = .32, p = .385), Proof Comprehension Test (ρ = .30, p = .255) or module
scores (ρ = .34, p = .098).

4.6 Phase 2: Discussion

There was no evidence to suggest that mathematicians behaved differently from
graduate students when judging the Conceptions Task. The analysis presented
here confirms the conclusion on reliability from Phase 1, providing further ev-
idence that conceptions of proof can be reliably evaluated using a compara-
tive judgment-based approach. Moreover, these findings are also in line with
Stylianou et al.’s (2015) conclusions regarding the independence of students’
proof conceptions and their mathematical performance.

The next phase constitutes the major contribution of this chapter, consid-
ering the validity of the conceptions scores via mixed methods comparisons
between students’ and mathematicians’ performance on the task.

4.7 Phase 3: Methods

In Phase 3, mathematicians’ responses to the Conceptions Task were judged
alongside the undergraduates’ responses featured in Phases 1 and 2. Scores for
the mathematicians’ conceptions were compared with those assigned to the un-
dergraduate responses in an attempt to understand the extent to which math-
ematical expertise is rewarded in this task. Based on the assumption that
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mathematicians should out-perform undergraduates on a task requiring math-
ematical expertise, this comparison is interpreted as an indicator of divergent
validity.

This phase also features a content analysis aimed at understanding the dif-
ferences between mathematicians’ and students’ responses, as well as providing
some insight into the types of responses most valued by the judges.

4.7.1 Materials

No new materials were introduced in this phase.

4.7.2 Procedure

In this phase, mathematicians were recruited via email only, and were asked to
both complete the Conceptions Task, then judge responses from others. Their
responses were added to the judging pool during active data collection, result-
ing in newly collected responses initially receiving fewer judgments than those
collected earlier. This allowed data collection to happen more quickly than if
responses and judgments had been collected in two stages.

However, this approach did present the problem that responses most recently
collected will have received fewer judgments. This was overcome with a two-part
solution. First, the software for pairing responses favours, where possible, those
having received fewer judgments. Second, an initial deadline for data collection
was determined to be three weeks from the beginning of data collection. After
this date, participants were sought but responses to the task would not be
added to the judging pool. For consistency, judges recruited after the three-
week deadline were also asked to complete the Conceptions Task. However,
these responses were not used as they could not be judged without recruiting
more judges, extending the study ad infinitum.

Fifteen judges were recruited before the three-week deadline and had their
responses included in the judging pool5. To reach the required 20 judgments
per response, data collection continued for a further five weeks, during which
time a further 14 judges were recruited.

4.7.3 Participants

One hundred and thirty of the original students’ responses to the Conceptions
Tasks were reused here. Thirteen blank responses were excluded to optimise

5These 15 judges completed a small number of judgments on their own responses. However,
given the relative size of the dataset, this was not deemed problematic.
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the efficiency of the judgments collected. Thirty mathematicians’ responses,
collected in Phase 2, were also judged here, as well as the 15 responses collected
exclusively for this phase. In total, Phase 3 comprised 175 proof conceptions,
evaluated by 29 judges.

4.7.4 Comparative judgment

In total, 1941 judgments were collected, with each of the 29 judges completing
between 11 and 100 judgments. The median number of judgments per judge was
86. Each response received between 20 and 27 judgments, the median number
of judgments per response was 22, and the median time spent on each judgment
was 10.6 seconds. As in Phase 2, judges were not compensated for their time.

4.7.5 Data analysis

After examining reliability, I first compared conceptions scores for mathemati-
cians’ and students’ responses using a two-sample t-test. This was followed by a
content analysis consistent with the principles of thematic analysis (Braun and
Clarke, 2006). A series of chi-squared tests were conducted to identify code-by-
code differences between cohorts. Finally, a regression analysis on codes from
the content analysis then explored the specific aspects of responses valued most
by judges.

In this phase, Conceptions Task scores had mean 0.00 (σ = 1.67).

4.8 Phase 3: Results

4.8.1 Reliability

In this phase, Scale Separation Reliability was SSR = .83, while inter-rater
reliability gave r = .68, based on 100 iterations of the split-half method discussed
in Section 3.5.2. Again, both are deemed acceptable.

4.8.2 Comparing mathematicians’ and students’ Concep-
tions Task scores

On average, mathematicians received significantly better scores for their con-
ceptions of proof (N = 45,M = 1.23, σ = 1.35), than undergraduates (N = 130,
M = −0.43, σ = 1.34) (see Figure 4.1). This difference was significant,
t(88.75) = 7.95, p < .001, with an effect size of d = 1.33.
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of scores assigned to the proof conceptions of undergraduates
and mathematicians.

It is also worth noting that the top five responses were all from research-
active mathematicians, while the lowest-scoring response from a mathematician
was 144th of 175. Here, I show the top five responses from mathematicians:

• A logical derivation of a mathematical statement based on statements that
are already known or assumed to be true.

• A proof is a checkable record of reasoning establishing a fact from agreed,
more basic assumptions.

• A proof is a step-by-step variable argument, proceeding from some as-
sumptions to a desired conclusion using only previously proved statements
or accepted axioms.

• A comprehensive logical argument that a statement is true, based on
clearly formulated assumptions and following generally accepted lines of
reasoning and level of detail.

• A logically coherent argument establishing the truth of an assertion from
a known and agreed base.

The bottom mathematicians’ response scored 144th of 175:

• A mathematical proof is like algorithm to solve problems in mathematics.
It contains statements that ordered logically depending on definitions and
some known theorems.
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4.8.3 Content analysis

Developing a coding scheme

To analyse the content of all 175 responses, I developed a coding scheme with
two fellow researchers: a graduate student colleague and an academic supervisor.
This analysis facilitates a detailed comparison of the differences between cohorts,
as well as providing an understanding of the nature of responses most valued
by judges.

In examining 10 undergraduates’ proof conceptions, the graduate student
researcher and I identified common themes and phrases. This preliminary con-
tent analysis yielded eight themes. We then independently applied the existing
scheme to 10 further responses, noting possible edits to the list of codes in-
cluding additions and mergers. Discrepancies were discussed and a new scheme
agreed. This process was repeated with a third set of 10 responses, resulting in
an 11-code scheme applied to the full dataset.

At this stage, an academic supervisor was brought in to the analysis team,
replacing the graduate student who was no longer available. We used the 11-code
scheme to analyse the 130 undergraduates’ responses. Based on this full analysis,
a further three themes were identified. As a result, the 130 responses were coded
by both researchers again, this time using the 14-code scheme. Finally, the 45
mathematicians’ responses were also coded by both researchers, prompting the
addition of one further code. The 130 undergraduate responses were then re-
checked for evidence of this 15th code.

Each code was considered as a binary evaluation for a given response, mean-
ing that a response was assigned each code at most once. The resulting 15
codes are shown in Table 4.1, together with their respective frequencies and a
comparison of the differences between students’ and mathematicians’ responses.

To evaluate inter-coder reliability, I examined pooled Cohen’s Kappa, κ =

0.79, indicating acceptable inter-coder reliability. Pooled κ between .6 and .8
indicates ‘substantial’ agreement (De Vries et al., 2008, p. 278). Given the
discussions throughout the coding process, this κ is probably an over-estimate
of true inter-coder reliability. However, 0.79 is high enough to suggest that the
reliability of this process is acceptable, even if slightly over-estimated.

Comparing students’ and mathematicians’ responses

In comparing the responses of students and mathematicians, an independent
chi-squared test was run on each of the 15 codes, see Table 4.1. There were
significant differences between students’ and mathematicians’ responses in five
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Table 4.1

Code scheme for responses to the Conceptions Task.

Code Description Experts UGs χ2 p

Argume- Reference to an ‘argument’, ‘ch- 80% 21% 50.90 <.001*
ntation ain of reasoning’ or ‘derivation’.

Object Naming the object to be proved, 80% 82% 0.05 .820
e.g. ‘theorem, statement, result’.

Certainty Reference to ‘truth’ or 44% 76% 15.44 <.001*
‘correctness’.

Established Reference to ‘agreed assumptions’ 38% 29% 1.33 .287
knowledge or ‘shared knowledge’.

Conviction Reference to the readers’ increased 22% 2% 22.39 <.001*
conviction in the statement.

Conditions Reference to the domain of 20% 25% 0.40 .529
applicability for a statement.

ExplanationReference to ‘how’ or ‘why’ the 16% 23% 1.33 .287
statement is true.

Verification E.g. ‘confirms’, ‘validates’, 16% 9% 1.38 .240
‘checks’, ‘justifies’, or ‘shows’.

Axiom Use of the term ‘axiom’. 13% 8% 0.90 .341
Deconst- Reference to ‘breaking down’ the 7% 5% 0.30 .749
ruction theorem into familiar truths.

Discovery Reference to proving something 7% 9% 0.28 .596
‘not already known’.

Incontr- Reference to ‘undoubted’, ‘cannot 7% 13% 1.36 .244
overtibility be argued with’.

Empiricism Reference to empirical evidence. 4% 8% 1.36 .376
Falsification Reference to disproving. 2% 27% 12.48 <.001*
Generality Reference to ‘all cases’. 0% 18% 9.37 .002*

Note. Experts = research-active mathematicians, UGs = undergraduate students.
Codes ordered by frequency in expert responses. Significance determined based on
the Holm-Bonferroni method with initial α = .05.

codes. Mathematicians were significantly more likely to refer to argumentation
and conviction, while students were more likely to refer to falsification, certainty
and generality. I first discuss students’ emphasis on falsification and generality,
as I believe these to be consequences of the immediate educational environ-
ment from which they were recruited. I then discuss the more epistemologically
interesting codes: certainty, argumentation and conviction.
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The students were from a Real Analysis module with two features that may
have promoted their emphasis on falsification and generality. These features
are post hoc justifications for the analysis already presented, and are based on
informal discussions with the module leader. First, ‘true or false’ tasks were a
common feature of formative and summative assessment, possibly promoting a
connection between proof and falsification. Second, emphasis on quantifiers was
a common feature of lectures, probably leading students to refer to generality in
their explanations of proof. The emphasis on quantifiers and generality might
be similar in other Real Analysis courses, although the UK context meant that
this module is taught early in the degree programme, so may be less explicit
in contexts where Real Analysis is taught later. The extensive use of ‘true or
false’ tasks is probably an unusual preference of the particular lecturer and is
therefore not to be expected in different contexts.

The notion of proof as providing certainty was also significantly more fre-
quent in students’ responses. While certainty featured in Czocher and Weber’s
properties of proof via the notion of truth, other authors have contested the
Platonic notion of pairing certainty (or truth) and mathematics (Kline, 1980).
Certainty can also be viewed as more consistent with the day-to-day experience
of students via the definition-theorem-proof structure of much undergraduate
mathematics education (Moore, 1994), where proofs are often presented as bear-
ing authority (Harel and Sowder, 1998). While showing a significant difference
between students’ and mathematicians’ responses, it is worth noting that cer-
tainty was also the third most frequently applied code for the mathematicians’
responses. This suggests that although the majority of mathematicians do not
prioritise this conception, certainty is not necessarily an indicator of a lack of
sophistication. As discussed later, it is unclear how much weight should be
placed on this conclusion given that a non-trivial number of mathematicians
can be argued to have a relatively poor understanding of the philosophy of
mathematics.

On the other hand, the notions that proofs involve argumentation and pro-
vide conviction, both more common in mathematicians’ responses, suggest a
socially constructed view of mathematics in which proofs are written for an au-
dience. This is consistent with the writing on proof from both Aberdein (2009)
and Czocher and Weber (in press). Aberdein (2009) claimed that the majority
of mathematics is not written in formal logic and that the majority of mathe-
matical activity is best understood as a ‘species of argument’ (p. 1). Similarly,
Czocher and Weber’s list of properties contributing to their cluster definition
began with proof as a ‘convincing justification that will remove all doubt that
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a theorem is true for a knowledgeable mathematician’ (p. 20).

Features most valued by mathematician judges

Having compared the responses of students and mathematicians, I now focus on
the content most rewarded by the mathematician judges. Here, I present a series
of quantitative analyses, starting with the Spearman rank-order correlations
between each code and the conceptions scores. This is followed by a regression
analysis predicting conceptions scores using all 15 codes. While the ratio of
predictor variables to data-points is beyond the bound recommended by Field
et al. (2012), this is the only available regression modelling approach given the
absence of robust theoretical reasons to include one code over another.

Table 4.2 shows the correlation coefficients comparing conceptions scores
with each code, followed by the forced entry regression model. The regression
model, F (15, 159) = 6.46, p < .001, R2 = .38, explains 38% of the variance.

Table 4.2

Regression modelling of Conceptions Task scores.

Code Coefficients Regression model
ρ p B SE β p

Argumentation 0.48 <.001* 1.47 0.21 7.07 <.001*
Object 0.34 .059 0.64 0.25 2.53 .013*
Certainty 0.00 .981 0.38 0.23 0.78 .436
Established knowledge 0.21 .005 0.57 0.23 2.47 .015*
Conviction 0.34 .073 0.43 0.41 1.06 .292
Conditions 0.00 .959 0.20 0.23 0.88 .380
Explanation -0.31 .341 -0.35 0.24 -1.48 .340
Verification 0.30 .378 0.39 0.31 1.24 .218
Axiom 0.21 .006 0.49 0.35 1.40 .364
Deconstruction -0.02 .812 0.07 0.41 0.38 .856
Discovery 0.32 .323 0.49 0.35 1.41 .362
Incontrovertibility 0.37 .095 0.63 0.30 2.31 .036*
Empiricism -0.30 .207 -0.39 0.36 -1.07 .285
Falsification -0.02 .788 0.00 0.25 0.01 .993
Generality -0.32 .315 -0.05 0.29 -0.39 .850

Note. Forced-entry multiple regression model predicting Conceptions Task scores
with coded content analysis. The 15-code model, F (15, 159) = 6.46, p < .001,
explains 38% of the variance. Significance was determined using the Holm-Bonferroni
method with initial α = .05.
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Argumentation was identified as the most important code, both in the in-
dependent correlational analyses and in the forced-entry regression. Proof as
argumentation yielded a significant relationship, ρ = 0.48, p < .001 with con-
ceptions scores, and was responsible for 23% of the variance in the conceptions
scores. This is consistent with the chi-squared analysis above, confirming that
argumentation was the most important aspect of proof to the mathematicians,
both as judges and in their responses to the task.

Other significant codes included object, established knowledge and incontro-
vertibility. The object code appears to reflect the clarity of responses, rather
than something epistemologically meaningful. Given that more than 80% of all
responses featured a reference to the object of interest, it is likely that those
did not suffer from an absence of clarity or specificity. Established knowledge
and incontrovertibility are both consistent with the cluster conception of proof
promoted by Czocher and Weber (in press). Although not featuring heavily in
the mathematicians’ explicitly stated conceptions, it is unsurprising that math-
ematicians would deem such conceptions important when presented.

4.9 Phase 3: Discussion

This phase featured mathematicians’ proof conceptions being judged alongside
the original undergraduate responses. Two substantive findings were presented.
First, mathematicians significantly outperformed undergraduates on the Con-
ceptions Task. This is evidence of a relationship between proof conceptions and
mathematical expertise and, by extension, evidence for the convergent validity
of the resulting scores.

After finding a significant difference between groups, a content analysis
showed that mathematicians prioritised argumentation and conviction while stu-
dents focused on falsification, certainty and generality. This was consistent with
aspects of the literature on mathematicians’ and students’ conceptions of proof,
and further indicates validity in the sense that the conceptions scores captured
these differences.

On the other hand, it remains possible that the above findings were, to some
extent, functions of non-mathematical features. In particular, it is possible that
our mathematician judges rewarded the conceptions of their peers based on
their familiarity in content and language choice. Given that mathematicians
are assumed to be experts on this topic, I viewed this possibility as a necessary
limitation of this phase, as designed.

This warrants the fourth and final phase of this study, exploring the role of
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non-mathematical features using non-expert judges.

4.10 Phase 4: Methods

This phase featured non-experts judging the same responses from Phase 3, bor-
rowing a method from Jones and Alcock (2014). Judges without mathematical
training were assumed not to make judgments based on mathematical content
knowledge, but rather on non-mathematical features such as grammar, syntax
and readability. By comparing the resulting scores with those from the mathe-
maticians’ judgments, I generate an understanding of the role of mathematical
features in the judging process.

4.10.1 Materials

No new materials were introduced in this phase.

4.10.2 Procedure

Judges were contacted via email using contacts from previous research and were
invited to participate through a link to OnlineSurveys.com, as in Phases 2 and
3.

4.10.3 Participants

Ten non-expert judges were recruited to perform the necessary judgments in
this study. Eight were post-graduate students recruited from the same En-
glish university. The remaining two were working professionals deemed expert
in the English language. All judges in this study were deemed non-expert in
mathematics having not completed a mathematics qualification beyond GSCE
mathematics or an international equivalent (year 11). The inclusion criteria
were selected to ensure no judge had any formal educational exposure to math-
ematical proof.

4.10.4 Comparative judgment

Each of the 10 judges performed between 172 and 175 judgments, resulting in a
total of 1740 judgments. Each response received between 20 and 23 judgments.
The median time per judgment was 14.9 seconds. Judges were compensated for
their time, based on an assumed rate of 20 seconds per judgment.

In this phase, Conceptions Task scores had mean 0.00 (σ = 0.93).
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4.10.5 Data analysis

Reliability was investigated using SSR and inter-rater reliability. I then com-
pared the conceptions scores generated by the two judging cohorts using a Pear-
son correlation. Finally, I conducted a two-sample t-test comparing students’
and mathematicians’ conceptions scores, based on the non-experts’ judgments.
Perceived differences between mathematicians and students were then compared
across judging cohorts.

4.11 Phase 4: Results

4.11.1 Reliability

Internal consistency, SSR = .66, was lower than in previous phases but still
considered acceptable. On the other hand, inter-rater reliability was low, r =

.39, based on 100 iterations of the split-half method discussed in Section 3.5.2.
This analysis indicates that the non-expert judges did not judge the re-

sponses reliably.

4.11.2 Comparing outputs between expert and non-expert
judges

When comparing the two models (scores assigned to each response by the two
judging pools), I found a correlation, r = .54, p = .007 (see Figure 4.2). This
correlation coefficient is lower than that reported by Jones and Alcock (2014) in
the context of mathematicians and non-experts judging first-year calculus work,
r(168) = .64, although the difference is not significant, Z = −1.41, p = .359.
Moreover, r = .54 is noticeably lower than the inter-rater reliability for expert
judgments, r = .68; this difference is significant, Z = 2.06, p = .040, further
indicating that non-expert judgments were less reliable than mathematicians.

4.11.3 Comparing mathematicians’ and students’ Concep-
tions Task scores

As in Section 4.8.2, based on experts’ judgments, here I compare the scores
assigned, using non-experts’ judgments, to mathematicians’ and students’ re-
sponses to the Conceptions Task.

Mathematicians were again assigned significantly higher scores (N = 45,M =

0.23, σ = 0.76), than undergraduates (N = 130,M = −0.08, σ = 0.97). The
difference was significant, t(97.58) = 2.36, p = .029, representing an effect size
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Figure 4.2. Scatter plot comparing conceptions scores generated by non-experts and
research-active mathematicians for the proof conceptions given by undergraduates and
mathematicians.

of d = 0.35. However, this effect size is noticably smaller than the d = 1.33

found when using mathematicians’ judgments.

4.12 Phase 4: Discussion

The judges recruited for this phase were non-experts in mathematics. As such,
I assumed that their judgments would be based on non-mathematical aspects
of the proof conceptions.

Non-experts were, as expected, worse than mathematicians at judging the
relative quality of proof conceptions. Concerning reliability, this is most strongly
indicated by the low inter-rater reliability. This apparent lack of agreement
demonstrates a higher degree of randomness in the non-experts’ judgments.
Further, the mathematicians’ judgments captured a larger difference between
mathematicians’ and undergraduates’ conceptions scores. Accepting that such a
difference should exist, this comparison serves as evidence that the non-experts
were poorer judges in this context.

On the other hand, non-expert Scale Separation Reliability was acceptable,
and a significant difference between mathematicians and students was shown
by their judgments. This probably reflects the notion that non-mathematical
features are also relevant to the decision-making process and that, as should
be expected from such a qualitative task, a combination of mathematical and
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non-mathematical factors influence judgments (Jones and Inglis, 2015).

4.13 Discussion

Here, I address each of the three research questions highlighted at the beginning
of this chapter, before briefly addressing the implications of these findings.

4.13.1 Research question 1: What do students and math-
ematicians write when explicitly asked about their
conceptions of proof?

From the content analysis of responses to the Conceptions Task (Table 4.1), I
conclude that certainty was most central to students’ understanding of proof,
referenced in 72% of students’ responses. Other frequently highlighted features
include references to established knowledge (29%), falsification (27%), the do-
main of applicability of the relevant theorem (coded under conditions, 25%),
and the notion of proof as providing explanation (23%).

On the other hand, mathematicians responses most frequently referenced
argumentation (80%). Other important features included established knowledge
(38%), conviction (22%) and the domain of applicability (20%).

4.13.2 Research question 2a: What do mathematicians
most value when evaluating the written proof con-
ceptions of others?

In identifying responses most important to the mathematician judges, statis-
tical modelling showed that mathematicians rewarded summaries referencing
argumentation (Table 4.2). Other codes identified as significant predictors of
Conceptions Task scores included references to the object of the proof, estab-
lished knowledge and incontrovertibility.

4.13.3 Research Question 3a: Do written proof concep-
tions, scored using comparative judgment, gener-
ate a reliable and valid output?

Reliability

In all phases involving expert judges, reliability was found to be acceptable.
This provides initial evidence that, although mathematicians tend not to agree
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on many epistemological aspects of proof, there is at least some meaningful
consensus when it comes to evaluating the written conceptions of others. I
return to this topic in the following chapter, after further evidence has been
presented.

Validity

This chapter features three distinct pieces of evidence suggesting that compar-
ative judgment-based scores produce meaningful estimates for the quality of
proof conceptions.

First, mathematicians out-performed undergraduates, suggesting that math-
ematical expertise is related to performance on the Conceptions Task. I also
found qualitative evidence suggesting that this difference was the result of
content-based differences consistent with aspects of the literature on students’
and mathematicians’ experiences with proof. Finally, by recruiting non-experts
to repeat the judging process, I found further validity evidence for the task in the
form of the poor performance of non-expert judges, suggesting that the original
judgments were probably based on inherently mathematical observations.

On the other hand, I found no evidence suggesting that quality of proof con-
ceptions were related to performance on the proof comprehension tasks available.
I conclude from this that understanding of proof is a multi-faceted endeavour
and that understanding of the nature of proof (as captured by the Conceptions
Task) may be quantitatively distinct from other proof comprehension-related
activities such as reading and constructing specific proofs.

4.13.4 Implications

The findings in this chapter open new avenues for how one may quantify indi-
viduals’ conceptions of mathematical entities. In this work, I focused on written
conceptions of proof, identifying those most valued by mathematician judges.
By investigating the reliability and validity of this comparative judgment-based
approach, I offer an important new understanding of this comparative judgment-
based approach and its utility in contexts beyond the direct assessment of stu-
dents’ work. While the particular focus in this work was on proof, it seems this
approach has utility in understanding other aspects of personal epistemology
and their impact on behaviour or performance.

I acknowledge that, in isolation, this approach to quantifying subjective
responses misses large amounts of the nuance inherent in research on conceptions
and beliefs. However, it seems there is a place for such an approach in this
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area alongside other approaches that might better capture the nuance but are
less amenable to quantification. While the nature of this work is inherently
exploratory, I believe I have provided meaningful evidence for the reliability
and validity of this particular comparative judgment-based approach, centred
on the Conceptions Task.

Next chapter

This study focused on a first implementation of the Conceptions Task at one
British university. The following chapter reports a longitudinal study evaluating
students’ proof conceptions using comparative judgment. Data were collected
at either end of an undergraduate mathematics modules at two universities in
the United States, providing an insight into the predictive validity of the Con-
ceptions Task. The next chapter concludes with summative remarks considering
the two conceptions-focused studies in tandem.
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Chapter 5

Proof conceptions II: A

longitudinal study

This chapter presents the second of two studies focused on individuals’ concep-
tions of proof. This study uses a repeated measures design to evaluate students’
conceptions of proof at the beginning and end of an Introduction to Proof mod-
ule for undergraduate mathematics students. In Chapter 4, I reported that
mathematicians outperformed undergraduates on the Conceptions Task, and
that there was a qualitative difference in the content of their responses. In this
study, I focus exclusively on students, attempting to capture the development
of their conceptions over time. This study provides further evidence suggesting
that conceptions of proof can be meaningfully evaluated using this comparative
judgment-based approach.

This study is based on data collected in collaboration with Dr Kristen Lew.
Dr Lew collected the students’ responses from two US universities in 2015/16.
As part of my doctoral research, I collected judgment data and independently
conducted all analysis presented in this chapter.

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Materials

The data presented in this study are based on responses to two differently for-
matted versions of the Conceptions Task. These differences are the result of
my opportunistic analysis of an existing dataset. The consequences of these
imperfections are discussed throughout this section.
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In week one of the module, students were given the following prompt:
a) What do you think mathematical proof is?
b) What are the most important attributes of a mathematical proof?
(Identify/describe 2-4 important attributes)

In week 15, students received a different, albeit similar prompt:
What do you think mathematical proof is? What are the most important at-
tributes of a mathematical proof? (Identify/describe 2-4 important attributes)

These prompts were considered similar enough to be treated as the same task
in this study. However, several steps were necessary to mitigate any difference
in the appearance of students’ responses and are discussed below.

5.1.2 Procedure

At both universities, data collection took place in the final 10 minutes of a
standard lecture in weeks one and 15. All responses were then prepared and
uploaded to nomoremarking.com to be judged.

The hand-written responses were scanned and edited to show only the prompt
from week 15 (see Figures 5.1a and 5.1b). Any response structured with ‘a)’
and ‘b)’ was edited to appear to be written in bullet-point form. These edits
were made to minimise the impact on judges’ behaviour. In particular, it was
necessary to minimise the possibility that judges would identify the two-cohort
structure of the responses and, consciously or otherwise, develop group-based
prejudices impacting their decision-making.

5.1.3 Participants

Forty-two students from two US universities participated in this study; 26 from
University A and 16 from University B. At their respective institutions, all
students were enrolled in the same section of the Introduction to Proof module.

5.1.4 Comparative judgment

Fifteen PhD students of mathematics from two different US universities judged
the students’ responses. Recruitment was conducted via email using professional
contacts. Participation was strictly voluntary, with judges invited to complete
up to 100 judgments each. No compensation was offered. In total, the 15
judges completed 870 judgments with each script receiving between 20 and 23
judgments. The median time taken was 24.4 seconds for each judgment.

The Conceptions Task scores had mean 0.00 (σ = 1.67).
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(a) Original response.

(b) Edited response.

Figure 5.1. Example Conceptions Task responses, demonstrating the edits necessary
to produce an apparently homogeneous dataset.
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5.1.5 Data analysis

Scale Separation and inter-rater reliabilities were first examined, as discussed
in Section 3.5.2. I then conducted two t-tests examining differences across the
two universities. I then computed a paired-samples t-test to investigate the key
hypothesis of this study regarding the capacity of the Conceptions Tasks scores
to detect the expected improvement over time. Finally, a content analysis was
conducted in a manner consistent with the principles of thematic analysis (Braun
and Clarke, 2006). As in the previous chapter, this content analysis aimed to
generate a more holistic understanding of the nature of students’ responses and
the differences between responses from weeks one and 15. Finally, results from
the present study were compared with the analysis from Chapter 4, to develop
an understanding of the similarities and differences across contexts.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Reliability

Internal consistency, measured using Scale Separation Reliability, was SSR =

.85, while inter-rater reliability was r = .69 based on 100 iterations of Bisson
et al.’s (2016) split-half method. Both measures were deemed acceptable.

5.2.2 Comparing performance between universities

To check for systematic differences between scores from students at different
universities, I conducted two independent-samples t-tests.

First, I considered only the week one responses. No significant difference
was found between responses from University A (N = 16,M = −0.98, σ = 1.41)

and University B (N = 26,M = −0.57, σ = 1.45), t(40) = 0.89, p = .381.
I then compared responses from week 15. Here, a significant difference was

found between responses from University A (N = 16,M = 1.35, σ = 1.38) and
University B (N = 26,M = 0.34, σ = 1.60), t(40) = −2.09, p = .043. This test
suggests that students from University B improved significantly more during
their 15-week module.

To further investigate the necessity for a multi-leveled approached, I com-
puted a chi-squared goodness of fit test, comparing the linear model allowing
intercepts to vary by university, with the model given no hierarchy (Field et al.,
2012). There was no significant difference between the models, χ2(1) = 0.00, p >

.999. Hence, I conclude that it is not necessary to implement a multi-leveled
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approach to the analysis that follows. As such, the proceeding analysis treats
all participants as belonging to the same homogeneous population.

5.2.3 Predictive validity analysis

To evaluate the expected change in students’ conceptions of proof, I conducted
a paired-samples t-test to examine the difference between their responses to the
Conceptions Task at the beginning and end of their respective modules. On
average, responses from the final week received better scores (N = 42,M =

.73, σ = 1.58), than responses from week one (N = 42,M = −.73, σ = 1.43).
This difference was significant, t(41) = 5.80, p < .001, representing an effect size
of d = 0.96 (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2. Dot plot comparing Conceptions Task scores from responses collected in
weeks one and 15.

This is substantive evidence that the comparative judgment-based concep-
tions scores reflected the expected change in students’ conceptions across the
module, and is also evidence of the predictive validity of the Conceptions Task
as a meaningful measure of philosophical awareness in this context.

5.2.4 Content analysis

Following Chapter 4, I present here a content analysis investigating the nature
of students’ responses, attempting to develop a more in-depth understanding of
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the differences between responses from the beginning and end of the module.
The coding in this analysis was conducted by myself and the same academic
advisor involved in earlier analysis.

Adapting a previous scheme

We first applied the existing 15-code scheme from the previous chapter to the
current set of 84 responses. In doing so, we found that a further four codes were
required to adequately capture the dataset at hand: clarity, format, procedure,
and audience. Each response was then checked for evidence of the new codes.

To examine inter-coder reliability for the two coders, I calculated pooled
Cohen’s Kappa, κ = 0.69, with 91.2% code-by-code agreement. As discussed
in the previous chapter, this is probably an over-estimate of true inter-coder
reliability, given the volume of discussion between coders during the coding
process. According to De Vries et al. (2008), anything above .6 is indicative of
substantive agreement, so inter-coder reliability was deemed acceptable, despite
this potential over-estimate. The full 19-code scheme used in this analysis can
be found in Table 5.1.

Students’ conceptions of proof

From the raw frequencies, most students referenced the ‘object to be proved’ in
both weeks one and 15. This is not epistemologically interesting and showed no
statistical relationships of note. Hence, the object code is not discussed further.
The next most frequently assigned code was that referring to certainty, present
in more students’ responses than any other aspect of proof in weeks 1 and 15.
In contrast to the previous study, we also see that many students referred to
argumentation at both ends of the module.

Identifying changes in students’ responses

Earlier I observed that students’ performance improved over time. I now con-
sider the content-specific changes underlying this change in Conceptions Task
scores. It is interesting to note that the prevalence of 16 out of 19 codes in-
creased from the first week to the last (although only two reached statistical
significance under the Holm-Bonferroni correction). While a testing effect prob-
ably has a role to play in this, I also conjecture this to be a function of students
having more confidence with proof at the end of the module, and hence being
more willing to share their ideas about proof. Moreover, the largest decrease in
frequency came in references to proof as procedures, consistent with the notion
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Table 5.1

Revised code scheme for Conceptions Task responses.

Code Description Week 1 Week 15 χ2 p

Argume- Reference to an ‘argument’, ‘ch- 31% 52% 3.97 .046
ntation ain of reasoning’ or ‘derivation’.

Object Naming the object to be proved, 60% 79% 3.56 .059
e.g. ‘theorem, statement, result’.

Certainty Reference to ‘truth’ or 38% 67% 6.87 .009
‘correctness’.

Established Reference to ‘agreed assumptions’ 24% 33% 0.93 .334
knowledge or ‘shared knowledge’.

Conviction Reference to the readers’ increased 0% 2% 1.01 .314
conviction in the statement.

Conditions Reference to the domain of 5% 33% 11.32 <.001*
applicability for a statement.

ExplanationReference to ‘how’ or ‘why’ the 21% 29% 0.57 .450
statement is true.

Verification E.g. ‘confirms’, ‘validates’, 2% 14% 0.00 .999
‘checks’, ‘justifies’, or ‘shows’.

Axiom Use of the term ‘axiom’. 2% 0% 1.01 .314
Deconst- Reference to ‘breaking down’ the 12% 12% 0.00 .999
ruction theorem into familiar truths.

Discovery Reference to proving something 19% 7% 2.62 .306
‘not already known’.

Incontr- Reference to ‘undoubted’, ‘cannot 12% 14% 0.30 .746
overtibility be argued with’.

Empiricism Reference to empirical evidence. 7% 10% 0.36 .693
Falsification Reference to disproving. 17% 36% 3.94 .047
Generality Reference to ‘all cases’. 2% 14% 3.90 .048
Clarity Reference to clarity, brevity or 5% 38% 13.86 <.001*

concision

Format Reference to ‘Beginning, middle,. 12% 36% 6.56 .010
end’ or ‘box/QED’.

Procedure Reference to method’, ‘algorithm’ 24% 17% 0.66 .415
or ‘process’.

Audience Reference to audience or reader. 10% 30% 4.94 .026
E.g. ‘easily understood’.

Note. Significance indicators are based on the Holm-Bonferroni method with α = .05.
The final four codes, added for this analysis, did not appear in the previous chapter.
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that students’ conceptions of proof have improved over time. However, this
difference was not significant.

This chi-squared analysis, shown in Table 5.1, identified two codes with
a significant difference in prevalence from week one to week 15: conditions
and clarity. Both of these changes can be at least partially explained from
informal discussions with the module’s lecturer. Assessment in this module
was driven by many ‘state and prove’ questions, in which the students were
required to precisely state a definition and/or theorem, before providing a proof.
In these introductory modules on proof, the lecturer reported that students
would frequently misstate given theorems or definitions, neglecting to include
details such as the domain of applicability. These errors led the lecturer to
consistently emphasise the role of conditions in her feedback to students; a
feature of her teaching reflected in students’ responses to the Conceptions Task.
In our informal discussions before this content analysis was conducted, nothing
explaining the clarity code was discussed. However, in subsequent discussions
following this chi-squared analysis, the lecturer recalled discussing notions of
elegance with students in their proving practices. She reported having seen
many surprising and indirect proof attempts, leading to in-class discussions
focused on simplicity and elegance in proving theorems. I believe that it was
these discussions that led to the significant increase in students referring to
clarity in their responses to the Conceptions Task.

Identifying mathematician judges’ priorities

Here, I first report Spearman’s rank-order correlations between each code and
scores on the Conceptions Task. This is followed by a regression model predict-
ing scores using codes identified as significant in the correlational analysis, see
Table 5.2.

All three codes were significant contributors to the 35% variance explained
by this model, F (3, 80) = 14.46, p < .001. Argumentation was also identified
as significant in Chapter 4 where it was argued to be consistent with the phi-
losophy of mathematical practice literature, as discussed in Aberdein (2009).
This finding provides further support to the claim that argumentation is an
important aspect of proof. Certainty was not found to be significant in Chapter
4 and was argued to be consistent with more naive student experience-focused
conceptions of proof. As such, it is surprising to find it rewarded in the current
study.

Finally, I note the absence of the object and established knowledge codes in
the final regression presented here. Both codes were identified as significant
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Table 5.2

Regression modelling of Conceptions Task scores.

Code Coefficients Regression model
ρ p B SE β p

Argumentation 0.34 .001* 1.08 0.30 3.56 <.001*
Object 0.29 .008
Certainty 0.37 <.001* 1.03 0.31 3.37 .001*
Established knowledge 0.36 .354
Conviction 0.26 .016
Conditions 0.39 .081
Explanation 0.25 .019
Verification 0.06 .567
Axiom 0.04 .727
Deconstruction -0.32 .259
Discovery -0.16 .346
Incontrovertibility 0.35 .386
Empiricism -0.04 .748
Falsification 0.35 .372
Generality 0.38 .302
Clarity 0.40 <.001* 1.26 0.37 3.38 .001*
Format 0.20 .072
Procedure -0.01 .929
Audience 0.25 .021

Note. Codes with a significant Spearman coefficient were entered into a forced entry
regression model predicting Conceptions Task scores. Significance was determined
using the Holm-Bonferroni method with initial α = .05. The resulting three-code
model, F (3, 80) = 14.46, p < .001, explains 35% of the variance.

predictors in Chapter 4. Along with the certainty code that was also significant
in one out of two studies, these findings begin to suggest that the nature of the
themes rewarded by this comparative judgment-based evaluation are dependent
on the educational context. I discuss this further in Chapter 10.

5.3 Summary of longitudinal study results

Both measures of reliability gave acceptable results in the present study, pro-
viding further evidence that although mathematicians may not agree on proof
itself, there is substantial agreement on what they want others to say about it.
The primary focus of the present study was an analysis of the predictive validity
of the Conceptions Task. In particular, I investigated the capacity of the scores
to reflect the expected improvement in students’ conceptions of proof over the
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course of an introduction to Proof module. Regarding predictive validity, the
primary thrust of this study, I found a significant difference with an effective
size of d = .96, representing evidence for the predictive validity of the scores
in their capacity to reflect the expected improvement. Regarding the content
of students’ responses and their judgments, I found that students tended to
focus on proofs as arguments that provide certainty, while the judging mathe-
maticians tended to reward responses containing references to argumentation,
certainty and clarity. This is partially consistent with the findings from the
previous chapter. Coupled with the alignment between these findings and the
theoretical literature on proof, this provides further evidence that the Concep-
tions Task scores are meaningful, valid estimates of the quality of individuals’
proof conceptions.

5.4 Discussion of research on the Conceptions Task

Chapters 4 and 5 presented two studies focused on understanding students’ and
mathematicians’ conceptions of proof. Here, I summarise the findings related
to each of three relevant research questions, before considering the theoretical
and methodological implications of this work.

5.4.1 Research question 1: What do students and math-
ematicians write when explicitly asked about their
conceptions of proof?

To answer research question 1, I draw on two types of evidence, each present
in both studies. The first form of evidence is from content analyses of stu-
dents’ and mathematicians’ written responses to the Conceptions Task. The
second, applicable only to the mathematicians, is the identification of judges’
priorities through statistical modelling with content-based codes as predictors
of conceptions scores.

From the students’ perspective, ignoring the epistemologically uninteresting
object code, the most important aspect of proof was certainty, indicating a
philosophical naivety which might be considered consistent with their apprentice
status in the mathematics community. This was consistent across both studies,
with at least two-thirds of both student cohorts referencing certainty in their
responses. While further research is necessary to determine the generalisability
of these findings, I conjecture that certainty is likely to be identified as an
important aspect of proof by most undergraduate students of mathematics and
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that such a result would be reproducible in most similar research settings.
Other features prominent in students’ responses included falsification, gener-

ality and the scope of the theorem at stake. Each of these features was identified
as important in only one of the two studies, suggesting that they are idiosyn-
cratic functions of the educational environment, rather than generalisable fea-
tures that one should expect from any undergraduate student in response to the
Conceptions Task.

From the mathematicians’ perspective, the most important aspect of proof
was argumentation. This was reflected both in the frequency of appeals to argu-
mentation in mathematicians’ responses, and in the regression modelling from
both studies. Other characteristics of proof valued by mathematicians included
certainty, incontrovertibility and appeals to established knowledge. These find-
ings are consistent with the literature on proof, providing empirical backing to
the theoretically driven writings of Aberdein (2009), on proof as argumentation,
and Weber and Czocher (2019,) on proof as a cluster concept.

These findings have implications for the validity of Conceptions Task scores
and for our understanding of proof itself. Both are discussed below, in answers
to research questions 2a and 3a.

5.4.2 Research question 2a: On mathematicians’ priori-
ties in evaluating the conceptions of others

As discussed above, mathematicians most heavily rewarded responses contain-
ing reference to argumentation. This was reflected in the statistical modelling
in both Chapters 4 and 5. Other important features included references to es-
tablished knowledge, incontrovertibility, certainty and clarity, each with varying
strengths of evidence and each featuring in only one of the two relevant studies.

Beyond argumentation, the variation between the two studies is worthy of
attention. In the first study, participants were asked to ‘explain what mathe-
maticians mean by proof in 40 words or fewer’. In the second, participants were
asked a two-part question ‘What do you think mathematical proof is? What are
the most important attributes of a mathematical proof?’ In both cases, judges
rewarded responses referencing argumentation but differed in the other aspects
they rewarded. For the first task, asking for an explanation, judges rewarded
references to incontrovertibility and established knowledge. I view these fea-
tures as philosophically appropriate and consistent with the literature on proof
as an argument produced to remove doubt in the truth of the theorem (Czocher
and Weber, in press), by showing the theorem to be the ‘logical consequence of
axioms, assumptions and/or previously established claims’ (ibid, p. 20).
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For the second task, asking what mathematical proof is and for important
attributes, judges rewarded references to certainty and clarity. References to
clarity can also be interpreted through the cluster definition of Czocher and
Weber (in press), who noted proofs should be transparent justifications, com-
prehensible by any sufficiently knowledge parties. However, appeals to certainty
can be viewed as signs of philosophical naivety, given the literature arguing
against the primarily pre-19th century view of mathematics as the business of
certainty and truth (Kline, 1980). This prompts an important question about
the content validity of these judgments, given that one of the features rewarded
by judges is not well aligned with the philosophical literature on the topic. I
address this question as part of the discussion on validity below.

5.4.3 Research question 3a: On the reliability and validity
of the Conceptions Task

Regarding the reliability of the comparative judgment-based scores, all cases
based on expert judgments demonstrated acceptable statistical reliability sug-
gesting that there was sufficient consensus amongst the judging cohorts to gen-
erate reliable scores in multiple settings. Given the range of judges recruited,
I conjecture that any acceptably qualified set of judges would produce similar
scores. Above a threshold of expertise, potentially as low as a relevant tertiary
degree, the scores produced do not appear sensitive to the qualifications of the
judges.

In addressing validity, I consider both criterion (concurrent and predictive)
and content validity. Regarding concurrent validity, Chapter 4 reported that
mathematicians outperformed students on the Conceptions Task. Regarding
predictive validity, Chapter 5 demonstrated that conceptions scores reflected
the expected improvement over the course of a 15-week Introduction to Proof
module. Both conclusions are interpreted as evidence for the validity of concep-
tions scores as measures of philosophical awareness.

Regarding content validity, I first conducted a coding-based content analysis
of the responses collected in each study. I then used the resulting codes to
statistically model the Conceptions Task scores. The findings were discussed
in answers to questions 1 and 2a above. In short, this regression modelling
identified argumentation as the most important feature, alongside established
knowledge, incontrovertibility, clarity and certainty. I argued that all bar one
of these features is consistent with the established literature, suggesting strong
evidence for the content validity of the conceptions scores. ‘Certainty’ was the
one feature identified as significant in the statistical modelling and inconsistent
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with the literature on proof. That said, the unfavourability of the view that
proof provides certainty is a relatively recent phenomenon and, as is evidenced
by mathematicians’ own responses to the Conceptions Task, still features as an
important aspect of proof for many mathematicians.

A further consideration in understanding validity is the origin of students’
conceptions. I speculate that students most likely adopt their views of math-
ematical topics from the mathematicians by whom they are taught. Many
mathematicians also featured certainty in their responses to the Conceptions
Task. Hence from the perspective that the comparative judgment-based scores
are intended to reflect the collective expertise of the judging cohort, it is to be
expected that conceptions containing reference to certainty be rewarded, even
if this is not perfectly aligned with the philosophical literature on the topic.

Finally, I considered the relationship between the conceptions scores and
more traditional proof comprehension measures. To this end, I found that while
the conceptions scores appear to be robust reflections of the quality of individ-
uals’ conceptions of proof, they are statistically unrelated to more traditional
measures of proof comprehension.

The relationship between conceptions and comprehension is discussed in
Chapter 10, alongside summative remarks on the use of comparative judgment
in the realm of proof.

5.4.4 Implications and conclusions

Beyond the unique contribution of documenting the written conceptions of stu-
dents and mathematicians, I conclude that there is strong evidence that the
Conceptions Task yielded reliable and valid scores, reflective of individuals’
philosophical awareness regarding proof. This has substantive implications for
the literature in the subjective realm of conceptions and beliefs. Reliable and
valid instruments on such topics are difficult to generate and other approaches
necessarily involve coarse-grained analyses or lack the capacity for systematic
quantitative comparison. Using comparative judgment, I have generated scores
for responses to an open-ended task without using pre-determined criteria or a
restrictive definition of proof.

While the evidence here is presented in only one domain, mathematical proof,
it seems that such an approach would be profitable in evaluating individuals’
conceptions of other (mathematical) topics. Beyond the scope of the research
presented here, I speculate that similar approaches could be used to evaluate
more esoteric beliefs within and outside of mathematics. It may be possible
either to develop meaningful scores for the quality of certain beliefs viewed as
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outside the realm of quantitative analysis, or to learn about the beliefs of a
judging cohort via a mixed methods analysis of the responses they deem most
valuable (Section 5.2.4) . I return to further methodological implications of this
work in the final chapter.

This concludes the work on the Conceptions Task. I return to several topics
discussed here in greater detail in the final chapter, after having presented a
series of further studies focused on proof comprehension and the Summary Task.

Next chapter

The following chapter is the first of four on the Summary Task, and focuses on
the uncountability proof.
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Chapter 6

Proof summaries I: The open

unit interval is uncountable

This chapter, which begins Part Two, presents the first of five studies on the
Summary Task. In this and subsequent chapters, I address two research ques-
tions:

Research question 2b: What do mathematicians most value when evaluating
students’ proof summaries?

Research question 3b: Do proof summaries, scored using comparative judg-
ment, generate a reliable and valid output?

In addressing 2b, Chapters 6, 7 and 8 present a series of content analyses on
students’ summaries of three different proofs. On each occasion, I use statistical
modelling to predict the Summary Task scores with content-based codes. The
result of this statistical analysis is a list of mathematical features most valued
by the mathematician judges. Finally, the interviews presented in Chapter 9
provide a qualitative perspective on the same question and are used to trian-
gulate across the two perspectives. While providing a direct answer to research
question 2b, these analyses also provide insight into the validity of the resulting
scores via comparisons with the theoretical literature on proof comprehension
assessment.

The reliability aspect of research question 3b is addressed using the two
statistical measures discussed in Chapter 3: Scale Separation Reliability and
inter-rater reliability. In addressing the validity of the Summary Task scores, I
consider both criterion and content validity. Criterion validity analysis is based
on statistical comparisons between the Summary Task scores and a series of
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established measures of proof comprehension and general mathematical exper-
tise. These measures include Proof Comprehension Tests (from Mejía-Ramos
et al., 2017), various modules from undergraduate mathematics and SAT scores.
Content validity is evaluated in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, using the regression mod-
elling from research question 2b. As above, Chapter 9’s interview analysis also
provides insight on the content validity of the resulting scores by directly consid-
ering the judges’ spoken understandings of their own decision-making processes.

In this chapter, in particular, I focus on students’ summaries of the un-
countability proof, demonstrating the uncountability of the open unit interval.
I establish preliminary evidence for the reliability of the Summary Task scores
in this context, followed by quantitatively driven investigations of criterion and
content validity.

The data collected for this study were collected alongside the data presented
in Chapter 4. With the same set of student participants in both studies, I
present ancillary analyses comparing students’ performance on Conceptions and
Summary Tasks.

6.1 Methods

6.1.1 Materials

A task booklet was generated containing a theorem and its proof (see Figure
6.1), two proof comprehension tasks and the Conceptions Task. The first was
a multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Test from Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017).
Permission has not been granted for the specific questions to be published, but
the full test can be requested at pcrg.gse.rutgers.edu. The other is known as the
Summary Task, asking students to ‘summarise the proof in 40 words or fewer’
(see Figure 6.2). This booklet ended with the Conceptions Task, discussed in
Chapter 4.

6.1.2 Participants

One hundred and sixty-one undergraduate mathematics students from the same
British university participated in this study. Eighteen declined to have their data
used for research purposes leaving a total of 143 participants. All participants
were enrolled in a compulsory introductory module on Real Analysis for first
and second-year students, covering fundamental concepts related to sequences,
series and epsilon-N definitions.

Participation was not connected to examination and was made voluntary
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Theorem: The open interval (0, 1) is uncountable.

Proof: The interval (0, 1) includes the subset
{

1
2k

: k ∈ N
}
, which is infinite.

Thus, (0, 1) is infinite.
Suppose (0, 1) is denumerable. Then, there is a function f : N → (0, 1) that is
one-to-one and onto (0, 1). Now, we write the images of f , for each n ∈ N, in
their decimal form:

f(1) = 0.a11a12a13a14a15...

f(2) = 0.a21a22a23a24a25...

f(3) = 0.a31a32a33a34a35...

f(4) = 0.a41a42a43a44a45...

...
f(n) = 0.an1an2an3an4an5...

...

Since some elements of (0, 1) have two different decimal representations (one
with an infinite string of 9’s and another one with an infinite string of 0’s), we
do not use representations that contain an infinite string of 9’s. That is, for all
n ∈ N we represent f(n) = 0.an1an2an3an4an5... in such a way that there is no
k such that for all i > k, ani = 9.
Now let b be the number b = 0.b1b2b3b4b5..., where bi = 5 if aii 6= 5 and bi = 3 if
aii = 5. Because of the way b has been constructed, we know that b ∈ (0, 1) and
that b has a unique decimal representation. However, for each natural number
n, b differs from f(n) in the nth decimal place. Thus b 6= f(n) for any n ∈ N,
which means b does not belong to the range of f . Thus, f is not onto (0, 1).
This contradicts our assumptions. Therefore, (0, 1) is not denumerable.

Figure 6.1. The proof given to participants showing the uncountability of the unit
interval. This proof was the basis for both the Summary Task and Proof Comprehension
Test.

Summarise the proof, given on the previous page, in 40 words or fewer.

Note: You are not being asked to reproduce the proof. The best responses will
be those that succinctly communicate the most important aspects/ideas in the
proof.

Write your summary in the box below:

Figure 6.2. The Summary Task.
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by giving students the option to have their data excluded from any analysis.
However, those present at the lecture were required to complete the booklet.
Participants were told that general feedback on overall student performance
would be given to the lecturer, based on the anonymised data.

6.1.3 Procedure

Data collection took place in a week-eight lecture, with content directly related
to the task presented in the preceding lecture. Participants were given 40 min-
utes and advised to spend 20 minutes on the Proof Comprehension Test, and
10 minutes on both the Summary and Conceptions Tasks. For practical reasons
neither the time allocation nor response order were monitored but there was no
reason to believe a substantial number of participants ignored these instructions.

Module scores were also made available by the lecturer and were used as a
secondary comparison measure against which to evaluate the concurrent validity
of the Summary Task scores. The module scores probably capture a more
general measure of mathematical success than the Proof Comprehension Test.
However, it seems reasonable to expect a measure of proof comprehension to
correlate with scores on an introductory Real Analysis module.

Consent for analysis of module scores was given by 134 of the 143 partici-
pants.

6.1.4 Comparative judgment

Eleven judges were recruited using contacts from previous similar studies. Seven
were PhD students of mathematics at the same British university, three were
current PhD students from a second British university and one was a recent PhD
graduate from a third. All judges were deemed qualified to assess introductory
analysis by virtue of their own course of study.

All judges were asked to read the relevant proof before judging and advised
to keep it on hand throughout the process.

Each judge performed 143 pairwise comparisons, resulting in a total of 1573

judgments. Based on an informal pilot study and previous experience, judges
were paid based on an expected average of 20 seconds per judgment. In this
study, the median time per judgment was 21.6 seconds.

The Summary Task scores had mean 0.00 (σ = 1.78).
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6.1.5 Data analysis

First, I evaluated reliability using Scale Separation Reliability and inter-rater
reliability. I then considered criterion validity by comparing the Summary Task
scores with students’ scores on the Proof Comprehension Test and module
scores. This is followed by a content analysis, consistent with the principles
of thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006), aiming to provide a more holis-
tic view of the proof summaries given by students. This content analysis formed
the basis of a statistical analysis identifying the features of students’ summaries
most valued by the mathematician judges. Finally, I examined information
density, compared with Summary Task scores and summary word-count, to un-
derstand the extent to which judges prioritised brevity in their decision-making.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Example responses

To orient the reader to the types of responses given, I present the top three
summaries as judged by the research-active mathematicians (see Figure 6.3).

6.2.2 Reliability of Summary Task scores

Reliability was examined in two ways. First, internal consistency was mea-
sured using Scale Separation Reliability and found to be acceptable, SSR = .86.
Inter-rater reliability, measured using 100 iterations of the split-half technique
discussed in Chapter 3 was also high, r = .73.

6.2.3 Introductory Real Analysis scores

Scores from the Introductory Real Analysis module ranged from 33% to 97%,
with a mean of 56% (σ = 14). These were based on a weighted aggregate of
students’ coursework (25%) and final examination scores (75%) for the module
from which they were recruited.

6.2.4 Proof Comprehension Test

For the multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Test, the internal consistency was
measured by Cronbach’s α = .53. This was substantially lower than the α > .7

reported in all trials reported by Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017), in which the same
test was given to comparable students at a US university. I also note that
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students’ scores out of 12 were low (M = 4.19, σ = 2.16). However, these
scores were found to be significantly above the M = 3 one would expect if
students answered questions randomly, t(133) = 6.35, p < .001. The low internal
reliability is a notable limitation of the study and warrants further investigation
before discussing the criterion validity analysis to follow.

In search of an explanation for the low Cronbach’s alpha, a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) was conducted on the 12-item test to investigate the
possibility that the test measured multiple independent constructs. The Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure verified the sampling adequacy for the analysis
KMO = 0.62 (mediocre but sufficient according to Field et al., 2012, p. 776).
Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(66) = 126.049, p < .001, was significant, in-
dicating correlations between items were sufficient to justify PCA. An initial
analysis was run to obtain eigenvalues for each component in the data. The
scree plot and associated parallel analysis, shown in Figure 6.4, indicated that
one component should be extracted, accounting for 18% of the variance. See
Table 6.1.

Figure 6.4. Scree plot showing parallel analysis for the principal component analysis
of the Proof Comprehension Test.

The eight questions with loadings above .3 yielded an internal reliability of
α = .62. This was an increase from the .53 found for the full 12-question test.
While still below the standard .7 threshold for acceptable internal reliability,
this suggests that questions 5, 9, 11 and 20 were in some way problematic in
this dataset.

Concerns regarding the reliability of the test were partially mitigated by the
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Table 6.1

Factor loadings for the PCA of the uncountability Proof Comprehension Test.

Question Component One

1 .34
2 .61
5 .04
6 .57
9 -.04
11 .10
12 .53
15 .43
16 .51
18 .44
19 .63
20 .27

Note. A bold item indicates a primary loading greater than .3. This 12-question test
is a subset of the 20-question version presented then reduced in Mejía-Ramos et al.
(2017). Original labellings have been retained to facilitate comparison with the
original work.

significant Pearson correlation with module scores, r = .56, p < .001, indicating
that the test was not without meaning.

Given that only 18% of the variance was explained by the eight-item model, I
present further analyses based on the full 12-question test. I now turn attention
to the Summary Task and the main body of analysis for this study.

6.2.5 Criterion validity

I first examined validity by comparing the Summary Task scores with established
measures of proof comprehension and general mathematical performance.

The Summary Task and full 12-item Proof Comprehension Test offer the
most important comparison, yielding a significant Spearman correlation, ρ =

.25, p < .001 (see Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5. Scatter plot comparison of performances on the Summary Task and 12-
question Proof Comprehension Test.

Summary Task scores were also significantly correlated with scores from the
Introductory Real Analysis module, r = .23, p < .001.

From comparison with the Proof Comprehension Test, we learn that the
Summary Task scores are probably indicative of local proof comprehension.
Nevertheless, while the relationship was significant, the correlation coefficient
was notably lower than in previous studies comparing comparative judgment-
based scores and with established instruments. For example, Bisson et al. (2016)
reported significant coefficients between .35 and .56 in similar investigations in
secondary and tertiary mathematics. These included students’ understanding
of p-values in statistics, letters in algebra and derivatives in calculus.

On the other hand, the comparison between the Summary Task and the
Introductory Real Analysis module suggests a more general domain of validity
for the Summary Task scores. Further, this can be interpreted as evidence
for the notion of proof comprehension as a singular entity, independent of the
particular mathematical domain or proof in question.

I return to the relationship between Summary Task Scores and established
measures in Chapters 7 and 8. In doing so, I develop a growing picture of the
generality of the validity claims resulting from these quantitative comparisons.
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6.2.6 Content analysis

I now turn attention to a more qualitatively oriented investigation of students’
proof summaries. This section presents a content analysis addressing two issues
not accessible through a strictly quantitative lens. First, I present a systematic
analysis of the content students elected to include in their summaries. Second, I
develop an understanding of the features most heavily rewarded by judges, and
subsequently, the validity of the resulting scores based on these features.

Developing a code scheme

I developed the code scheme with a fellow researcher interested in proof com-
prehension1. The final scheme was the result of three iterative attempts at
qualitatively describing the students’ summaries. Each iteration was the result
of an in-depth discussion between myself and one other researcher, focused on
10 proof summaries.

To generate the first iteration of the code scheme, we examined the original
text (see Figure 6.1) alongside 10 summaries of the same proof from a pilot
study that does not feature in this thesis. We elected not to begin with data
from the main study in order to preserve the maximal number of responses for
the final analysis.

Having found few student statements that could not be directly mapped to
a discrete aspect of the proof, the first version of the coding scheme was simply
a partitioning of the proof into 11 key ideas (codes).

In the second iteration, two researchers independently coded 10 summaries
from the main dataset using the 11-code scheme, while highlighting any cases
(pairs of codes and summaries) that appeared problematic to determine. Com-
paring these analyses led to a revised scheme, clarifying existing codes or divid-
ing one code into several.

We were mindful to keep the scheme simple and opted only to increase the
number of codes to capture substantive nuance. We also deemed it important
to limit the necessity for value judgments on the quality of students’ summaries.

The process of independently analysing 10 summaries prior to revising the
scheme was repeated twice, now using responses from the primary dataset for
this study. The result was the 15-code scheme presented in Table 6.2.

Having established a final scheme to use for the whole dataset, we turned to

1The development and implementation of the code scheme was conducted during an aca-
demic visit to a US university, alongside my academic host. As in earlier chapters, it was
necessary to have multiple researchers involved in the coding process. The resulting analysis
is solely my own.
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Table 6.2

Coding scheme for summaries of the uncountability proof.

Code Frequency

Explicitly stated the interval (0, 1) is infinite. 46%
Addressed a subset of (0, 1) (not necessarily explicitly naming
{1/2k : k ∈ N}). 48%

Explicitly related the infinitude of (0, 1) to an infinite subset. 33%
Appealed to proof by contradiction (need not have featured
associated wording, evidence of logical structure is sufficient). 51%

Defined the function f as a mapping N→ (0, 1). 46%
Described the function f as injective. 29%
Described the function f as surjective. 18%
Described the images of f using decimal representation (any
reference to decimal representations of f(n)’s is sufficient, ref-
erence to decimal representations of other values is not).

28%

Appealed to 0’s or 9’s in reference to the decimal representa-
tions (accept references to elements of the range of f or (0, 1),
also accept ambiguity).

37%

Addressed the constructed b from the given proof in any way. 70%
Constructed b explicitly (sufficient to describe b as a number
differing from each f(n) in the nth entry). 41%

Explicitly stated that b is not in the range of f (or, that b 6=
f(n) for any n). 50%

Explicitly stated that the constructed b is in (0, 1). 25%
Explicitly stated that f is not surjective as a result of the
surmised argument. 17%

Included the term ‘denumerable’ anywhere. 42%

the remaining 123 summaries. Each researcher coded 75 summaries, leaving an
intersection of 27 summaries to be used to evaluate inter-coder reliability. This
intersection had a pooled Cohen’s Kappa, κ = .88 with a 94.3% code-by-code
agreement. The 23 instances of disagreement were discussed and found to be
either coder errors or unique, unanticipated cases for which our scheme did not
account. In the latter case, a decision was reached by attempting to maintain
the clarity of each code, opting not to award any code to a clause for which
we did not have an obvious code. These cases were rare enough not to warrant
further revisions.
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Table 6.3

Regression modelling of the uncountability proof Summary Task scores.

Code Coefficients Regression model
ρ p B SE β p

(0, 1) is infinite 0.15 .101
(0, 1) has an infinite subset 0.06 .536
Explicitly related codes 1 and 2 0.13 .159
Contradiction 0.33 <.001* 0.70 0.26 0.19 .008*
Defining f 0.38 <.001* 0.85 0.26 0.23 .012*
f is injective 0.21 .024
f is injective 0.19 .031
Decimal representations 0.37 <.001* 0.61 0.31 0.15 .052
0’s and 9’s 0.39 <.001* 0.31 0.29 0.08 .293
Introducing b 0.54 <.001* 0.93 0.39 0.23 .024*
Constructed b explicitly 0.38 <.001* 0.51 0.30 0.14 .086
Stated b /∈ R(f) 0.51 <.001* 0.30 0.34 0.08 .387
Stated b ∈ (0, 1) 0.23 .009
f is not surjective 0.32 <.001* 0.71 0.34 0.15 .043*
Denumerable 0.22 .017

Note. Codes with a significant Spearman coefficient were entered into a force-entry
regression model as predictors of Summary Task scores. Significance was determined
using the Holm-Bonferroni correction with α = .05. The resulting eight-code model,
F (12, 110) = 9.65, p < .001, explains 51% of the variance.

Identifying important codes

Here, I present a regression analysis identifying the codes most rewarded by
judges. I first examined Spearman correlations between each code and the
Summary Task Scores, see Table 6.3. Codes that yielded a significant correlation
were then entered into a forced-entry regression to identify those most predictive
of Summary Task scores.

Eight of the 15 codes were significantly related to Summary Task scores
when considered in isolation. Four of these eight were deemed significant pre-
dictors of Summary Task score in the force-entry regression model. This model,
F (12, 110) = 9.65, p < .001, explained 51% of the variance2.

I discuss the implications of these findings in addressing research questions
2b and 3b later in this chapter.

2I also ran forced-entry regressions with all 15 codes, and with 12 codes using the signif-
icant univariate predictors before Holm-Bonferroni correction (α = .05). All led to similar
conclusions with respective explained variance, .53% and .52%.
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6.2.7 Information density analysis

Having established an understanding of the relative importance of the content
present, I turned to a more global property of proof summaries. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, summary is defined as a noun to be ‘a brief statement
or account of the main points’, and as an adjective as ‘not including needless
details or formalities; brief’. It, therefore, seems reasonable to believe that
brevity would be a desirable quality of students’ proof summaries. I conjectured
that information density would provide a significant predictor of the Summary
Task scores. Information density is defined here as the ratio of codes awarded
to word-count. Three blank responses were removed to avoid division-by-zero
errors, leaving 120 for the resulting analysis.

The summaries had a median length of 40 words, with a range of 10 to
159. Fifty-seven of the 120 summaries were longer than 40 words. While it
is clear that many participants disregarded the word limit, I have no evidence
to suggest that the summary aspect of the task was ignored or misunderstood.
Long responses tended simply to be less succinct summaries of the given proof.

A comparison between information density and Summary Task scores yielded
a significant Spearman correlation, ρ = 0.18, p = .048. While this does confirm
the hypothesis, the low correlation coefficient suggested further analysis was
necessary. Moreover these scores were more closely related to word-count (ρ =

.49, p < .001) and number-of-codes (ρ = .59, p < .001, see Figure 6.6), than
information density. This suggests that judges may have actively rewarded
longer summaries, somewhat threatening the validity of a task fundamentally
based on a request for brevity. This is consistent with the earlier finding that
a majority of codes (eight of 15) correlated significantly with Summary Task
scores, indicating that the inclusion of most aspects of the proof were viewed
favourably by judges.

On the other hand, it is possible that this relationship between information
volume and Summary Task scores is not a reflection of judges’ approaches to
decision-making, but evidence that students who understood less simply wrote
less. To examine this possibility, I repeated the analysis using only the top half
of responses as determined by Proof Comprehension Test score, thus excluding
those with the weakest understanding of the proof. For these 60 summaries,
Summary Task scores were not significantly related to information density (ρ =

.23, p = .075) or word-count (ρ = .18, p = .146). Number-of-codes was still
significantly related to Summary Task scores, ρ = .36, p = .004. However,
this correlation coefficient is significantly lower, Z = 1.85, p = .032, than the
equivalent coefficient generated using the full dataset.
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Figure 6.6. Scatter plot comparison of the number of codes assigned to a each summary,
and the respective Summary Task scores.

These findings support the claim that students who understood less, wrote
less. I return to the relationship between brevity and Summary Task scores in
Chapter 9.

6.3 Interim discussion

This chapter presented the first study in a series of investigations aimed at
understanding judges’ priorities in evaluating students’ proof summaries (re-
search question 2b), as well as the reliability and validity of the resulting scores
(research question 3b).

6.3.1 Research question 2b: What do mathematicians most
value when evaluating students’ proof summaries?

To investigate mathematicians’ priorities when evaluating students’ proof sum-
maries, I first conducted a coding-based content analysis of the summaries.
These codes were then entered into a statistical model predicting Summary
Task scores. Based on the beta values from the resulting regression model, the
codes defining f and introducing b were identified as most important to judges’
decision-making. These two codes refer to the two major mathematical objects
used in the proof. The function f is the subject of the contradiction and the
constructed number, b, is the value used to demonstrate the contradiction it-
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self. The other two significant codes in the final model are contradiction and
the statement f is not surjective. Given that f not being surjective is the pre-
cise statement of the contradiction, I claim that both codes address the proof
method.

The implications of these findings for the validity of the task is discussed in
answer to question 3b on the validity of the Summary Task scores.

6.3.2 Research question 3b: Do proof summaries, scored
using comparative judgment, generate a reliable and
valid output?

Reliability

Scale Separation and inter-rater reliability measures showed strong evidence for
the reliability of the Summary Task scores in this context.

This suggests that, at least for the uncountability proof, mathematicians
demonstrated a substantive degree of consensus regarding the nature of appro-
priate proof summaries. The generality of this finding remains an open question,
to which I return in both of the next two chapters.

Criterion Validity

Regarding criterion validity, I have reported evidence for the validity of the
Summary Task scores based on comparisons with the established Proof Com-
prehension Test and students’ performance in the Introductory Real Analysis
module from which they were recruited. The resulting correlation coefficients,
while significant, were lower than in previous similar studies with comparative
judgment-based assessment in other mathematical domains (Bisson et al., 2016).
For the Proof Comprehension Test, the lower than expected coefficient can be
partially explained by the low internal reliability of the test itself and hence
is still interpreted as moderate evidence for the validity of the Summary Task
scores as a measure of local proof comprehension. Again, I return to the gen-
eralisability of this conclusion in the following two chapters as I report related
evidence from similar studies on two other mathematical proofs.

Content Validity

In addressing research question 2b, on mathematicians’ priorities when evaluat-
ing students’ proof summaries, I appealed to the coding-based content analysis
of students’ summaries. I do similarly here, comparing the codes identified as
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significant by the statistical modelling with the literature on proof comprehen-
sion assessment.

In particular, the statistical modelling indicated an arguably predictable pat-
tern: that mathematicians rewarded summaries that capture the proof method
and that refer to the key objects of study. Rewarding references to the proof
method is consistent with at least three aspects of the proof comprehension
assessment model from Mejía-Ramos et al. (2012) summarised in Table 2.2:
‘Logical status of statements and proof framework’, ‘Summarising via high-level
ideas’, and ‘Identifying the modular structure’. References to key mathematical
objects can be interpreted as demonstrating understanding of the ‘meaning of
terms and statements’. While this focus on key objects may prove to be an
idiosyncratic feature of the proof at hand, I conjecture that at least the focus
on proof methods will generalise to other mathematical contexts.

In sum, I interpret this content analysis as evidence for the content validity
of the resulting scores.

Finally, on the topic of content validity, I considered information density as
a potential predictor of Summary Task scores. I found a significant correlation
between information density and Summary Task scores. However, this does
not appear to be robust given that this relationship was not replicated when
considering only the top half of students’ summaries. Further, word-count was
more closely related to the Summary Task than information density, suggesting
that judges may not have meaningfully engaged with the ‘summary’ aspect of
the instructions given to students.

This analysis is consistent with the findings of Benton et al. (2018) who found
when evaluating essay quality using comparative judgment that the shortest
essay in an English exam received the lowest scores, but that at the top end,
the relationship between length and perceived quality disappeared. While this
analysis does not preclude the possibility that judges actively rewarded volume
over brevity, it does temper any assertions in this direction. I return to judges’
decision-making in Chapter 9, but for now, I conclude that there is limited
evidence for density or volume of information as a direct influence on judges’
decision-making.

The following two chapters examine similar applications of the Summary
Task on two further mathematical proofs. I reserve more substantive discus-
sion for the end of Chapter 8 after having presented the relevant quantitatively
oriented data for each proof.
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Next Chapter

The next chapter presents data associated with the primes proof, demonstrating
the infinitude of the prime integers.
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Chapter 7

Proof summaries II: There

are infinitely many primes

This chapter focuses on students’ summaries of a proof of the infinitude of prime
numbers. I chose this theorem because of the associated Proof Comprehension
Test (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017), used as a benchmark for the Summary Task in
this chapter.

As in the previous chapter, I address research questions 2b, on mathemati-
cians’ priorities in evaluating students’ work, and 3b, on the reliability and
validity of the Summary Task scores. Here, I build on the work in the previous
chapter by mimicking the previous design, with two important changes. First,
by changing the mathematical proof, I gather evidence on the external valid-
ity of the Summary Task, in terms of its generalisability across mathematical
settings. Second, this study includes a wider array of associated measures in-
cluding SAT (Standardised Aptitude Test) scores and past, present and future
module scores.

The data presented in this chapter were collected under the guidance of my
academic host professor, during a visit to a US university in my second year of
study. These data were collected as part of a department-wide research team
and were a subset of a larger project focused on the teaching and learning of
undergraduate mathematics. The design of the study presented here is my own
conception, as are all the analyses presented in this chapter. The data presented
in the following chapter on the Fibonacci Proof were also collected as part of the
same project. I reserve analysis comparing data across mathematical settings
for the following chapter, once all data for each proof have been presented.
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7.1 Methods

7.1.1 Materials

A task booklet was created, containing the theorem and its proof (see Figure
7.1), followed by the Summary Task then the associated Proof Comprehension
Test1. I refer to the proof in Figure 7.1 as the primes proof. As before, the
Summary Task asked students to ‘summarise the proof in 40 words or fewer’
(Figure 6.2).

Theorem: The set of prime numbers is infinite.
Proof: Suppose the set of primes is finite. Let p1, p2, p3, . . . , pk be all those
primes with p1 < p2 < · · · < pk. Let n be one more than the product of all
of them. That is, n = (p1p2p3 . . . pk) + 1. Then n is a natural number greater
than 1, so n has a prime divisor q. Since q is prime, q > 1. Since q is prime
and p1, p2, p3, . . . , pk are all the primes, q is one of the pi in the list. Thus,
q divides the product p1p2p3 . . . pk. Since q divides n, q divides the difference
n − p1p2p3 . . . pk. But this difference is 1, so q = 1. From the contradiction
q > 1 and q = 1, we conclude that the assumption that the set of primes is
finite is false. Therefore, the set of primes is infinite.

Figure 7.1. The primes proof demonstrating the infinitude of the prime integers. This
proof was the basis for both the Summary Task and Proof Comprehension Test in this
chapter.

7.1.2 Student participants

Eighty-two undergraduate students participated in this study. All were enrolled
in Introduction to Proof, a second-year module at a university in the United
States of America. These students were recruited from all nine sections2 of the
module but the exact distribution was not recorded.

Participation was made voluntary by allowing students to opt out of any
data analysis. However, the booklet was administered during lecture-time and
those in attendance were required to complete the tasks. It was made clear that
module credit was not associated with their participation in this research.

7.1.3 Procedure

Data collection took place in the second half of a week-seven lecture. Partici-
pants received a task booklet and were told they would have the remainder of

1Available at pcrg.gse.rutgers.edu/
2At this university, large modules are split into sections of approximately 30 students,

taught by several academics but administered collectively.
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the lecture (at least 30 minutes) to complete it.
Six other measures of student performance were made available by the uni-

versity’s centralised Office of the Registrar. These include mathematics SATs,
as well as final scores for five modules: Introduction to Proof, Introductory
Calculus, Further Calculus, Linear Algebra and Abstract Algebra.

None of these modules was compulsory for students, so with the exception
of Introduction to Proof (from which the participants were recruited), each
measure had missing data. The size of the data for each module is included in
the results section.

7.1.4 Comparative judgment

Students’ summaries were uploaded to www.nomoremarking.com. Fourteen
judges were recruited using contacts from previous work. All judges were either
PhD students of mathematics or held academic positions in a department of
mathematics or mathematics education.

Participants were invited via email to sign up at onlinesurveys.com, where
they saw the theorem, its proof, and a request for up to 100 judgments. Con-
senting judges were then directed to the judging platform to complete their
judgments. Judges performed between 17 and 102 judgments, resulting in a
total of 919. Only one participant was allowed to perform more than 100 judg-
ments, as a result of a programming error that was fixed early in the data
collection process. Each summary received between 21 and 26 comparisons,
while each comparison took a median of 22.2 seconds. No compensation was
offered.

These scores had a mean M = 0.00 (σ = 2.01). As in the previous study,
the primary focus of this study is the evaluation of these scores, and their
relationship with the content of the summaries themselves.

7.1.5 Data analysis

Reliability was first evaluated using the standard measures discussed in Chapter
3. Criterion validity was then considered, using a series of comparisons between
the Summary Task scores and other measures collected. I report statistics for
each of the measures, before considering their relationships with comparative
judgment-based scores, both as isolated correlations and as a forced-entry re-
gression model using all available data. Finally, I present a content analysis of
the students’ summaries and attempt to use the content-based codes as predic-
tors of performance.
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7.2 Results

7.2.1 Example responses

To orient the reader to the types of responses received, I provide the top three
summaries in Figure 7.2.

7.2.2 Reliability of Summary Task scores

Reliability was examined in two ways and led to the conclusion that this dataset
had sufficient reliability. Internal consistency was estimated using SSR and
found to be acceptable, SSR = .87, while inter-rater reliability was also accept-
able, r = .76, based on 100 iterations.

7.2.3 Proof Comprehension Test

The multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Test was administered at the same
time as the Summary Task, so all 82 participants completed this test. These
scores ranged from 1 to 12 (out of 12) with mean, M = 6.6, and standard
deviation, σ = 2.6.

The internal consistency of the test was measured using Cronbach’s α = .66.
This was below the desirable .7 threshold, but a substantive improvement on
the .53 found for the test associated with the uncountability proof discussed
in the previous chapter. Unlike in the previous chapter, the mean scores were
high enough to eliminate the possibility that a large volume of random guesses
generated sufficient noise to interfere meaningfully with Cronbach’s alpha. A
principal components analysis was conducted to investigate possible causes of
low reliability. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure verified the sampling
adequacy for the analysis, KMO = 0.61. Bartlett’s test of sphericity, χ2(66) =

134.10, p < .001, was significant, indicating correlations between items were
sufficient to justify principal component analysis. An initial analysis was run to
obtain eigenvalues for each component in the data. The scree plot and associated
parallel analysis, shown in Figure 7.3, indicates that one component should be
extracted accounting for 23% of the variance. See Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.2. The top three summaries of the primes proof, as determined by comparative
judgment-based scores.
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Figure 7.3. Scree plot showing parallel analysis for the principal component analysis
of the Proof Comprehension Test.

Table 7.1

Factor loadings for the PCA of the primes Proof Comprehension Test.

Question Loadings

1 .33
2 .42
3 .42
8 .62
9 .62
11 .49
14 .06
15 .40
17 .63
18 .49
19 .58

Note. A bold item indicates a primary loading greater than .3. This 12-question test
is a reduction of the 20-question original version presented in Mejía-Ramos et al.
(2017). Original labellings were retained to facilitate comparison with the original
work.

The loadings table showed that 11 of the 12 questions load onto one compo-
nent. Upon removal question 14), Cronbach’s alpha increased to .68, still below
the standard .7 threshold. Given this minimal change in alpha, the criterion
analysis later in this chapter is based only on the full 12-question version of the
test.
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7.2.4 Mathematics SAT scores

Mathematics SATs were available for 64 of the 82 participants in this study.
These scores had a mean, M = 709, with standard deviation, σ = 69, and
ranged from 510 to 800.

7.2.5 Module Scores

Students’ scores were available for five modules. Here, I present descriptive
statistics for each. In all cases, grades were assigned using a letter-based system
from A to F . There were converted to numerical values using the university’s
convention: A = 4, B+ = 3.5, B = 3, C+ = 2.5, C = 2, D = 1, F = 0.

Introduction to Proof

All 82 students were enrolled in Introduction to Proof at the time of data col-
lection. Only one of the 82 participants did not sit the exam for this module.
For the 81 available scores, the mean was 2.81, between grade-boundaries B and
C+, with a mode grade of B+ (= 3.5). The full range was represented with 3
students receiving an F and 10 receiving the top grade, A.

Introduction to Calculus

This is a compulsory first-year module for students at this university, and was
sat by 32 of the 82 participants before their participation in Introduction to
Proof. Three students had attempted this module twice. For simplicity, I take
the best of their attempts. For the 32 available scores, the mean was 3.27, with
a mode of 4.

Further Calculus

Forty-six students completed this module in the semester following their com-
pletion of Introduction to Proof. These had a mean of 2.99 and mode grade of
2.

Linear Algebra

Thirty-one students completed Linear Algebra in the semester following their
completion of Introduction to Proof. These scores had a mean of 2.74 and a
mode of 3.
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Abstract Algebra

Ten students completed this module in the semester following their completion
of Introduction to Proof. These scores had a mean of 2.65 and a mode of 2.

7.2.6 Criterion validity analysis

Here, I examine criterion validity through a series of Spearman correlations com-
paring Summary Task scores with each of the established measures in isolation,
see Table 7.2.

Table 7.2

Comparing the primes Summary Task with other measures.

Benchmark N ρ p

Proof Comprehension Test 82 .23 .034
Mathematics SAT 64 .34 .262
Intro to Proof 81 .32 .300
Introductory Calculus 32 -.07 .706
Further Calculus 46 -.06 .699
Linear Algebra 31 .08 .674
Abstract Algebra 10 -.07 .849

Note. Significance determined by the Holm Bonferroni-corrected method with initial
α = .05.

In contrast to previous chapters, summaries of the primes proof yielded no
significant correlations after Holm-Bonferroni correction. Bonferroni methods
are known to be conservative estimates of significance, and it is worth noting
that the Proof Comprehension Test scores met a less stringent .05 threshold.
This relationship is plotted in Figure 7.4. This can be interpreted as relatively
weak evidence for the criterion validity, although the dataset as a whole does
not support such a conclusion.

One could also make a case for excluding the Abstract Algebra data from
the analysis given the small volume of related data. This would make the
Holm-Bonferroni thresholds marginally more generous but does not substan-
tively influence the analysis to follow.

To further understand the data, I consider the relationships between the
Proof Comprehension Test and other measures. A series of Spearman correla-
tions are shown in Table 7.3.

While the Proof Comprehension Test is significantly related to one of the
six other measures under the Holm-Bonferroni correction, three others pass the
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Figure 7.4. Scatter plot comparison of Proof Comprehension Test and the Summary
Task, ρ = .23, p = .034.

standard α = .05 threshold. The exact nature of the relationship between the
Proof Comprehension Tests and these benchmark measures is unclear from the
data presented. However, Table 7.3 shows that the Proof Comprehension Test is
substantively more indicative of module scores than the Summary Task scores.
Further discussion of this finding is reserved for the following chapter, when
analysis in the context of the Fibonacci proof can also be considered. For now,
I turn attention to a content analysis of students’ summaries, attempting to
understand the comparative judgment-based scores through the various aspects
of the proof they elected to include.

7.2.7 Content analysis

In this section, I present a content analysis of the proof summaries themselves.
This is intended to provide insight both into the nature of the students’ written
work, and into the values of the judging mathematicians. I first present the
origins and implementation of the content-based coding, followed by a regression
analysis attempting to predict Summary Task scores using the codes produced.

Developing a coding scheme

In generating a coding scheme for these summaries, I first examined the proof
and a set of 10 summaries alone, generating a 15-code scheme. I then led a
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Table 7.3

Comparing the primes Proof Comprehension Test with other measures.

Benchmark N ρ p

Mathematics SAT 64 .31 .012
Intro to Proof 81 .44 <.001*
Introductory Calculus 32 -.38 .312
Further Calculus 46 -.29 .044
Linear Algebra 31 .41 .024
Abstract Algebra 10 .22 .548

Note. Significance determined by the Holm Bonferroni-corrected method with initial
α = .05.

research meeting with an academic supervisor, wherein we jointly analysed a
new set of 10 summaries, discussing the suitability of the existing codes for the
data at hand, amending, adding and removing codes where we deemed fit. Both
researchers then independently implemented the resulting 18-code scheme on all
82 summaries. As in the previous chapter, we were mindful to keep the scheme
as simple as possible. We also adopted the same principle of generosity from
the earlier work. The final coding scheme is presented in Table 7.4.

To examine inter-coder reliability, I considered the agreement between the
two coders on the 72 summaries not coded in tandem. This resulted in a high
pooled Cohen’s κ = .97, with a code-by-code agreement of 96%. Instances of
disagreement were discussed and found to be either coder errors or unanticipated
cases that were dealt with differently by the two researchers. In these cases,
consensus was reached in a final analysis meeting.

Identifying important codes

To identify the elements of students’ summaries most valued by mathematicians,
I first conducted a series of Spearman correlations between each code and the
Summary Task scores. A summary of this analysis features in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 shows that none of the 18 codes was significantly related to Sum-
mary Task scores, suggesting that no particular piece of mathematical content
was of greater importance to judges than any other.

To further verify this, I conducted a forced-entry regression model using
all content-based codes as possible predictors of comparative judgment-based
scores. The choice to include all 18 predictors is arguably problematic, partic-
ularly given that there are only 82 summaries in this dataset. Nevertheless, in
the absence of robust theoretical reasons to include one over another, this was
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Table 7.4

Coding scheme for the content analysis of the primes proof.

Code Description Freq

State Theorem Restated the theorem. 22%
FToA Appeal to the Fundamental Theorem of Alge-

bra.
12%

Contradiction Appealled to the structure of the proof. 50%
Finite primes Supposed the set of primes to be finite. 55%
Label primes Labelled the primes using pi, or similar. 23%
Ordering of primes Explicitly stated p1 < p2 < · · · < pk. 2%
Define n (words) Stated n is one more than the product of

primes.
56%

Define n (symbols) Included the statement n = p1p2 . . . pk + 1. 22%
n > 1 Observed n > 1. 7%
q | n Observed q | n. 52%
Justify q > 1 justified q > 1, knowing that q is prime. 34%
q = pi for some i Explicitly stated p is prime. 23%
q | Π(pi) Stated that q divides the product of the

primes.
26%

q | 1 Stated that q | 1. 56%
Primes not finite Explicitly stated that the set of primes is not

finite.
5%

Conclude infinitude
of primes Explicitly stated that the set of primes is in-

finiute.
24%

Deduce
contradiction Explicitly stated the contradiction: q > 1 and

q = 1.
43%

Deduce alternative
contradiction Deduce similar but non-identical contradic-

tion.
27%

deemed the only sensible approach despite the risk of over over-estimating the
merit of the resulting model. Regardless, even in this case, the resulting model
was not significant, F (18, 63) = 0.51, p = .944 with R2 = .33.

7.3 Interim discussion

This study was the second in a series of four studies on the Summary Task, each
focusing on a different proof. In this chapter, I presented data associated with
the primes proof, showing the infinitude of primes. In this interim discussion,
I first discuss a problematic feature of many students’ summaries, possibly ex-
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Table 7.5

Correlational analysis of summaries of the primes proof.

Code ρ p

State Theorem .03 .790
FToA -.07 .527
Contradiction -.34 .214
Finite primes .34 .212
Label primes .08 .455
Ordering of primes .36 .350
Define n in words .03 .803
Define n symbolically .04 .698
n > 1 .36 .345
q | n -.06 .565
Justify q > 1 .31 .317
q = pi for some i -.03 .815
q | Π(pi) .35 .377
q | 1 .35 .393
Primes not finite .05 .654
Conclude infinitude of primes .03 .789
Deduce contradiction .01 .908
Deduce alternative contradiction -.01 .926

plaining the absence of statistical relationships between Summary Task scores
and the content-based coding. I then address the research questions highlighted
at the beginning of the chapter. Note that the conclusions drawn here provide
only interim commentary, and will be revisited at the conclusion of Chapter 8,
after the presentation of two studies focused on a third proof.

A problematic feature of the primes proof

The content analysis above highlighted a substantive problem with students’
summaries of the primes proof. More than one-quarter (27%) of participants
deduced an alternative contradiction. That is, more than one-quarter produced
summaries containing a contradiction argument different from that in the given
proof. There are several possible explanations for this, but first, I provide three
example excerpts to aid the discussion to come:

Excerpt 1: It assumes q is a prime divisor of n, and then proves that q = 1,
a contradiction.

Excerpt 2: The proof introduces a new prime number and derives a con-
tradiction by showing this number equals 1.

Excerpt 3: [The proof] uses that it has unique prime factorisation that q
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cannot divide n and is [sic] prime not in the list.

Recall that the original proof deduces a contradiction by demonstrating that,
under the assumption that there are finitely many primes, we can produce a
number, q, that is both equal to 1, and greater than 1. In Excerpt 1, the stu-
dent’s contradiction is based on the fact that 1 is not a prime number. Excerpt 2
does similarly. Excerpt 3 deduces yet another subtly different contradiction, by
showing that n, the product of all primes is not divisible by q, a number known
to be prime. There are 19 other such examples in the dataset, all identified as
straying from the intent of the original text.

I identify three possible explanations for this observation. The first expla-
nation is that these 22 students did not sufficiently understand the proof to
produce a summary appealing to the appropriate contradiction. In this case, I
would expect to find an inverse correlation between this code and their Sum-
mary Task scores. As is shown in Table 7.5, this is not the case and hence I
deem this first explanation unlikely.

The second explanation is that students are aware of alternative proofs of the
same theorem, either from previous mathematics instruction or popular-science
content, and in writing their summaries have strayed toward their memory of a
different, more familiar version of the proof. Given that students were asked to
summarise the given proof, available as they completed the task, the possibility
of this explanation is problematic for the aims of this study. It is likely that
judges will have approached these 22 summaries from different positions, some
deeming these alternative contradictions indicative of poor understanding and
others overlooking (or not attending to) the subtle problem with these responses.
This may be an explanation for the lack of correlation found throughout this
study. I return to this topic in the discussion section.

A third explanation is that students either do not see the difference between
their summaries and the original text, or they see the difference and view it as
unimportant. In some cases, one could make the case that the students’ sum-
maries have improved the original text by streamlining the argument to reach a
contradiction more directly. It appears that mathematicians have not punished
those producing a different contradiction. This is also worthy of attention. The
granularity of the data on this topic is such that any importance mathemati-
cians placed on the distinction is probably lost as a result of the diverse range
of alternative contradictions captured by this code. This dataset is not large
enough to facilitate meaningful further investigation of these 22 summaries in
particular.
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7.3.1 Research question 2b: What do mathematicians most
value when evaluating students’ proof summaries?

To address research question 2b, I conducted a content analysis on the students’
proof summaries, attempting to understand mathematicians’ priorities when
evaluating students’ proof summaries. The statistical modelling of the content-
based scores yielded no significant findings. From the 18-code scheme produced,
no code was related to Summary Task scores in isolation, and no significant
regression model could be found.

As such, the present study provides limited insight on this topic. I comment
on the implications of this finding in addressing research question 3b on the
validity of the Summary Task scores.

7.3.2 Research question 3b: Do proof summaries, scored
using comparative judgment, generate a reliable and
valid output?

Reliability

The Summary Task yielded reliable scores for students’ summaries of the primes
proof. This is further evidence that the mathematician judges agree on the
nature of appropriate proof summaries.

Criterion validity

The data in this chapter offered limited evidence for the validity of the Sum-
mary Task as a measure of proof comprehension. Of the six measures included
as indicators of convergent validity, only the Proof Comprehension Test trended
toward significance with ρ = .23. While the p-value (.034) passed the .05 thresh-
old and the scatter plot showed a modest relationship, this correlation coefficient
was not significant under the Holm-Bonferroni correction.

There were two problematic features of the data, possibly leading to under-
estimates of the relationships between Summary Task scores and the six other
measures. The first is the internal reliability of the Proof Comprehension Test,
α = .66. Without an adequately functioning benchmark measure, it is difficult
to draw robust conclusions from the respective comparison. However, I have
reason to trust the meaningfulness of the Proof Comprehension Test based on
the rigorous development process presented in Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017) and
its significant relationship with the Introduction to Proof module. Further, .66

was near the standard threshold of .7, suggesting that the internal reliability
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was not exceptionally problematic. The second caveat is that of data size. At
least in the case of Abstract Algebra (N = 10), it is reasonable to explain the
absence of a significant relationship as a product of insufficient data. Similar
arguments could be also be made for Linear Algebra (N = 31) and Introductory
Calculus (N = 32).

Despite these caveats, when considering the dataset as a whole, this quantita-
tive analysis paints a compelling picture, providing no evidence for the criterion
validity of the Summary Task scores, based on the proof demonstrating the
infinitude of the primes.

Content validity

As discussed in answer to research question 2b, the content analysis associ-
ated with the primes proof yielded no significant relationships in any form and
provided no evidence for the content validity of the Summary Task scores.

Earlier in this chapter, I speculated that there was confusion surrounding the
specifics of the contradiction deduced at the end of the proof, and that many
students provided summaries with seemingly alternative logical structures to
that presented in the original text. I discussed multiple explanations for the
source of this confusion, but did not attend to the way the mathematicians
may have responded. It is clear that mathematicians did not respond to this
aspect of students’ summaries in a uniform manner, evidenced by the absence
of a relationship between scores and corresponding codes. However, given the
theoretical importance of this aspect, the variation in the way mathematicians
attended to this topic may have interfered with (or overridden) patterns in other
aspects of their judging behaviour.

In the literature review in Chapter 2, I discussed the dependence of agree-
ment amongst mathematicians on their familiarity with the mathematical do-
main. This was based on the idea that mathematicians tended to agree on
‘typical mathematical proof’, but differ on peripheral, more esoteric proofs.
This gave rise to the notion that such typical proofs would form ideal tasks for
comparative judgment-based assessments leading to high reliability, as found
in the data here. It seems, however, that I may have chosen a proof that is
too typical, allowing students to draw on past experiences with nearly identical
arguments, leading them astray when constructing summaries of the given text.
This is empirically testable by asking students to indicate their familiarity with
the proof in question (and perhaps the source of that familiarity). However,
this data is not available here and must be left as a topic for future research.

In the previous chapter, I conjectured that mathematicians would reward
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summaries that highlighted the method of proof and defined the key mathe-
matical objects. This chapter contains no evidence to support this. This is
possibly the result of the aforementioned problem of alternative contradictions,
or may be a case of over-generalisation from a study in a single mathematical
setting. I return to this topic in Chapter 8, after having presented similar data
on a third proof.

Next chapter

The next chapter presents two related studies, focused on a proof of evenness
of every third Fibonacci number.
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Chapter 8

Proof summaries III: Every

third Fibonacci number is

even

This chapter is the third on the Summary Task, this time based on the Fibonacci
proof, showing that every third Fibonacci number is even. This is the third proof
for which Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017) produced a comprehension test and as in
previous chapters, this test is pivotal in the validity analysis to come.

In common with the previous two chapters, the research presented here ad-
dresses two of the research questions set out at the end of Chapter 2: 2b) What
do mathematicians most value when evaluating students’ proof summaries? and
3b) Do proof summaries, scored using comparative judgment, generate a reliable
and valid output? By extending this research to a third mathematical context,
I continue to build a picture of generality for the merit of this comparative
judgment-based approach to proof comprehension assessment.

I present two related studies. The first is a small study, with data collected
alongside that presented in Chapters 4 and 6. The second and more substantive
study is related to the previous chapter (on the primes proof), containing a
substantive overlap in student participants and the same set of measures for in-
vestigating criterion validity. The first study considers only convergent validity,
while the second larger study also investigates divergent and content validity,
similar to those presented in the previous two chapters.
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8.1 Methods I

8.1.1 Materials

The task booklet contained a theorem and its proof, the Summary Task and the
Proof Comprehension Test. The theorem and proof are shown in Figure 8.1.

Definition: For every natural number we define the nth Fibonacci number
(denoted by fn) as follows:

f1 = 1,

f2 = 1, and

fn = fn−1 + fn−2 for all n > 2 and n ∈ N

Theorem: Every third Fibonacci number is even. That is, f3n is even for
every n ∈ N.

Proof: Since f3 = 1 + 1 = 2, it is the case that the third Fibonacci
number is even. Let k be a natural number, and assume f3k is even. Since
f3(k+1) = f3k+2+f3k+1 and f3k+2 = f3k+1+f3k, then f3(k+1) = 2·f3k+1+f3k.
Finally, since 2 · f3k+1 is even and f3k is even, then f3(k+1) is even. Thus, by
the principle of mathematical induction, we conclude that for every natural
number n, f3n is even.

Figure 8.1. A proof demonstrating the evenness of every third Fibonacci number.

8.1.2 Student participants

Forty UK-based undergraduate mathematics students participated in this study.
All were enrolled in the second-year module ‘Mathematical Thinking’, covering
introductory topics in logic and formal proof. One student declined research
access to their data leaving a total of 39.

Participation was made voluntary by allowing students to opt out of the
research project, but all students present were required to complete the task
booklet as a part of their module study. Participants were told that general
feedback would be given to their lecturer based on overall performance. No
module credit was awarded for any element of this study.

8.1.3 Procedure

Data collection took place during a week-10 lecture. As was the case in Chapter
4, participants were given 30 minutes to complete the booklet, and were asked
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to complete the Summary Task first before beginning on the comprehension
test.

Final module scores were also made available by the course coordinator, al-
lowing a secondary measure for criterion validity analysis. These scores stemmed
from a final examination (50%), intermediate coursework (30%) and two in-class
tests (20%). Thirty-five of the 39 participants consented to their module scores
being included in the final analysis.

8.1.4 Comparative judgment

Eight judges were recruited to evaluate this set of proof summaries, all of whom
had previously judged in the study presented in Chapter 7. All were current
PhD students of mathematics. Judges were asked to read the relevant proof
before judging and advised to keep it to hand throughout the process. Judges
were compensated based on an assumed rate of 20 seconds per judgment.

Five judges completed 40 judgments each, while the other three completed
80. An error resulted in the data collection initially containing one summary
that should not have been included. This error was identified during the judging
process but only after the summary in question had received 14 judgments. This
summary and the 14 associated judgments were deleted. In sum, 506 judgments
were included in the final analysis, distributed across the 39 summaries. Each
received between 20 and 24 comparisons with a median time of 20.7 seconds per
judgment.

The resulting scores had a mean, M = 0.00 (σ = 1.93).

8.1.5 Data analysis

Reliability was first evaluated using SSR and inter-rater measures, before con-
ducting a limited evaluation of convergent validity based on the two available
measures.

8.2 Results I

8.2.1 Example responses

To orient the reader, I present the top three summaries as determined by the
mathematician judges (see Figure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2. The three proof summaries assigned the highest scores by the comparative
judgment-based assessment.
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8.2.2 Reliability of comparative judgment-based scores

Internal consistency gave SSR = .91, while inter-rater reliability was r = .72,
based on 100 iterations. I conclude that the scores from this instantiation of the
Summary Task had acceptable reliability.

8.2.3 Mathematical Thinking module scores

The 35 available scores for the Mathematical Thinking module ranged from 40%

to 100%, with a mean of 70.9% (σ = 12.7).

8.2.4 Proof Comprehension Test

Before focusing on the main body of analysis regarding the Summary Task, it
is necessary to explore results from the key benchmark measure.

Students’ scores on the 12-item test ranged from 2 to 12 with mean,M = 7.4

and standard deviation, σ = 2.4. This is higher than the two similar tests used
in earlier studies.

The internal consistency, α = .58, was again lower than expected given the
results of Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017). The available data did not pass Bartlett’s
Sphericity Test (Field et al., 2012) so no principal component analysis was pos-
sible. Consistent with previous similar analysis, I proceed with the planned
comparative analysis based on this test. However, I do so with caution, noting
the necessary caveat associated with the resulting conclusions.

8.2.5 Criterion validity

The correlation between the Summary Task and Proof Comprehension Test was
in the expected direction but was not significant, ρ = .09, p = .601. On the other
hand, the Summary Task did yield a modest correlation with the final module
scores, ρ = .40, p = .022, see Figure 8.3.

8.3 Interim discussion

Consistent with the previous chapter, this small study provides limited evidence
supporting the validity of the Summary Task scores in the context of the Fi-
bonacci proof. The only affirmative result was the modest significant correlation
with Mathematical Thinking module scores.

Given the relatively small sample size and under-performance of the Proof
Comprehension Test, substantive conclusions are difficult to draw based on the
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Figure 8.3. Scatter plot comparing scores from scores on the Summary Task and final
module scores.

results presented thus far. In an attempt to further understand the validity of
the Summary Task scores, I now present a larger study based on the same proof,
intended to provide a more robust analysis in the same mathematical setting.

8.4 Methods II

The method of this study is similar to that presented in the previous chapter on
the primes proof. Unless stated otherwise, the methods here are as they appear
in Section 7.1. As noted in Chapter 7, the data presented here were collected as
part of a wider project with a large research team based at my host university
during my second year of study. While the data were collected as part of a
larger project, the analysis presented here is solely my own.

8.4.1 Materials

As in 7.1.1.

8.4.2 Student participants

Sixty-eight students participated in this study, 64 of whom also participated in
the study on the primes proof from Chapter 7. All were enrolled in the same
Introduction to Proof module.
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8.4.3 Procedure

As in 7.1.3. Data collection took place in week 11, four weeks after the data
collection for the primes proof.

8.4.4 Comparative judgment

Judges were recruited via email and personal communication. Due to availabil-
ity and time constraints, inclusion criteria were relaxed to accept anyone with a
university degree in mathematics, down from the post-graduate requirement of
previous studies. Ten judges participated, completing between 44 and 100 judg-
ments each resulting in a total of 796 across the 68 summaries. Each summary
received between 22 and 27 judgments, with a median time of 11.6 seconds per
judgment. This is noticeably shorter than in previous studies on the Summary
Task, all having taken a median of greater than 20 seconds per judgment thus
far in this thesis. However, 11.6 seconds still appears sufficient for judges to
have meaningfully engaged with the task.

The resulting scores had a mean, M = −0.01 (σ = 1.78).

8.4.5 Data analysis

As in previous studies, I first analysed the reliability of the Summary Task
scores. I then turned to criterion validity, comparing Summary Task scores
with the Proof Comprehension Test, SAT scores and the module scores listed in
Section 7.1.3. I also compared Summary Task scores from different proofs, based
on the 64 participants who completed the Summary Task (and Proof Compre-
hension Test) for both the primes and Fibonacci proofs. Finally, I considered
content validity in the same format as present in previous chapters.

8.5 Results II

8.5.1 Example responses

Figure 8.4 shows the top three summaries from this study.

8.5.2 Reliability of Summary Task scores

In this study, internal consistency gave SSR = .87, with inter-rater reliability
r = .72, based on 100 iterations. Despite the unusually short time taken by
judges here, these judgments appear reliable, consistent with all other expert-
based judgments presented in this thesis.
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Figure 8.4. The top three summaries from the second iteration of the Summary Task
with the Fibonacci proof.
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8.5.3 Proof Comprehension Test

All 68 participants completed the 12-item Proof Comprehension Test. Scores
ranged from 2 to 12, with a mean M = 6.8. The internal consistency of the test
was again investigated using Cronbach’s α = .75. This was the only time across
the three proofs that one of the Proof Comprehension Tests from Mejía-Ramos
et al. (2017) passed the standard threshold for internal consistency.

8.5.4 Mathematics SAT scores

Mathematics SAT scores were available for 52 of the 68 participants, 50 of whom
also participated in the study on the primes proof. For this reason, the statistics
presented here, and in the module scores, are similar to those presented in the
previous chapter. Mathematics SAT scores had a mean, M = 700 (σ = 66) and
a range of 510 to 800.

8.5.5 Module scores

As before, I had access to five sets of module results, each taken by a variable
number of students. Grades assigned in each module have been mathematised
using the university’s convention: A = 4, B+ = 3.5, B = 3, C+ = 2.5, C = 2,
D = 1, F = 0.

Introduction to Proof

All 68 students sat the exam for this module, and hence had a final module
score available for analysis. These scores had a mean of 2.98, just short of a B,
with a mode of 3.5.

Introductory Calculus

Twenty-one of the 68 participants sat this module. One student attempted it
twice and their first attempt was removed from the data. For the 21 available
responses, the mean was 3.33, with a mode of 4.

Further Calculus

Thirty-six scores were available for Further Calculus. These had a mean of 3.03
and mode of 3.5.
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Linear Algebra

Twenty-five scores were available for Linear Algebra, with a mean of 2.86 and a
mode of 3.

Abstract Algebra

Eleven scores were available for this module, with a mean of 2.59 and a mode
of 2.

8.5.6 Analysis of criterion validity

Isolated Spearman correlations

I first present a series of Spearman correlations, investigating the independent
relationships between the Summary Task and each measure, see Table 8.1.

Table 8.1

Comparing the Fibonacci Summary Task with other measures.

Measure N ρ p

Proof Comprehension Test 68 .34 .005*
Mathematics SAT 52 .20 .351
Intro to Proof 68 .33 .274

Introductory Calculus 21 .09 .683
Further Calculus 36 .22 .393
Linear Algebra 25 .08 .702

Abstract Algebra 11 -.08 .823

Note. Significance determined using the Holm-Bonferroni method with initial
α = .05.

Only the Proof Comprehension Test demonstrated a significant correlation
(see Figure 8.5). This is consistent with findings from the previous chapter1.
Notably, this same relationship was not found in the smaller study presented in
this chapter. I expect that this absence is a result of data size, although further
research is necessary to explain the discrepancy.

Again following the analysis from the previous chapter, I consider the re-
lationships between the Proof Comprehension Test and other measures. See
Table 8.2.

1It is regrettable that the size of these data is not sufficient to justify a full regression
analysis to predict comparative judgment-based scores with these seven measures, as was
initially planned. However, the findings presented in Table 8.1 are adequate for the purposes
of this analysis.
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Figure 8.5. Scatter plot comparison of performances on the and 12-question Proof
Comprehension Test.

As in the previous chapter, Table 8.2 shows a significant relationship between
the Proof Comprehension Test scores and the module from which students were
recruited. Again, we see that other measures, while not significant under the
Holm-Bonferroni correction, meet a .05 threshold. While the specifics of these
relationships are unclear, Tables 8.1 and 8.2 demonstrate that the more general
measures of mathematical expertise (SAT and module scores) were more closely
related to the Proof Comprehension Test than they are to Summary Task scores.
I return to this topic and its implications for the validity of the Summary Task
in Chapter 9.

8.5.7 Content analysis

As in previous chapters, this section presents an analysis of the specific content
students included in their summaries of the proof demonstrating the evenness
of every third Fibonacci number. This analysis leads to a deeper understanding
of content validity of the Summary Task scores as a measure of proof compre-
hension, as well as providing further insights into the types of summaries most
valued by the mathematicians in this context. At the end of this chapter, I
review the findings from the previous three chapters, seeking patterns across
the three proofs.
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Table 8.2

Comparing the Fibonacci Proof Comprehension Test with other measures.

Measure N ρ p

Mathematics SAT 52 .32 .019
Intro to Proof 68 .46 <.001*

Introductory Calculus 21 .38 .094
Further Calculus 36 .40 .016
Linear Algebra 25 .33 .303

Abstract Algebra 11 .39 .234

Note. Significance determined using the Holm-Bonferroni method with initial
α = .05.

Developing a coding scheme

The first iteration of this coding scheme was developed by considering a set
of 10 summaries, noting patterns and clusters of response types, which led to
the generation of an initial list of 13 codes. As in Chapter 6, I intended to
preserve the largest possible dataset for inter-coder reliability analysis. To this
end, the initial scheme was developed using 10 of the 39 summaries discussed
in the earlier half of this chapter.

I then involved the same academic supervisor who also participated in the
coding of summaries of the primes proof. Together, we implemented the existing
coding scheme on a further 10 summaries (also from the earlier analysis). The
necessary revisions included removing or combining multiple codes, resulting in
a list of 12 codes to be implemented by both researchers on the full set of 68
summaries included in this study. The reliability of this process was examined
by calculating a pooled Cohen’s κ = .92 with a code-by-code agreement of 89%.

While this was deemed acceptable, three codes appeared to be substantive
outliers, all with isolated κ less than .63. A pooled Cohen’s κ was calculated
based on the other nine codes, yielding κ = .98 with a code-by-code agreement
of 95%.

Two of these three codes regarded references to the base case of the proof:
‘States the base case’ and ‘Computes the base case’. The descriptions of the
latter code required the summary to explicitly perform some version of the cal-
culation f3 = f2 + f1, while the former code required only that the summary
stated some version of ‘P (f3) is true’. The third outlying code regarded refer-
ences to the definition of k (the iterating variable in the induction) as a member
of the integers. These three codes were discussed in a final analysis meeting with
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the goal of reaching full code-by-code agreement to facilitate further analysis.
The confusion regarding the pair of base case-related codes was solved by

combining the two codes. A new code, labelled ‘base case’ was assigned to any
summary that had been awarded either of the codes being replaced. After mak-
ing this edit to both researchers’ codebooks, the new code generated only one
case of disagreement that turned out to be coder error and was easily resolved.

Regarding the problematic code referring to the iterator k, a discussion be-
tween researchers revealed that one coder had misapplied the code in 16 cases.
Both researchers agreed to a final codebook without requiring edits to this, or
any other code.

The final 11-code scheme is presented in Table 8.3, alongside the frequencies
with which the codes were awarded.

Table 8.3

Coding scheme for the content analysis of the Fibonacci proof.

Code Description Freq

Definition Includes any re-statement of the definition of
the Fibonacci sequence.

2%

States theorem Restates the theorem. 37%
Assumes result Erroneously assumes the result. E.g. ‘Assume

that f(3k) is even for all k’ (must be obviously
distinct from assuming the inductive hypoth-
esis).

2%

Base case Any explicit reference to the base case or ver-
ification thereof.

49%

Induction Introduces the method of proof. 40%
Defines k Any explicit indication that k is natural. 11%
Assume f3k even Must be reasonable to believe this refers to a

distinct k (i.e. not assuming the statement of
the theorem).

45%

Computes f3(k+1) Must be either algebraic, or natural language
clearly reduceable to symbolic notation.

29%

Deduces f3(k+1) is
even

Describes the reasoning without performing
the calculation. E.g. (By assuming that f3k
is even for some k, we find that. . . ).

46%

Conclusion
(induction)

E.g. ‘By PMI, we conclude. . . ’. 17%

Conclusion
(generic)

Need not be specific. Accept all of the fol-
lowing: ‘Hence, f3n is even for all n’, ’Hence,
f3n is even’ and ‘Hence, the statement holds/is
true’.

20%
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Table 8.4

Regression modelling for the Fibonacci proof Summary Task scores.

Code Correlation coefficients Regression model
ρ p B SE β p

Definition -.08 .495
States theorem .02 .845
Assumes result .31 .368
Base case .36 .003* 1.31 0.28 0.37 <.001*
Induction -.20 .310
Defines k .32 .009
Assume f3k even .56 <.001* 0.33 0.36 0.09 .725
Computes f3(k+1) .66 <.001* 1.98 0.29 0.62 <.001*
Deduces f3(k+1) even .60 <.001* 1.20 0.34 0.34 <.001*
Conclusion (induction) .30 .434
Conclusion (generic) .20 .306

Note. Codes with a significant Spearman coefficient were entered into a forced-entry
regression model as predictors of Summary Task scores. Significance was determined
using the Holm-Bonferroni method with initial α = .05. The resulting four-code
model, F (3, 63) = 33.78, p < .001, explained 68% of the variance.

Identifying important codes

Here, I present a series of correlation-based analyses, attempting to understand
the aspects of students’ summaries most heavily rewarded in mathematicians’
judgments. To construct a regression model predicting comparative judgment-
based scores using only the most relevant codes, I first computed a series of
Spearman correlations between the Summary Task scores and each content-
based code. This preliminary analysis is presented in Table 8.4, alongside a
forced-entry regression analysis based on the four codes identified as significant
in isolation, F (3, 63) = 33.78, p < .001, R2 = 68.2.

Noting the conservative nature of the Holm-Bonferroni correction, I also
computed a forced-entry regression model including the code ‘Defines k’. This
gave a model also explaining 68% of the variance, suggesting that this code did
not substantively contribute to the model’s prediction of Summary Task scores,
leading to the conclusion that ‘defining k’ was not predictive of Summary Task
scores.

From the final column of Table 8.4, on page 150, we see three significant
codes in the final model: Base case, Computes f3(k+1) and Deduces f3(k+1)

even. These three codes are all related to the method of proof. This may
seem unsurprising. In summarising any proof it is likely necessary to attend
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to each of its constituent parts. In the context of mathematical induction, this
is most often referred to as the base case and the inductive step (demonstrat-
ing ‘P (k) =⇒ P (k + 1)’). Moreover, this is consistent with the speculation
from Chapter 6 regarding the importance of the method of proof and the key
mathematical objects.

On the other hand, I had expected mathematicians to reward those explicitly
naming ‘proof by induction’, and those including a final structuring statement
of the form ‘. . . hence we know by the principle of mathematical induction. . . ’.
While respectively 40% and 17% of students’ summaries were awarded the ‘in-
duction’ and ‘conclusions (from induction)’ codes (see Table 8.3), neither yielded
a significant relationship with the Summary Task scores in this study.

In the final section of this chapter, I address the cumulative findings from the
most recent three chapters, based on evidence from all three proofs. I present
a final piece of quantitative analysis, comparing performance on the Summary
Task and Proof Comprehension Tests for the Fibonacci and primes proofs.

8.5.8 Comparing performance from the primes and Fi-
bonacci proofs

Given the overlapping participants from this study and that presented in the
previous chapter (on the primes proof), I now compare performance from the 64
students who completed the Summary Task and the Proof Comprehension Test
associated with each proof. In doing so, I gain insight into the dimensionality
of proof comprehension as a potentially singular construct, as well as further
understanding of the validity of the Summary Task scores.

First, I compared the Summary Task scores from the two proofs using a
Pearson correlation coefficient2, r = .39, p = .001 (see Figure 8.6a).

I also examined the relationship between the two Proof Comprehension
Tests, and found a significant Spearman correlation ρ = .63, p < .001 (see
Figure 8.6b). This provides further evidence for the claim that, at least in this
pairwise case, these measures of proof comprehension measure related compe-
tencies.

This provides reasonable evidence that proof is a singular construct and
in particular, that understanding one proof probably predicts understanding of
others. However, as was discussed by Jones et al. (2015), comparative judgment-
based scores are often statistically related, regardless of the content of the two

2I use Pearson not Spearman, here, as I am now dealing with two normally distributed,
continuous variables. For completeness, I report that Spearman’s coefficient and associated
p-value differed from the Pearson values presented ε < 10−3.
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tasks. Hence, further investigation is necessary to understand the relationship
between comprehension of the two proofs.

To this end, I compared the Summary Task scores from each proof with the
Proof Comprehension Test from the other. When comparing Summary Task
scores for the Fibonacci proof with the Proof Comprehension Test from the
primes proof, I found ρ = .35, p = .004 (see Figure 8.6c). I interpret this as
evidence that my assumption of unidimensionality was valid (at least across
these two settings), and that the scores assigned to students’ summaries of the
Fibonacci proof are valid measures of that one-dimensional construct. On the
other hand, when doing the same for the summaries of the primes proof, I
found no such significant relationship with the Proof Comprehension Test from
the Fibonacci proof, ρ = .36, p = .204 (see Figure 8.6d).

Consistent with the analysis from the previous chapter, this is further indi-
cation that the validity demonstrated by the primes summaries is, at best, ques-
tionable either as a measure of comprehension for the specific proof in question,
or of proof comprehension more generally.

8.6 Discussion of research on the Summary Task

Between this and the preceding two chapters, I have presented four studies based
on three proofs. This work addressed two of the research questions outlined in
Chapter 2. In considering the cumulative findings across these four studies, I
address each of these questions in turn.

The implications of this work are reserved for the final chapter, after pre-
senting a final empirical study in Chapter 9.

8.6.1 Research question 2b: What do mathematicians most
value when evaluating students’ proof summaries?

In addressing this question, I first address the content-based regression mod-
elling in Chapters 6 and 8, based on the uncountability and Fibonacci proofs
and the associated content analysis of their respective summaries. Chapter 7,
on the primes proof, also addressed this question but yielded no statistically
significant findings. The absence of such findings is important in its own right
and is addressed next.

Judges appeared to be consistent in the features they rewarded for summaries
of both the uncountability and Fibonacci proofs. In broad strokes, these were
references to the method of proof and the key mathematical objects used to
execute the relevant method.
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(a) Fibonacci vs primes Summary
Task, ρ = .39, p = .001.

(b) Fibonacci vs primes Proof
Comprehension Test, ρ = .63, p =
.001.

(c) Fibonacci Summary Task
vs primes Proof Comprehension
Test, ρ = .35, p = .004.

(d) Primes Summary Task vs
Fibonacci Proof Comprehension
Test, ρ = .36, p = .204.

Figure 8.6. Scatter plot comparisons of students’ performance on the Summary Task
and Proof Comprehension Tests associated with the primes and Fibonacci proofs.
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There was, however, variation in the codes identified as most significant.
These appear to be influenced by the idiosyncratic features of the particular
proofs at hand. For example, recall that the Fibonacci proof relied on the
principle of mathematical induction to demonstrate the evenness of every third
Fibonacci number. I found that mathematician judges most heavily rewarded
summaries referencing the base case and the inductive hypothesis, but not those
directly stating that the proof procedes by the principle of mathematical in-
duction. On the other hand, judges of summaries of the uncountability proof
rewarded those explicitly stating that we proceed via contradiction.

I conjecture that this variation is a function of the complexity of the re-
spective proofs. For the Fibonacci proof, explicit mention of the proof method
was likely deemed unnecessary by many judges, given that there is no other
candidate method for proofs containing references to base cases and inductive
hypotheses. On the other hand, the uncountability proof can be seen as more
complex, wherein the method of proof by contradiction can easily be lost in
the detailed technical work required to deduce the relevant conclusions. Each
statement of the uncountability proof, viewed in isolation, could belong to any
number of arguments structured by a number of different proof methods. Hence,
it is this complexity that I speculate prompted judges to reward those explicitly
stating the method of proof.

In contrast to the relative clarity of the regression modelling associated with
the uncountability and Fibonacci proofs, I now consider the primes proof. A
similar analysis for summaries of the primes proof yielded no significant Spear-
man coefficients and no significant regression model, suggesting that the clarity
of the conclusions above require further consideration.

The primes proof also constructs an object to demonstrate a contradiction,
similar to the uncountability proof. Hence, based on the discussion above,
one would expect that summaries referencing the construction of the relevant
number, in this case N = p1p2p3 . . . pk+1, should have scored better than those
without such a reference. Similarly, those explicitly stating the method of proof,
or deducing the appropriate conclusion, would also be expected to have scored
highly. This was not the case. As was discussed in Chapter 7, the study of
the primes proof appeared to suffer from unanticipated methodological issues
possibly resulting from students’ familiarity with the theorem and associated
proofs.

This study of the primes proof should not be used to reject earlier conjectures
regarding the method of proof and key mathematical objects. On the other
hand, further research is necessary to verify their scope and to understand the
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source of the failure of the study of the primes proof. This leads to the next
research question on the validity of the Summary Task scores.

8.6.2 Research question 3b: Do proof summaries, scored
using comparative judgment, generate a reliable and
valid output?

I address the two components of this question separately, beginning with the
reliability of the scores produced.

Reliability

In all four studies, the reliability of the comparative judgment data was deemed
acceptable. Scale Separation Reliability was at least .86 in all cases, and inter-
rater reliability was always above .72. This is sufficient evidence to suggest that
this robust reliability is likely to generalise beyond the three proofs investigated.

Further, insofar as these measures capture agreement amongst judges, I con-
clude that while mathematicians perhaps do not always agree on the nature of
proof itself, there is ample agreement about what mathematicians expect their
undergraduate students to say and write in such settings. I return to this topic
in Chapter 10, given its implications for the literature on mathematicians’ con-
ceptions of proof.

In all studies, judges had a minimum of an undergraduate degree in math-
ematics. Beyond this, there was variation in the qualifications and current
employment of the judging cohorts. Unlike in the work on proof conceptions,
this variation was born in pragmatism, rather than a concentrated desire to un-
derstand the consequences of this variation. Regardless, the resulting findings
are worthy of comment.

In particular, the study of the Fibonacci proof involved judges with a degree-
level qualification in mathematics. I did not require that these judges were still
actively engaged with mathematics, nor that they continued to postgraduate
studies in mathematics or other disciplines as in studies presented earlier in this
thesis. Despite these looser criteria, the reliability of the data was as robust, and
strikingly, the resulting analysis yielded good evidence for the criterion validity
of the resulting scores. Further, a content-based regression model explained
68% of the variance in the data. Beyond the more precise exploration of judge
qualifications in the earlier half of this thesis, I conclude that the quality of
the judgments appeared not to be sensitive to judging expertise. While it is
highly likely that some level of technical expertise is necessary, further research
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is required to understand the requisite level and breadth.

Validity

In evaluating the validity of the Summary Task scores, I considered criterion
and content validity for each of the three proofs.

In considering criterion validity, two possible purposes could be considered
target domains: localised proof comprehension and general mathematical per-
formance. In considering localised proof comprehension, I evaluated validity
through comparisons with the multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Tests from
Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017). The Summary Task and Proof Comprehension Test
scores showed significant relationships in two of the four studies, associated with
the uncountability proof and the larger study on the Fibonacci proof. The study
based on the primes proof also trended toward significance with p < .05 but was
not statistically significant under the Holm-Bonferroni correction. The smaller
study on the Fibonacci proof showed no significant relationship.

Given the methodological problems with the primes proof, and the small
dataset in the smaller Fibonacci study, I place less emphasis on these unsuc-
cessful results than on significant results from the study of the larger studies on
the uncountability and Fibonacci proof. Hence, I conclude that there is substan-
tive evidence for the criterion validity of Summary Task scores in some contexts,
but that further research is necessary to clarify the scope of the applicability
for the Summary Task.

In considering the validity of scores as a more general measure of mathemat-
ical expertise, Summary Task scores were compared to a series of module scores,
based on traditional assessments, and mathematics SAT scores. None of these
associated measures showed substantive evidence of a significant relationship,
indicating that while the Summary scores demonstrated substantive validity as
a measure of localised proof-specific comprehension in at least some cases, they
are not reflective of general mathematical performance.

In considering content validity, I draw on my earlier answer to Research
Question 2b. For two of the three proofs, content-based regression modelling
yielded significant results indicating, as one might expect, that important fea-
tures of proof summaries include the method of proof and the introduction of key
mathematical objects. As was noted in Chapter 6, these findings are consistent
with the literature on proof comprehension assessment. In particular, the proof
comprehension assessment model of Mejía-Ramos et al. (2012), summarised in
Table 2.2, includes the following three aspects: ‘Logical status of statements
and proof framework’, ‘Summarising via high-level ideas’, and ‘Identifying the
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modular structure’. These three aspects of proof comprehension are reflected in
the statistical modelling associated with both the uncountability and Fibonacci
proofs (but not the primes proof). Hence, I conclude that the associated content
analysis of students’ summaries showed an acceptable level of evidence for the
validity of the resulting scores in two of three settings.

That said, as noted earlier, data were collected in only three mathematical
settings, one of which had clearly problematic features. This research features
many findings providing cause for optimism about the validity of Summary Task
scores in other mathematical settings. However, the generality of these findings
remains an open question and further work is required to understand the nature
of proofs for which the Summary Task is applicable.

Topics for such future research are reserved, alongside the implications of
this work, for the final chapter of this thesis after presenting a final empirical
study based on interviews with mathematician judges.

Next chapter

Until now, the analysis of the Summary Task has been quantitatively driven,
even if incorporating qualitative data in places. These analyses have established
a robust understanding of the criterion and content validity of the resulting
scores, with some yielding preliminary conjectures on judges’ priorities in evalu-
ating students’ written summaries. However, the insights into judges’ decision-
making are inferred from the numerical output of the comparative judgment
process.

The study presented in the next chapter brings the judges to the forefront of
the analysis, using a series of semi-structured interviews and a think-aloud pro-
tocol focused on understanding the motivations driving judges’ decision-making
processes.
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Chapter 9

Proof summaries IV:

Interviewing judges

It is well-established that, even under assessment protocols with clear criteria,
there is wide variation in the features to which assessors attend when evaluat-
ing students’ work (Bloxham et al., 2016). In the previous chapter, I set out
preliminary answers to research questions 2b (on mathematicians’ values when
evaluating students’ proof summaries) and 3b (on the reliability and validity
of the resulting Summary Task scores). Regarding reliability, the statistical
evidence suggests that judges appear to agree on what makes a good proof
summary. However, it remains unclear which features drive that agreement
and the extent to which one can identify the features of students’ summaries
that mathematician judges value most. From the content analyses in each of
the three previous chapters, I generated multiple conjectures regarding mathe-
maticians’ values. These were based on regression modelling of the relationship
between content-specific features and scores generated by the comparative judg-
ment process.

In this chapter, I present an interview-based study with mathematician
judges, focused on further understanding their decision-making processes when
evaluating students’ proof summaries. The design of this study was based on
Pollitt and Murray (1993), who evaluated the validity of their language profi-
ciency assessment by asking judges to state their justifications for each pairwise
decision. By requiring judges to ‘think aloud’, I provide a different perspective
on the research questions addressed at the end of the previous chapter. In doing
so, I am able to triangulate conclusions from differing perspectives (Chapters 6,
7 and 8).
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The interviews presented in this chapter were guided by four focus questions,
used to structure the data collection process:

• How do judges process the information necessary to make their decisions?

• What specific mathematical content do judges attend to?

• What features of a summary do judges attend to?

• What non-content-related features influence judges’ decision-making?

9.1 Methods

9.1.1 Participants

I recruited nine judges from the same English university, referred to as J1 to J9
throughout. All judges were active researchers in mathematics or mathemat-
ics education, holding at least a Master’s degree in mathematics or a related
discipline.

9.1.2 Materials

The proof summaries used in this study all focused on the uncountability proof,
presented in Chapter 6. A subset of the summaries collected for the earlier study
was reused here. Twenty pairs were chosen at random from the 130 (non-blank)
summaries available.

9.1.3 Procedure

Each interview lasted between 40 and 60 minutes, and comprised three tasks:
a series of 20 judgments, a semi-structured interview and a think-aloud re-
evaluation of a subset of the original judgments.

Task 1 saw participants complete a series of 20 judgments in a laboratory
setting, verbalising their decision (‘left’ or ‘right’) at the same time. All nine
judges saw the same 20 pairings in the same order. This is atypical for com-
parative judgment research but was done, as in Pollitt and Murray (1993), to
facilitate comparison between judges.

Task 2 was a semi-structured interview. The list of questions guiding these
interviews can be found in Appendix B.

Task 3 was a think-aloud protocol wherein judges reviewed the final 10 pair-
ings. During this task, judges were asked to explain ‘how’ and ‘why’ they made
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their decisions. The interviewer also drew attention to several predetermined
features of particular summaries to elicit comments regarding attitudes to ex-
plicit errors and abuses of notation. In Task 3, the interviewer emphasised that
it was not important that judges replicated their earlier decision, but rather
that the participant attempted to replicate or recall elements of their original
decision-making process.

The order of these three tasks was chosen to optimise the ecological valid-
ity of the original decisions and to minimise the influence of the interviewer’s
presence. By conducting the semi-structured interview before the think-aloud
task, I minimised the influence of the interviewer’s responses with the biases
and preconceptions inevitably communicated through the back and forth of the
think-aloud task.

Both participant and interviewer were audio-recorded during Tasks 2 and
3. The decisions from Task 1 were also recorded to facilitate an elementary
reliability analysis on this small set of decision data.

9.1.4 Data analysis

The primary purpose of this study was a thematic analysis of judges’ verbal
decision-making process. This was done using the six-stage process described
by Braun and Clarke (2006), see Table 9.1, and an additional stage, proposed
by Attride-Stirling (2001), in writing analytical summaries for each participant
(see Chapter 3 for a justification of this approach).

I first transcribed all nine interviews in full. I then read and re-read these
transcripts, making informal notes on potential codes and themes. This resulted
in an initial list of 45 codes (see Appendix C). A more structured third reading
of the data followed, in which these codes were then systematically assigned to
all transcripts, attempting to collate all data relevant to each of the 45 codes.

At each stage of the analysis, codes corresponded to latent themes (Braun
and Clarke, 2006) based on an assumption of a shared understanding of meaning
between researcher and participant. This is consistent with an essentialist epis-
temology and an understanding that one ‘can theorise motivations, experience,
and meaning in a straightforward way, because a simple, largely unidirectional
relationship is assumed between meaning and experience and language’ (ibid,
p. 91).
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Table 9.1

Thematic analysis, as proposed by (Braun and Clarke, 2006).

Phase Description

Familiarise yourself with the
data

Transcribing data (if necessary), read-
ing and re-reading the data, noting
down initial ideas.

Generating initial codes Coding interesting features of the data
in a systematic fashion across the entire
data set, collating data relevant to each
code.

Searching for themes Collating codes into potential themes,
gathering all data relevant to each po-
tential theme.

Reviewing themes Checking the themes work in relation
to the coded extracts (Level 1) and the
entire data set (Level 2), generating a
thematic map of the analysis.

Defining and naming themes Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics
of each theme, and the overall story the
analysis tells; generating clear defini-
tions and names for each theme.

Producing the report The final opportunity for analysis.

After generating a list of initial codes, I constructed a series of analytical
summaries for each judge following Attride-Stirling (2001), exemplified below:

J6: Self-identified positive marker. Looked to aggregate valid ar-
guments to see if they ‘add up to an appropriate summary’. Clear
decision-making strategy in comparing responses. Valued brevity and
did not require completeness or detailed summaries if overview was
well phrased. If poorly phrased, referred to notational detail or ac-
curacy to make decisions. Relied on negative marking in describing
decisions on several occasions

J7: Self-identified negative marker. Drew on previous experience
with comparative judgment to clearly outline efficient methods for
making decisions. Stopped reading when an egregious error was
found. Skim reads both scripts to see if the judgment can be made
very quickly, only reading the more detailed aspects if necessary. Was
put off by poor use of notation or other indicators of poor mathe-
matical fluency (e.g. describing and comparing sets as functions).
Detail-oriented. Wanted to see evidence of notation. Completeness
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is important.

These summaries served as a secondary tool for me to come to understand
the data. The process of producing these analytical summaries informed the
generation of initial themes, based on the repetition of topics naturally addressed
in the set of nine summaries.

Summarising the data

After defining and exemplifying each theme, I then provide brief numerical
summaries indicative of the prevalence of each sub-theme in the data. I define
prevalence as the number of judges who provided at least one related utterance,
hence quantities are expressed at the participant level in the form ‘sub-theme
X was identified in the transcripts of N judges’. This intends to provide the
reader with a sense of the data and should not be interpreted as a summation of
the relative density. The number of utterances was deemed less important than
the existence of the belief/view/approach in the data. Moreover, with only nine
judges and a range of possible counting techniques, all of them limited, I elect to
include these numerical summaries only to provide the reader with the informal
sense that the themes identified are more substantive than outliers uttered once
by one individual.

Reliability

Given the relatively small sample size (nine judges), it is also desirable to under-
stand how representative these judges are of the wider mathematical community.
In traditional comparative judgment studies, this would be investigated using
statistical reliability, using the measures of Scale Separation Reliability (SSR)
and/or Bisson et al.’s (2016) split-half inter-rater reliability, as reported in pre-
vious chapters. However, both require more decisions than were collected in
this study and are not applicable in this case.

As a replacement, I consider percentage-agreement between judges, and com-
pare the decisions of the interviewed judges with the scores assigned to each of
summary in an earlier study on the same dataset (Chapter 6).

Validation of analysis

A first, informal version of this analysis was presented at a research meeting
of the Mathematical Pedagogy Group at Loughborough University. This was
an hour-long workshop in which I presented a series of excerpts, and prompted
discussion on the appropriateness of the assigned codes. This resulted in no
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large-scale changes to the analysis but provided valuable feedback on how best to
communicate the analysis and how to characterise relationships between various
themes and sub-themes.

9.2 Results

I identified six themes in the data, each regarding different aspects of judges’
behaviour in making their decisions. A summary with associated sub-themes is
presented in Table 9.2.

Table 9.2

Summary of thematic analysis.

Theme Sub-themes

Reading strategies Full reading
Benchmarking
Error-seeking

Approaches to assessment Positive marking
Negative marking

Influencing features Technical details
Brevity
Mathematical precision
Mathematical fluency

Necessary content Construction of b
Construction of f
Proof by contradiction

Unnecessary content 0s and 9s
(0,1) is infinite

Non-content-related features Handwriting/readability
Arbitrary decision-making
Content-dependence

In all cases, the evidence either came from self-reported behaviours and
tendencies (drawn from the semi-structured interview), or from the think-aloud
task, where values or justifications were inferred from the observed behaviours
and tendencies.

9.2.1 Reading Strategies

This theme captures judges’ behaviour when taking in the information present
on each screen. I identified three sub-themes: full reading, benchmarking and
error-seeking. While most judges consistently began with the same strategy for
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each decision, many used more than one strategy in the interview, sometimes
on the same decision.

Full reading

The full reading strategy is the most thorough approach, wherein a judge per-
formed a detailed reading of both summaries from start to finish. This is best
exemplified by J2’s description of how they approached their decisions: ‘So first
I read the left, then the right, then try to keep them both, sort of, in my head un-
til I decide’. This strategy is characterised by the absence of any short-cuts and
involves a detailed reading of both summaries before committing to a decision.

Benchmarking

Judges using a benchmarking strategy reported performing a detailed reading of
one summary, then assigning it some qualitative label to be used as a benchmark
against which to evaluate the other summary. This strategy is more efficient
than full reading, providing a judge with a mechanism for reaching a decision
without processing all of the available information.

As was noted by J6, this strategy is not always useful. However, it appears
to quicken the decisions for which there is an obvious gulf in quality. J6 noted
that

‘...usually, I have some kind of a decision or rating or something
when I was finished reading the left one, where I’d try to then decide
if the right one was better or worse than that. So there was definitely
the first one was like a benchmark. And I read the right one, which
I usually only had to decide if it’s better or worse. And then, only
in the cases where that wasn’t very obvious, I went back to read the
left one again’.

While not explicit in the wording from J6, it appears that when J6 reads
the second summary, they are more ready to jump to an immediate conclusion
than those using a full-reading strategy. This is echoed by J8, who commented
that ‘. . . usually the first one you see you are more critical [of ]. The second one
is only interesting in so far as it is compared to the first. . . ’.

Error-seeking

Error-seeking judges skim-read both summaries, looking for errors or omissions.
In many cases, the judge identified a problematic aspect of one summary and
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would subsequently choose the other. This final reading strategy is arguably
the most efficient of the three, and is indicative of other dispositions discussed
in later themes.

For example, J7 reported beginning each comparison by checking

‘to see if one is complete nonsense. Sometimes a student will write
just at the very start and then give up and that usually means if the
[other] gets any further than that’s an instant [decision]...’.

More concretely, J2 reported looking for ‘whether they got their claims right’,
noting that ‘sometimes there was one that says this shows the interval was
countable, and another one that had some detail of the proof. [The latter] is
obviously better, even if the detail isn’t right’.

Judges using an error-seeking strategy had, in general, less reading to do.
There were several decisions for which this led to a decision faster than those
who either performed a detailed reading of both summaries, or read the left
summary first, before skimming the second for comparison. This is illustrated
by pairing 17, see Figure 9.1, on which all judges agreed that the left response
is a better summary of the proof.

The error-seeker will probably find at least one objectionable element in
the right response, in that the proof appears to conclude that the interval is
denumerable. This is precisely the negation of the conclusion from the original
proof, shown in Figure 6.1. The right-hand summary also makes no reference
to proof by contradiction, which may have salvaged what is otherwise an error.
This error alone was sufficient for J7 to make their decision.

At the other end of the spectrum, judges using a full reading strategy took
longer to reach the error, but usually reached the same conclusion. In this
particular case, those using a benchmarking strategy took as long as those using
a full reading strategy. This is probably the result of the English-speaking
tendency to read left-to-right. Hence, the benchmark response read in more
detail is almost always the left response. If the order of these two summaries
were exchanged, it seems likely that the benchmarking judge would reach a
faster decision.

Overview of reading strategies

Four judges reported reading each summary in full before making decisions.
Three reported the use of a benchmarking strategy and two reported seeking
errors to inform their judgments. Most judges demonstrated the use of more
than one reading strategy. Based on time taken, all judges appeared to perform
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a full reading of at least one pair of summaries and in the think-aloud portion, all
judges explicitly highlighted deficiencies to motivate their decisions in context.

9.2.2 Approaches to assessment

This theme refers to a spectrum of approaches used by judges to identify the
most important features upon which to base their decisions. Here, I refer to a
higher-level heuristic motivating the nature of the features judges chose to focus
on, rather than the specific mathematical content discussed later.

Positive marking

At one end of this spectrum is positive marking whereby judges actively sought
elements or phrases to reward. This is typified by J1 here:

’I was looking for good things... I read to make sense. And then, I
think in the next step, I try to ... I ask myself if that’s enough for
me... I would say I read and try to collect the valid arguments. And
then, see if they add up to what I would assume is an appropriate
summary’.

This self-reported approach to comparative judgment appears most akin to
some traditional modes of assessment in which assessors anecdotally seek to
give credit to the response at every opportunity. It should be noted that the
above excerpt from J1 does not explicitly address their process for comparing
two scripts. However, any comparison they make is at least reportedly based on
the positive attributes of the two summaries. For example, in the think-aloud
task, J1 decided between two summaries by explaining ‘the one on the right is
better because it identifies that it’s a proof by contradiction’.

The archetypal explanation of a positive marker’s decision-making was char-
acterised by the following construction: ‘I choose response A because of (possibly
implicitly) positive feature X’.

Negative marking

At the other end of the spectrum was negative marking, actively seeking errors in
each summary. By definition, judges invoking an error-seeking reading strategy
were negative markers.

J7 identified themselves as a negative marker:

‘I usually go for the negative rather than the positive, it’s a judgment,
it’s faster. When I’m comparing, it’s faster to see the negative one
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because, this sounds really cynical, students are more likely to make
mistakes. They usually make a mistake somewhere, not every stu-
dent is perfect so if they’re likely to make a mistake you can usually
pick up the mistakes faster which means that you can see if one of
them has made quite a few logical errors you know that one’s not as
rigorous as the other. . . ’.

In a similar vein, J8 noted that seeing ‘incorrect statements influences the
decision more than showing correct things’. In the think-aloud task, negative
marking appeared in the form ‘I choose B because A had an undesirable at-
tribute’. For example, J3 chose between two summaries stating: ‘the left one
mis-states the claim, so that already pretty much means it’s weaker than the
other’.

While negative and positive marking are in some sense diametrically op-
posed, I describe their relationship as a spectrum for two reasons. On many
occasions, judges identified both positive and negative elements of one or both
response. In such cases, it became a question of weighing the influence of the
various features. As a researcher, the inference of these unstated weights could
only be based on the judges’ final decision, and was necessarily an imprecise
process. Second, judges rarely stuck to one approach exclusively throughout
their judgments. Some decisions lend themselves better to different approaches
and many judges demonstrated flexibility in the think-aloud task, even if having
communicated a clear preference/bias when asked during the semi-structured
interview.

Overview of approaches to assessment

Three judges self-identified primarily as positive markers and three self-identified
as primarily negative markers. Two judges explicitly noted the benefits of both
approaches and said their approach was dependent on context. The ninth judge
made no comments clarifying their position. In the think-aloud task, all nine
judges used a negative-marking construction to motivate their decision at least
once. However, only two of the nine were consistent in their highlighting of
exclusively negative attributes.

9.2.3 Influencing features

This theme refers to the non-specific mathematical features that judges attended
to in making their decisions. The sub-themes here refer directly to mathematical
content without referring to elements of the original proof.
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I identified four features of the proof summaries that judges attended to:
technical detail, brevity, mathematical precision and mathematical fluency. The
first two, in particular, were divisive for the judging cohort, who demonstrated
views both for and against the value of each.

Technical detail

By technical detail, I refer to what J4 called ‘the book-keeping of the proof’.
More formally, this sub-theme highlights judges’ attention to the notation-heavy
elements of the proof, and in particular, their desire to see that notation, or
technical detail, spelt out in full rather than described in natural language. For
example, J6 reported that

‘If one of them used words and one of them used the actual notation
for it, I would go for notation on the reason that if the logic is correct
on the right, that’s fine but, they’ve not actually shown that you can
write something in such a way... So in this they have to introduce
that function b, which is different to the standard form...’.

Similarly, J9 explicitly reported using technical detail as a tie-breaker for
pairing with little else to split them: ‘If I had two [similar] proofs, one was
giving a little more details, I would choose that one’. On the other hand, some
judges choose to prioritise structural elements, like J8 who was explicitly ‘not
looking for details of the proof, but their structure of the proof. So, the key parts
of the proof [were most important]’. Similarly, J1 said ‘I had the impression
that if someone started doing the summary by going too much into the details,
it gave the impression that they had focused on the details, but they’d lost the
context of the general picture’.

Brevity

Brevity refers to the conciseness of the summary. J1 acknowledged brevity
directly, stating on one occasion ‘this one is better than this one because at
the least, it’s shorter’. Similarly, J8 valued the brevity of a particular response
based on its simplicity: ‘It was very beautiful, it did not do any math it just said
this is how they prove it. It is proved by contradiction; “assume this, assume
that. The contradiction...” I like it’.

On the other hand, others valued completeness, noting that longer sum-
maries were likely to contain more important information regarding the proof.
For example, J7 said they ‘would punish for not covering all the points. So
in my head, if you’re summarizing something, the idea of summarising usually
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means it’s shorter, but, if every single part of what is written, has to be written,
then you can’t really shorten it’.

Mathematical precision

This sub-theme refers to the accuracy of isolated statements present in a given
summary. For some judges, precision was an important feature of their decision-
making process, heavily punishing abuses of notation or mathematical non-
senses. J7 focused on the precision of the mathematical notation, noting that
‘it really depends on [incorrect] notation, that’s one thing that’s a bugbear for
me’. On the other hand, others were more willing to ‘cut some slack, particular
with students of this level’ (J4). To this end, J2 focused on readability, saying
‘it’s clear what it understands. . . It’s not correct mathematically but with under-
graduate students especially I don’t know. . .They confuse a lot of the elements
with functions and so on. So yea, let’s be a little bit generous’.

Mathematical fluency

Considerations of mathematical fluency were generally meta-level comments
about the overall impression of the given summary. J5 noted that ‘The one
on the left is, in hindsight actually... it’s probably more of a feeling of the over-
all thing, but it feels like it’s. . . I don’t know. There’s something a bit strange
about the way they’ve written. . . overused the infinity symbol’. Similarly, they
said of another summary that ’they tried to sort of give an example and I didn’t
really feel like the example was. . . I don’t know. I don’t think I liked it very much
because it felt like they really went off-topic and they didn’t seem to understand
what was happening’. J4 justified one of their decisions by reporting ‘a gut
feeling that they haven’t understood it’, concluding that they are ‘less likely to
forgive them for [other omissions]’.

Overview of influencing features

Regarding technical detail, four judges explicitly rewarded the inclusion of tech-
nical elements of the proof, while two judges asserted it was distracting or
demonstrated that the bigger-picture elements of the proof had been missed.
Similarly, four judges rewarded brevity while two others rewarded its oppo-
site, phrased here as completeness. The dichotomy regarding mathematical
precisions functioned on a different axis, with no judges explicitly rewarding
mathematical imprecision. However, four judges reported punishing an absence
of precision (abuses of notation) while three explicitly stated that such trans-
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gressions were overlooked or ignored. Finally, three judges reported that they
punished an absence of mathematical fluency.

9.2.4 Necessary content

This theme captures the mathematical content judges explicitly noted as being
necessary or characteristic of good summaries. Many of the excerpts reported
here could have been interpreted as relating to the influencing features discussed
above. They have been given their own theme to acknowledge a difference in
mathematical specificity.

Construction of b

J5 noted that the main point ‘would be the construction of a number b that is
different from each one of the countably many Ai’. Hence, this judge rewarded
summaries including this construction. J6 and J8 made similar comments.

Construction of f

Four judges noted that many summaries did not introduce the function f , com-
menting that it needs to be defined for the text to have meaning. For example,
J1 noted that one particular summary ‘. . .misses that here we cannot find the
set to map all of the interval one-to-one. So what kind of set are they trying to
map? If you don’t provide any kind of information on that, then how do you
conclude that the interval is uncountable’?

Proof by contradiction

Six judges commented on the importance of making explicit the notion of proof
by contradiction. For example, in the think-aloud task, J9 observed that

‘somehow the left feels nicer. A nicer summary. Because perhaps
the main reason is because the person on the left told me I’m gonna
proceed with proof by contradiction’.

Overview of necessary content

All nine judges indicated that at least one of three sub-themes on necessary con-
tent should have been included in students’ summaries. Four referred explicitly
to the construction of key mathematical objects, while six noted the impor-
tance of highlighting the logical structure of the proof, or explicitly noting the
contradiction itself.
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9.2.5 Unnecessary content

At the other end of the spectrum, some judges identified elements of the proof
that they deemed actively undesirable.

(0,1) is infinite

The uncountability proof in Figure 6.1 begins with a brief three-line argument
establishing that the open unit interval is infinite, before proceeding to establish
that it is uncountably infinite. J2 said of this sub-argument: ‘I think I probably
wouldn’t have included that from the outset because, in a way, a finite set is
obviously denumerable’. To the contrary, J3 noted the potential ‘pedagogical’
value of including these arguably superfluous sub-arguments. J3 went on to
comment that it may well be worth including them, arguing that the ‘extent
students understand why it’s there is a different matter. I think there were one
or two proofs of summaries where that observation was pretty much the only
relevant content there was. So in that case, it makes a difference’.

0s and 9s

The proof also includes a sub-argument addressing the conflict between different
decimal representations resulting from infinite strings of 0s and 9s. This sub-
argument was deemed unnecessary by several judges. For example, J9 said
‘Obviously, many of them had this argument with the infinite string of nines,
which I think is just not necessary for the summary’.

Overview of unnecessary content

Four of the nine judges indicated that at least one element of the proof was
deemed superfluous in at least one case. A fifth judge noted that while some
content was mathematically unnecessary, they saw a benefit in its inclusion in
some contexts.

9.2.6 Non-content-related features

This final theme captures a series of non-content-related sub-themes influencing
judges’ decision-making. The sub-themes document features that served to
distract judges from the primary task of choosing the better summary and were
noted as potential threats to the validity of the comparative judgment process.
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Handwriting/readability

Several judges commented on the poor handwriting of several summaries, mak-
ing it impossible to parse some summaries in full. Poor handwriting also served
to distract some judges who noted that ‘at a certain point if the handwriting is
too bad, you just have to assume it’s bad’ (J7).

Arbitrary decision-making

Other judges commented that some decisions were necessarily arbitrary for a
variety of reasons. J5 reported not being able to ‘choose between two equally ter-
rible summaries’, while J3 observed that sometimes the ‘crimes committed were
different but equally problematic’, concluding that their decision was therefore
meaningless.

Context-dependence of the task

J4 noted that their approach to judging in a real-world setting would be context-
dependent.

‘[Abuse of notation] doesn’t bother me... It would in some more
formal context. If they gave it to me as a piece of course work, I
would be less happy than if it was in a class test or exam. I think
you have the time to be a bit more careful’.

J3 also noted the context-dependence of the task through the experience of
the students:

‘The proof hinges on a proof by contradiction on the fact they can’t...
From the students I would want to know whether, for example, if they
remember how to construct this set, because this may be a standard
procedure that they need to implement and this is why in the begin-
ning I asked you, who are these students?’

Overview of non-content-related features

In total, six of the nine judges raised some query regarding the validity of the
task. The vast majority of these are interpreted as passing comments relevant
to a small subset of the decisions, or features that caused judges to pause on
occasion. Only J3 repeatedly raised objections to the validity of the task. Nev-
ertheless, all judges, including J3, performed all judgments and appeared to
engage in a meaningful way.
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The following section presents two quantitative measures capturing the reli-
ability of the judgments for each judge.

9.2.7 Agreement

Despite the clear variations in judges’ justifications for their decisions, there
was notable agreement between judges. I demonstrate this in two ways. First,
percentage agreement was 85%, suggesting that in the majority of cases there
was near-complete consensus among judges. See Figure 9.2, where a dark cell
indicates that judge i held the majority view on pairing j for the nine interviewed
judges.

Figure 9.2. Visualisation of agreement across pairings in the interview study. A dark
cell indicates that judge i held the majority view on pairing j.

In traditional comparative judgment studies, the reliability of the resulting
scores would be examined using SSR (Pollitt, 2012a) and/or inter-rater reliabil-
ity (Jones and Alcock, 2014). Both require more decisions than were collected in
this study and are hence unsuitable. However, the study from Chapter 6 offers
a suitable replacement, given the reliable and valid scores produced for each of
the summaries in the present study. In particular, an expected outcome for each
of the 20 pairings in this study can be produced by comparing the comparative
judgment-based scores generated in the earlier study.

The majority decision of the interviewed judges (illustrated by dark cells in
Figure 9.2) was consistent with the higher score in 19 of the 20 pairings. For
the one pairing where the majority of the interviewed judges did not match the
scores produced in Chapter 6, the two scores were separated by less than .02,
corresponding to less than 1% of the standard deviation.
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9.3 Discussion

This chapter featured a primarily qualitative investigation of judges’ decision-
making when evaluating students’ proof summaries. The thematic analyses
generated a fine-grained understanding of the features underpinning judges’ de-
cisions. I found wide diversity in these features, documented under six themes:
reading strategies, approaches to assessment, influencing features, necessary
content, unnecessary content and non-content-related features. These themes
can be viewed as a taxonomy summarising the manner in which judges ap-
proach their evaluation of proof summaries in a comparative judgment context.

More surprising than the range of features motivating judges’ decisions was
the presence of such directly contradictory statements individual judges would
make while still reaching the same conclusion about which proof summary was
better. In particular, three of the influencing features identified in my analysis
were associated with multiple affirmations and negations. In considering tech-
nical detail, brevity, and mathematical precision, multiple judges noted their
importance or lack thereof. I found similar results when considering judges’
approaches to the assessment task as a whole. In this light, one would expect
those asserting technical details to be of utmost importance to disagree with
those more interested in the large-scale key ideas of the proof. Similarly, for
those prioritising mathematical precision, one would expect divergence from
judges explicitly willing to tolerate some notational inaccuracies. By and large,
this was not the case, as evidenced by the high agreement between judges.

There is a diverse range of epistemologies underlying mathematicians’ (and
mathematics educators’) conceptions of proof in the literature (Balacheff, 2008).
However, this literature provides limited insight into how this diversity manifests
itself in the way mathematicians evaluate students’ written work. Given the
high reliability of judgments found in earlier work, it seemed plausible that
this diversity would dissipate in evaluating students’ written work, particularly
when the assessment pertains to relatively trivial mathematics. At least on the
surface, the thematic analysis presented here contradicts this possibility.

The source of agreement in judges’ decisions can be explained in two ways.
The thematic analysis may have captured outliers in the interview transcripts.
With more rigorous attention to frequency and prevalence of particular justifi-
cation, perhaps using more quantitative techniques, one may find greater con-
sistency in the data. Another possible source of agreement may be inaccessible
to the data captured by the interviews used in this study. It is plausible that
the judges’ explanations were the post hoc justifications most readily available
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in the moment. Further, a nebulous sense of ‘mathematical quality’ may be
shared by the mathematicians but may be too difficult to articulate. Gaining
access to this sense of mathematical quality is a non-trivial task and is discussed
further in the final chapter.

9.3.1 Research question 2b: What do mathematicians most
value when evaluating students’ proof summaries?

Earlier answers to this question have focused on statistical modelling of content-
specific features of students’ proof summaries. The contribution of this chapter
is the six-feature taxonomy of judges’ decision-making justifications, including
but not limited to mathematical content.

Chapter 7, on the uncountability proof, attempted to identify judges’ content-
specific priorities via regression modelling of a content-based coding scheme.
This analysis identified that judges rewarded summaries referring to the two
major objects of the proof, b ∈ (0, 1) and f : N → (0, 1), and those identifying
the primary proof method (proof by contradiction). The thematic analysis of
judges’ interviews confirms this quantitative analysis in that the same content-
specific themes were raised by the interviewed judges.

In the earlier study, I had also conjectured that judges would punish sum-
maries that include the arguably unnecessary sub-arguments demonstrating the
infinitude of the open interval, and clarifying the difficulty of infinite strings of 0s
and 9s. In the absence of a negative correlation between Summary Task scores
and the corresponding codes, this conjecture was not confirmed. The analysis
in the current chapter partially explains this absence. While four judges shared
my view of the superfluous nature of (at least one of) these sub-arguments, four
others did not comment and another provided an argument to the contrary,
suggesting that their inclusion was actively desirable. Given this division in
judges’ perceptions of the necessity of these arguments, the absence of a signif-
icant correlation between Summary Task scores and their corresponding codes
is unsurprising.

Similarly, I conjectured in Chapter 6 that brevity would be an important
feature of judges’ decision-making process. However, as was reported in the
information density analysis (Section 6.2.7), this was not borne out in the em-
pirical statistics relating word-count, information density and Summary Task
scores. Again, these interviews shed some light on the absence of this finding.
While some judges explicitly noted the importance of brevity, others punished
summaries that did not cover all elements of the proof. It seems that this dis-
tinction should generate a dichotomous split in the decision data, yielding sub-
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stantive disagreement in judges’ decisions. The absence of empirical evidence
supporting this expectation lends further credence to the notion that judges’
are attending to a more nebulous notion of mathematical quality not accessible
here. I return to this discussion in the final chapter.

9.3.2 Research question 3b: Do proof summaries, scored
using comparative judgment, generate a reliable and
valid output?

The judgment data presented in this chapter are not sufficient to justify com-
ment on reliability. However, the thematic analysis presented here adds further
weight to the validity arguments in Chapter 8. In particular, in discussing re-
search question 2b above, I concluded that the content-specific findings from
the interview analysis corroborated the statistical modelling of Chapter 6. In
isolation, these content-specific findings are not of particular importance. How-
ever, this corroboration is indicative of a more substantive conclusion regarding
content validity, namely that judges’ intentions are reflected in the comparative
judgment-based scores. That is, when judges say they rewarded a particular fea-
ture, that feature is indeed significantly related to the resulting scores. While
this may seem somewhat obvious, it is important confirmation that the statis-
tical modelling inherent in the comparative judgment process does not mask or
override the intentions of judges.

Next Chapter

The next chapter, which concludes this thesis, provides summative remarks
on each of my research questions, before considering the relationship between
the Summary and Conceptions Tasks. This final chapter concludes with the
theoretical and practical implications of this work, before ending with some
directions for future research.
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Chapter 10

Final discussion and

conclusions

This thesis has presented research on two comparative judgment-based tasks,
examining various topics related to proof and proof comprehension. In this final
chapter, I summarise this work by addressing each of the research questions set
out in Chapter 2. I then highlight the practical, theoretical and methodological
implications of this work, before ending with two directions for future work.

10.1 Research question 1: What do students and

mathematicians write when explicitly asked

about their conceptions of proof?

To answer research question 1, I drew on two types of evidence, presented in
Chapters 4 and 5. The first and simplest form of evidence came from the content
analyses of students’ and mathematicians’ written responses to the Conceptions
Task. The second, applicable only to mathematicians, was the identification of
judges’ priorities through regression modelling involving content-based codes.

In the students’ responses, certainty was the most frequently referenced as-
pect of proof, indicating a philosophical naivety consistent with their apprentice
status in the mathematics community. This was consistent across both studies,
with at least two-thirds of both student cohorts referring to certainty. Based
on its ubiquity across both studies, I conjectured that certainty is likely to be
identified as an important aspect of proof by most undergraduate students, and
that such a result would be reproducible in any number of similar research set-
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tings. Other features prominent in students’ responses included falsification,
generality and the scope of the theorem at stake. Each of these features was
a significant predictor of Conceptions Task scores in only one of the two stud-
ies, suggesting that they are, to some extent at least, idiosyncratic functions of
the educational environment, rather than generalisable features that one should
expect from any undergraduate student.

From the mathematicians’ perspective, the most important aspect of proof
was argumentation. This was reflected both in the frequency of appeals to argu-
mentation in mathematicians’ written conceptions, and in the regression model-
ing from both studies. Other characteristics of proof valued by mathematicians
included certainty, incontrovertibility and appeals to established knowledge.
These findings are consistent with the literature on proof, providing empiri-
cal backing to the theoretically driven writings of Aberdein (2009) on proof as
argumentation, and Czocher and Weber (in press) on features of proof defined
as a cluster concept.

These findings have implications both for the validity of the task, and for
understanding proof itself. Both are discussed later in this chapter.

10.2 Research question 2a: What do mathemati-

cians most value when evaluating the writ-

ten proof conceptions of others?

This question was partially answered in Section 10.1, above. In evaluating proof
conceptions, mathematicians most heavily rewarded responses containing refer-
ence to argumentation. This was reflected in the regression modelling in both
Chapters 4 and 5. Other important features included references to established
knowledge, incontrovertibility, certainty and clarity, each identified as a signifi-
cant predictor in the regression modelling in one of the two relevant studies.

I view these features as philosophically consistent with the literature on
proofs as arguments produced to remove doubt in the truth of the theorem
(Czocher and Weber, in press) by showing the theorem to be the ‘logical con-
sequence of axioms, assumptions and/or previously established claims’ (ibid,
p. 20). References to clarity also align with Czocher and Weber’s definition,
given their focus on proofs as transparent justifications, comprehensible by any
sufficiently knowledgeable parties. Certainty, however, is more difficult to char-
acterise. Much of the literature argued against the primarily pre-19th century
conceptualisation of mathematics as the business of certainty and truth (Mar-
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cus and McEvoy, 2016). This prompts an important question about the content
validity of these judgments, given that one of the features rewarded by judges
is not well aligned with the philosophical literature on the topic. I address this
question in Section 10.4.

10.3 Research question 2b: What do mathemati-

cians most value when evaluating students’

proof summaries?

From the relevant regression modelling of students’ proof summaries (see Chap-
ters 6, 7 and 8), I inferred that judges rewarded summaries attending to the
method of proof and the key mathematical objects introduced in the proof.
However, such inferences were only possible regarding two of the three proofs,
with the primes proof providing no supporting evidence.

The interview study (Chapter 9) took a more qualitative view of judges’
decision-making. These findings were summarised by six themes: reading strate-
gies, approaches to assessment, influencing features, necessary content, unneces-
sary content and non-content-related features. While the details of the themes
on necessary and unnecessary content corroborated the findings from earlier
regression modelling, this study also raised a series of other features influenc-
ing judges’ decision-making. Beyond the range of features motivating judges’
decisions, I was surprised by the presence of several features that appear to
dichotomously divide the judges without creating divergence in their eventual
judgments. In particular, judges were found to have treated notions of brevity,
mathematical precision and technical detail from entirely differing perspectives,
yet their pairwise judgments were aligned in the vast majority of cases.

This leaves a substantive source of agreement unexplained, leading to the
conjecture that judges frequently attended to a more nebulous notion of mathe-
matical quality (or fluency) not accessible via the data presented in this thesis.
The consequences of this conjecture for the validity of the Summary Task scores
are addressed in discussion of research question 3b, later in this chapter.
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10.4 Research question 3a: Do written proof con-

ceptions, scored using comparative judgment,

generate a reliable and valid output?

Reliability

The Conceptions Task scores showed acceptable reliability in all expected cases.
Given the range of judges recruited, I conjecture that any suitably qualified set
of judges would produce similar scores and that above a threshold of a relevant
tertiary degree, the scores produced are not sensitive to the qualifications of the
judges.

These findings provide insight into mathematicians’ conceptions of proof. In
particular, despite the diversity of conceptions present in the literature, mathe-
maticians appear to at least agree on what they want others to say about proof.
This supports the conclusions of Weber and Czocher (2019) that there may be
more consensus amongst the mathematical community than has previously been
suggested.

Validity

In addressing the validity of the Conceptions Task scores, I considered evidence
regarding both criterion (convergent, divergent and predictive) and content va-
lidity. The resulting analysis suggested that while proof conceptions were inde-
pendent of more traditional measures of proof comprehension or general math-
ematical performance, the Conceptions Task scores appeared to meaningfully
reflect individuals’ philosophical awareness when it comes to proof.

This conclusion regarding philosophical awareness was corroborated by the
content validity analysis, based on regression modelling of content-based codes.
In both chapters, this modelling showed argumentation as the most impor-
tant feature, alongside established knowledge, incontrovertibility, clarity and
certainty. I argued that all bar one of these features is consistent with the es-
tablished literature, providing robust evidence for the content validity of the
Conceptions Task scores as a measure of philosophical awareness.

‘Certainty’ was the one feature identified as significant in the regression
modelling and inconsistent with the literature on proof. That said, it is a
relatively recent phenomenon that proof is not commonly viewed as providing
certainty (Kline, 1980). Moreover, as is evidenced by mathematicians’ own
responses to the Conceptions Task, this view still features as an important
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aspect of proof for many mathematicians.
A further consideration in understanding content validity is the origin of stu-

dents’ conceptions. Students probably adopt their views of mathematical topics
from the mathematicians by whom they are taught. Many mathematicians also
featured certainty in their responses to the Conceptions Task. Hence, from the
perspective that the comparative judgment-based scores are intended to reflect
the collective expertise of the judging cohort, it is to be expected that concep-
tions containing reference to certainty be rewarded, even if this is not aligned
with the philosophical literature.

The implications and practical applications of these findings are considered
later. For now, I conclude that the evidence presented supports the claim that
the Conceptions Task scores were reliable and valid reflections of the philosoph-
ical awareness demonstrated in the responses.

10.5 Research question 3b: Do proof summaries,

scored using comparative judgment, gener-

ate a reliable and valid output?

Reliability

The Summary Task scores demonstrated acceptable reliability in all cases. This
suggests that there is substantive consensus amongst judges on what consti-
tutes an appropriate proof summary, and that this consensus is not sensitive to
the judging population. Given the consistently high reliability statistics across
all three undergraduate-level proofs, I conjecture that such results would be
expected for others.

Validity

I considered the criterion validity of the Summary Task scores from two per-
spectives: as a measure of localised proof comprehension, and as a measure of
a more general mathematical performance.

In addressing localised proof comprehension, I compared Summary Task
scores with the Proof Comprehension Test associated with each of three proofs.
The results here were mixed. As discussed in Chapter 8, significant corre-
lation coefficients were found in two of the four studies. A third yielded a
near-significant correlation and the fourth showed no significant relationship. I
conclude that there is substantive evidence supporting the validity in at least
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some contexts, but that further work is required to understand the scope of this
validity and the range of proofs for which one should expect similar results.

In considering the validity of scores as a more general measure of mathe-
matical performance, Summary Task scores were compared to a series of other
measures including module scores and SAT scores. Limited evidence was found
for any relationship between the Summary Task scores and general mathematical
expertise. As such, I conclude that the Summary Task captures only localised
understanding of particular proofs, and is independent of students’ performance
on more traditional modes of assessment.

I also examined the content validity of the scores assigned to students’ sum-
maries of each of the three proofs. Similar to investigations of the Concep-
tions Task, this analysis was based on regression modelling of content-based
coding of students’ proof summaries. For two of the three proofs, there was
robust evidence suggesting that judges rewarded summaries attending to the
method of proof, and the key mathematical objects introduced in the proof.
Given the alignment between these features and the proof comprehension as-
sessment model of Mejía-Ramos et al. (2012), I interpret this as corroborating
evidence supporting the validity of the resulting scores. In particular, Mejía-
Ramos et al.’s model (Table 2.2) highlighted three aspects of proof comprehen-
sion aligned with my empirical findings: ‘Logical status of statements and proof
framework’, ‘Summarising via high-level ideas’, and ‘Identifying the modular
structure’.

The diverse methodological approaches used to investigate the properties of
the Summary Task yielded a largely coherent view: The resulting scores are
reliable reflections of students’ understanding of the particular proof they were
asked to summarise, and that judges prioritised features of these summaries
consistent with the literature on proof comprehension. However, they also raise
a series of unanswered questions that serve to muddy the waters. These unan-
swered questions are addressed next.

10.6 Open questions and future work

While the summary of findings above provides evidence for the reliability and
validity of the scores produced by both tasks, several questions remain open.
Here, I highlight three important open research questions, identifying avenues
for future research in each case.

1) Given the diversity of features influencing judges’ decision-making, what
forces drive the consensus amongst judges?
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2) Given the significant relationship between the Proof Comprehension Test
and multiple measures of general mathematical performance, what do we
know about the relationships between the Summary Task, the Proof Com-
prehension Tests, localised proof comprehension and general mathematical
performance?

3) For which proofs is the Summary Task likely to generate reliable and valid
scores?

10.6.1 On judges’ decision-making

How is it the case that a judge focused on rewarding the briefest summaries
comes to consistently agrees with a judge explicitly disinterested in brevity,
and who instead purports to reward completeness? Similarly, how can a judge
who claims to have punished summaries including arguably superfluous sub-
arguments agree with a judge who interprets the purpose of a proof summary
to be providing the reader with a response sufficient to reproduce the original?
And, how is it the case that a judge focused on mathematical precision and
a lack of notational errors consistently agrees with a judge purporting to be
disinterested in precision and detail, as long as the intention of the text is clear
enough to be understood?

These questions about judges’ decision-making arose from the interview
study and suggest that despite the content-specific consensus indicated by the
regression modelling in earlier chapters, there are other less obvious aspects of
mathematical quality not yet addressed.

It is, at least theoretically, possible that content-specific features, such as
references to the method of proof, are sufficient to override other sources of
dissent like brevity and precision. This, however, seems unlikely for two reasons.
First, such features are not sufficient to distinguish between many, if not most,
pairs of summaries. And second, there are myriad other features relevant to the
decision-making process that it seems implausible to have such simple factors
override all others.

I conclude that there are other factors influencing judges’ decision-making
than those studied in this thesis. Features such as presentation have been dis-
cussed in other comparative judgment research (e.g. Jones and Alcock, 2014),
and are hence left as a likely relevant side note. Instead, I focus here on features
specific to the proof-related context. In particular, several judges commented
on relying on an overall impression of students’ understanding, implying that
their decisions were based not only on mathematical content, but on their in-
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tuitive perception of how well the student understood the proof. Of course,
this perception is likely partially dependent on the mathematical content, but it
seems that there is an important distinction to be made here between concrete
mathematical features and intuitive, holistic perceptions of the understanding
conveyed by a given summary.

Given the subjective nature of comparative judgment, and the arguably un-
knowable complexity of human decision-making, it is not surprising that judges’
motivations cannot be discretely and cleanly documented. However, further sys-
tematic investigations can take steps toward understanding the role of judges’
‘gut-feelings’ and further clarify the relationship between intuition and the more
concrete influencing features documented in this thesis.

Future work on judges’ decision-making

I identify two directions for future work on judges’ decision-making. The first
direction involves judges evaluating artificially selected responses with predeter-
mined features of interest. The second is based on tracking the eye-movements of
judges’ in evaluating students’ responses. Both directions would provide further
perspectives for triangulation with the data presented here. Although my focus
is on proof conceptions and summaries, both approaches could prove productive
in various types of judgment-based research.

Regarding the judging of artificially selected responses, it is possible to un-
derstand the likelihood of the earlier conjectures about judges’ decision-making.
For example, there is an unresolved tension between judges’ focus on content-
specific features (i.e. references to the method of proof and key mathematical
objects) and more nebulous properties such as mathematical fluency based on
judges’ intuitive response to the summaries (or conceptions). To investigate
this tension, several artificially generated summaries could be produced with
a strong emphasis on one but not the other. For example, researchers could
generate a series of summaries that address the method of proof and introduce
the key mathematical objects, but also include any number of mathematical
nonsenses, abuses of notation, and ambiguous language. One would expect that
such summaries would be divisive for the judges, causing the reliability to fall.
Further, if all such artificially generated summaries are awarded similar scores,
conclusions about judges’ relative priorities also become apparent. If, for ex-
ample, the series of summaries described here are all scored high, one should
conclude that mathematical content was more important to judges than the
overall impression generated by the text. On the other hand, if (as I would
expect) these summaries all receive low scores, one can conclude that judges
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attend more to the intuitive impression given by each summary.
An interesting extension of this further work would be in attempting to ar-

tificially generate proof summaries with the opposite characteristics. That is, is
it possible to produce a proof summary that attends neither to the method of
proof or the key mathematical objects, but is still consistently rewarded by the
judging cohort? I suspect such a summary may not be possible to produce. How-
ever, its existence would provide compelling evidence that the content-specific
features of students’ summaries are only a minor factor in judges’ decisions.

I also identify a second line of future research, based on tracking judges’
eye-movement. From such data, it is possible to address the following three
topics:

• What do judges attend to last, before making their decisions? And are
these final fixation points systematically related to the nature of their
decisions?

• What is the role of problematic features (i.e. abuses of mathematical no-
tation) in judges’ decision-making? Do judges fixate on such problematic
features? If so, are these fixations temporally related to their decisions?

• Are more difficult judgments (defined by the difference in the resulting
scores) more time-consuming? And vice versa, are more time-consuming
judgments necessarily those that are more difficult?

This is analysis I intend to conduct as a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at a
US university in 2020. The necessary eye-tracking data were collected alongside
the interview data presented in Chapter 9.

10.6.2 The relationship between the Summary Task and
general mathematical performance

The second open question emanates from the following three observations: 1)
the Summary Task and Proof Comprehension Tests produced significantly corre-
lated scores for the uncountability and Fibonacci Proofs (Figures 6.5 and 8.5);
2) the Proof Comprehension Tests were related to some general measures of
mathematical performance (Tables 7.3 and 8.2); but 3) the Summary Task was
not related to any of these more general measures (discussed in Section 8.5.6).

As was discussed in Chapter 2, traditional assessments in tertiary mathemat-
ics modules are often considered insufficient measures of proof comprehension,
even in modules where the primary focus is on students’ understanding of proof
and mathematical reasoning (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017; Weber, 2012). For this
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reason, the absence of a relationship between the Summary Task and traditional
module assessments could be explained by the inadequacy of these traditional
assessments.

However, the Proof Comprehension Tests, also ostensibly measures of lo-
calised proof comprehension, yielded significant relationships with module scores
in several cases. This indicates that something meaningfully proof-related is
measured by these traditional assessments. On the other hand, the Proof Com-
prehension Tests were significantly correlated with the Summary Task associ-
ated with two of the proofs investigated. While the coefficient was never greater
than .35, this is evidence that they measure overlapping constructs (related to
localised proof comprehension), even if there are differences yet to be accounted
for.

In an attempt to understand the relationships between the Summary Task,
Proof Comprehension Tests and traditional assessments, I appeal to the famil-
iarity of the assessments to both students and assessors. It is safe to assume
that all mathematics students have experience with multiple-choice tests, and
that many will have established strategies for addressing difficult questions (e.g.
guessing via a process by elimination). Similarly, all students have experiences
with most types of assessments contributing to module scores. Again, they will
likely have strategies for approaching difficult questions and garnering partial
credit. This leads to the conclusion that both multiple-choice tests and tradi-
tional assessments reward students’ ability to maximise their expected outcome
(as well as more desirable aspects of performance including content knowledge).

On the other hand, students have likely never been asked to produce proof
summaries, and are probably far less familiar with the Summary Task. This
has the dual effect of minimising the effect of assessment strategy on the out-
come of the assessment, while also introducing an element of flexibility into the
assessment.

This conjecture accounts for the three relationships in the triad of Summary
Task, comprehension test and module/SAT scores. The relationship between
the Summary Task and comprehension test reflects the overlapping content do-
mains. The relationships between the Proof Comprehension Tests and module
scores are reflective of students’ familiarity with the ‘rules of the games’ and
their ability to maximise their expected score from the content knowledge they
possess. Finally, the absence of a relationship between the Summary Task and
the module scores is reflective of a (partial) failure of standard module assess-
ments to adequately assess proof-specific comprehension.
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Future work on the nature of the Summary Task scores

Without intending to be uncharitable to the traditional assessment structure
of the mathematics modules involved in this study, my account of the empir-
ical relationships is consistent with the literature noting the discrepancy be-
tween standard practice and authentic measures of students’ proof comprehen-
sion (Mejía-Ramos et al., 2017; Weber, 2012). Further research is necessary to
substantiate this conjecture and could follow a design briefly outlined here.

The claims above rely on students’ unfamiliarity with the Summary Task.
If a group of participants were either explicitly trained in what mathematicians
expect from students’ summaries (perhaps based on the content validity analysis
in this research), or simply given sufficient exposure to the task to generate
familiarity with appropriate strategies and techniques, I hypothesise that the
effects discussed above would diminish. In particular, I would expect that those
trained in generating proof summaries would achieve similarly on the Summary
Task and standard measures of mathematical performance.

10.6.3 The scope of the Summary Task

I have demonstrated that the Summary Task has the potential to generate a
reliable and valid measure of students’ local comprehension for any number of
proofs. However, as has been noted, the scope of applicable content domains
remains unclear and requires further research.

To this end, I suggest that a productive data set comprises at least 10 proofs,
each with a minimum of 30 associated summaries. At least one of the Uncount-
ables, primes and Fibonacci proofs should feature in this list of 10+ proofs.
Summaries can then be evaluated in one all-encompassing comparative judg-
ment assessment, allowing summaries of different proofs to be compared side-by-
side. The simultaneous judging of responses to different tasks is an established
method in the comparative judgment literature (Jones and Karadeniz, 2016;
Hunter and Jones, 2018). Moreover, this is a particular strength of the method,
promoting comparative judgment as an ideal tool with which to conduct such
research.

The 300+ summaries would require a minimum of 3000 judgments to reach
an appropriate threshold for meaningful analysis of reliability and validity. Stu-
dents’ achievement data should also be recorded, including traditional assess-
ments from tertiary mathematics modules and any available general measures
of mathematical performance.

I intend to collect such a dataset in the fall semester of 2020. The analy-
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sis could be approached from several perspectives. Here, I identify two, both
targeting questions left open by the research in this thesis.

First, this hypothetical 10-proof dataset addresses the need to better under-
stand the scope of applicability for the Summary Task. In the absence of Proof
Comprehension Tests as benchmarks for most proofs, validity analysis for the
resulting scores can be based on cross-contextual analyses and content validity
considerations similar to those presented here. By gathering data on a large
number of proofs, it becomes easier to identify patterns, and verify existing
conjectures regarding the features of proof summaries deemed most important
by judges, and by extension, the validity of the resulting scores. For example,
in Section 8.6.1 (page 154), I conjectured that the complexity of a given proof
plays an important role in determining whether judges deem it necessary for
summaries to include a reference to the method of proof at hand. This conjec-
ture was based on observed variation across two particular proofs. With a set
of proofs to examine, the veracity of this conjecture can be investigated.

Another important outcome of this analysis would be in identifying large
classes/categories/types of proofs for which the Summary Task can be confi-
dently used by practitioners and researchers. This will be accomplished both
by identifying patterns in proofs for which the Summary Task is successful, and
in seeking counter-examples or boundary cases wherein the Summary Task (or
other comparative judgment-based approaches) are likely not to be appropriate.

Second, this hypothetical data will also provide insights into the dimension-
ality of proof comprehension. By comparing valid Summary Task scores from
many proofs, further cross-contextual analysis can be used to understand the
conjecture that students’ understanding of one proof should predict their un-
derstanding of many others. Such analysis would follow a similar structure to
that presented in my discussion of the primes and Fibonacci proofs (see Section
8.5.8).

10.7 Implications and applications

First, I consider the practical implications of this work via various applications
to classroom settings. I then consider the development of new assessments based
on the research presented in this thesis, before finally addressing the theoretical
implications of this work.
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10.7.1 Classroom applications of the Conceptions and
Summary Task

The proof Conceptions Task as a tool to create awareness

I offer two suggestions for the use of the Conceptions Task in promoting pro-
ductive engagement in (the philosophy of) mathematics.

The first is a formative tool, wherein students complete the task without
completing the comparative judgment aspect. Consistent with the literature
on beliefs and engagement (Muis, 2004), participating in an activity like the
Conceptions Task can promote productive engagement with mathematics more
generally, even if responses are not analysed in a structured manner.

Building on the first application, I believe the Conceptions Task could also
be used as a peer assessment task wherein students are asked to evaluate the
responses of others. In this way, students are asked to critically engage with a
variety of responses, further promoting productive engagement with the topic.
Jones and Alcock (2014) adopted a similar approach, having students judge
peers’ responses to a task in Introductory Real Analysis. Alongside successful
findings regarding the reliability and validity of students’ judgments, the authors
noted the self-reported learning benefits of being asked to consider the merit of
other responses.

Based on the evidence presented in this thesis regarding the relationship
between conceptions and mathematical performance, I think it would be mis-
guided to assign assessment credit based on the perceived merit of students’
judgments or conceptions in most educational settings. However, this does not
preclude the task from having other classroom-based merits.

The Summary Task as a measure of local proof comprehension

The Summary Task yielded seemingly reliable and valid scores as a measure of
localised proof comprehension for multiple proofs. This suggests that the Sum-
mary Task can eventually be used as part of a varied ‘assessment diet’ (Iannone
and Simpson, 2011) attempting to generate a holistic picture of students’ under-
standing of proof. This will be particularly valuable given the ease with which
the Summary Task can be transferred across content domains without the design
burden inherent in other approaches like the resource-intensive development of
the Proof Comprehension Tests of Mejía-Ramos et al. (2017).

That said, the evidence in this thesis is not sufficient to make general validity
claims for an arbitrarily chosen proof from any undergraduate module. While I
expect that further research will demonstrate wide-reaching applicability of the
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Summary Task, practitioners should exercise caution in the absence of further
research.

10.7.2 Designing new assessments

The above discussion focused on applications of the comparative judgment-based
tasks implemented in this thesis. However, there are also numerous opportuni-
ties using this research as a base-point from which to develop new assessments.
Here, I highlight two. The first focuses on an assessment of the Summary Task
not requiring any further comparative judgment-based data. The second con-
siders other proof-related applications of comparative judgment with other foci.

The Summary Task without comparative judgment

The comparative judgment-based Summary Task could also be used to generate
new assessments that are less resource-intensive to evaluate. In particular, it
is possible to use the Summary Task and associated content analysis to gener-
ate a reliable and valid assessment rubric for proof comprehension assessment.
Rubric-based assessments have appeared alongside comparative judgment before
(Heldsinger and Humphry, 2010). However, in this case, a rubric was generated
independently of the comparative judgment process and used as a benchmark
measure against which to evaluate the validity of the scores resulting from a
comparative judgment-based assessment. This process is often noted as labo-
rious to both generate and implement, and hence I propose a different role for
the use of rubrics alongside comparative judgment.

Following a different strand of Heldsinger and Humphry’s work, I considered
the use of comparative judgment-based scores as benchmarks in their own right,
against which other non-comparative judgment assessments can be generated.
In their work, comparative judgment-based scores were used to exemplify re-
sponses expected at varying stages of development on a narrative writing task
with primary school students. Exemplars were used as benchmarks for assessing
future scripts, bypassing the comparative judgment stage. However, the authors
discuss students’ work in terms of Piagetian-like development stages where the
writing samples are assumed to be indicative of ‘writing development’. It is
unclear that this assumption applies to proof summaries given the variety of re-
sponses one expects, particularly given the nature of errors and misconceptions
present in lower-scoring responses. With this in mind, I propose a similar but
distinct application of comparative judgment, generating a potential measure
from analysis of the statements judges valued most.
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One could evaluate proof summaries by awarding a score between 0 and N ,
based on reference to any N aspects of the proof found to be a significant pre-
dictor of parameter estimates. In doing so, one has a presumably highly reliable
rubric (recall the high pooled Cohen’s κs in each study) for scoring responses
with validity based on the collective expertise of the judges in the original cohort.
There are many possible iterations and variations of such an approach, either
through weighting particularly important elements and/or through subtracting
credit for the inclusion of unnecessary content.

Comparative judgment as a basis for other proof comprehension-
related tasks

In this thesis, the Summary Task was used to investigate the potential of com-
parative judgment in proof comprehension. This task was chosen for its align-
ment with the literature on proof comprehension assessment and the variation
one would expect from such a task, which is valuable for comparative judgment-
based analyses. While this task successfully demonstrated several desirable
properties in my research, it was not the only available choice, and future re-
searchers may wish to consider others.

In particular, simple proving tasks, as well as concept explanation and peer-
assessment may be fruitful areas for consideration. By simple proving tasks, I
refer to the familiar protocol of providing students with a theorem and request-
ing a valid proof. While the drawbacks discussed of accessibility and variation in
responses remain (see Section 10.7.1), a straightforward proof construction task
is likely familiar to students and judges, and may function as a reliable and valid
measure of proof comprehension. The benefits of a comparative judgment-based
approach to a simple proving task, over a traditional assessment approach, lie in
the efficiency of marking, and the availability of reliability statistics providing
feedback to the assessor regarding the merit of a particular implementation of
the assessment.

Beyond new assessment approaches to familiar tasks, I also highlight con-
cept explanation tasks and peer assessment as possible avenues for comparative
judgment-based assessment in proof comprehension. By concept explanation, I
draw on Jones and Karadeniz (2016) who evaluated secondary-school students’
understanding of mathematical concepts/objects by asking for explanations of,
for example, equations, ratios and area/volume. In a proof comprehension set-
ting, questions may be focused on a particular proof method (i.e. explain the
method of proof by induction, and provide an example to illustrate your expla-
nation), or a pertinent mathematical object necessary for the study of a given
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discipline (i.e. define a group, provide an example, and prove that your example
is, in fact, a group).

Finally, I consider the role of peer assessment in proof comprehension. As
discussed earlier in this chapter, peer assessment has been successfully imple-
mented in comparative judgment settings before (Jones and Alcock, 2014; Jones
and Sirl, 2017). In the realm of proof comprehension, it seems that such an ap-
proach could be particularly profitable, given the reported absence of sensitivity
to the judges’ educational background. Peer assessment comes with the poten-
tial pedagogical benefits of critically analysing peer responses, and the practical
benefits regarding efficiency.

10.7.3 On proof and proof comprehension

Here, I address the implications of my research for understandings of proof
itself. I consider the notion of proof as a cluster concept (discussed in Chapter
2) and the empirical evidence supporting the theoretical assertions of Czocher
and Weber (in press), before outlining the empirical evidence supporting a view
of proof comprehension as a unidimensional construct.

Proof as a cluster concept

I return to the notion of proof as a cluster concept (Czocher and Weber, in press)
and the empirically backed assertion of Weber and Czocher (2019) that mathe-
maticians’ agreement on proof is located in typical settings. Recall Czocher and
Weber’s theoretical claim that proof can profitably be seen as a probabilistic
entity based on a collection of identifying features. In finding consensus between
judges in my comparative judgment-based research, it seems that while it may
be the case that each mathematician holds a different subset of these identifying
features as most important, there is sufficient overlap or shared understanding
to justify viewing proof as a cluster of overlapping but distinct conceptions of
proof. Returning to Weber and Czocher’s work, I suggest that my comparative
judgment-based research has presented mathematicians with a series of typi-
cal cases. To make this argument, I extend the authors’ original domain from
proof-verification to written conceptions of proof itself. The authors found that
mathematicians tended to agree on proofs using typical methods, finding sub-
stantive disagreement only in unusual settings like visual or computer proofs.
In the same manner, the proof conceptions presented to mathematicians in my
research were short, simple and likely largely familiar accounts of proof to most
mathematicians. I would expect to find greater disagreement (and hence lower
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SSR and inter-rater reliability) if the written conceptions were either longer or
more nuanced than those present in my research.

On the dimensionality of proof comprehension

I presented a cross-contextual analysis of the relationship between scores related
to two distinct proofs (Chapter 8). For both proofs, I considered the compara-
tive judgment-based Summary Task scores and the Proof Comprehension Tests.
I found high significant correlations when comparing the two comprehension
tests, suggesting that success with one proof was indicative of success with the
other. Similarly, comparing the Summary Task scores for each proof also yielded
significant results. Further, the Summary Task scores for the Fibonacci proof
were significantly related to the comprehension test scores for the primes proof,
although the inverse, comparing Fibonacci comprehension test with primes sum-
mary scores, yielded no significant result.

This is evidence that comprehension of the two proofs is related. Further,
localised proof comprehension, as captured by both the Summary Task and
the multiple-choice Proof Comprehension Tests, is a singular construct. These
findings are consistent with Mejía-Ramos and Weber (2016) who reported high
significant correlation coefficients between any two of their three Proof Com-
prehension Tests.

10.7.4 On measuring (beliefs and) conceptions

My research offers two contributions to the literature on the measurement of
conceptions. The first is specific to the measurement of students’ proof concep-
tions, corroborating the findings of Stylianou et al. (2015) and the absence of
a relationship between students’ beliefs about proof and their performance on
proof-related tasks.

The second contribution is methodological, providing a unique tool for quan-
tifying any number of subjective beliefs or conceptions. In this thesis, the com-
parative judgment-based Conceptions Task was used to quantify the quality of
written conceptions of mathematical proof. From a methodological viewpoint,
there is nothing unique about proof as a target domain here. In principle, a
version of the Conceptions Task could be used to evaluate (students’) beliefs
about myriad other topics. One particular domain of personal interest is stu-
dents’ beliefs about the role of empirical evidence in established knowledge in
the physical sciences. Others may include the role of formal logic in mathemat-
ics, or even self-efficacy beliefs measured using closed-form questionnaires by
Stylianou et al. (2015).
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10.7.5 On comparative judgment

This thesis has provided empirical evidence supporting the use of comparative
judgment in two new domains: conceptions of proof and localised proof compre-
hension. This contributes to the ever-growing list of content domains in which
comparative judgment has proven profitable. In the study of the primes proof, I
also presented a much-needed boundary case. This represents a rarely reported
case in which a comparative judgment-based assessment failed to produce the
desired or expected result. As was discussed in Chapter 2, this rarity is either a
function of the file-draw problem or indicative of an assessment approach with
near-unlimited applications. In each case, the study of the primes proof is a
unique example to generate an understanding of domains in which comparative
judgment-based tasks are not appropriate.

10.8 Final remarks

The research presented in this thesis offers theoretical and methodological con-
tributions to the literature on proof, proof comprehension and comparative judg-
ment. To the literature on proof, I offer new insights on the conceptions of proof
held by students and mathematicians. To researchers of students’ conceptions
and beliefs, I offer a new methodological tool for assigning a quantitative value
to subjective entities. To researchers of proof comprehension, I offer insights
into the nature and dimensionality of proof comprehension, and a methodolog-
ical tool for future investigations. To undergraduate educators, I offer a new
assessment for evaluating students’ local understanding of given proofs. And
finally, to comparative judgment researchers, I offer a new domain of applica-
bility, adding to the ever-growing list of content domains in which comparative
judgment can add value.

My research opens several avenues for future research, and I hope it will serve
as a starting point for a programme of research wherein comparative judgment
can be used to better understand proof, proof comprehension and the related
behaviours of both students and mathematicians.
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Appendix A

Defining and discussing misfit

In this appendix, I first define judge (and script) misfit in comparative judgment
assessment. I then discuss its use in the literature and present an argument
against its usage in research on the reliability and validity of new assessments.

Defining misfit

Formally, we label the residual, Resj,A,B of judge j’s pairwise comparison be-
tween texts A and B, and compute

Resj,A,B = Dj,A,B − P (A > B),

where similar to earlier, Dj,A,B = 1 when judge j chooses A over B, and 0 oth-
erwise. We then compute the standardised residual of this comparison, dividing
by the square root of the information function (Pollitt, 2012a),

StdRes =
Resj,A,B√

P (A > B)[1− P (A > B)]
.

The information function, from Pollitt (2012a), I = P (A > B)[1−P (A > B)] is
a measure of the information embedded within a particular judgment. Note that
I has a maximum and P = 1/2 and minima at P = 0 or 1. Hence, judgments
identified by the model as least certain are those with the most information.
This is of particular importance in Adaptive Comparative Judgment (Pollitt,
2012b) but is not essential for my purposes. Its role in the calculation at hand is
to minimise the impact of difficult decisions on the residues, and subsequently,
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the misfit of a given judge.,

StdRes =
Resj,A,B√

P (A > B)[1− P (A > B)]
.

By aggregating across the standardised residues for the set of decisions per-
formed by a given judge, we get a measure of how well that judge’s decisions
‘fit’ the model. Note this is a post-hoc calculation dependent on P (A > B) and
hence on stable estimates, vi. Drawing on the Rasch literature, Pollitt (2012a)
observed that there are several ways to aggregate the residues into a measure
of misfit. The one he proposed is known as Infit (or Infit Mean Square) and is
calculated by first computing the Weighted Square Residual for each decision,

WSRj,A>B = Res2j,A,B × IAB .

We then sum across all judgments made by judge j and divide by the information
embedded in each of those judgments,

misfitj =

∑
judgmentsWSRj,A,B∑

judgments IAB
.

Pollitt also notes Outfit as an alternative measure, although does not spell-out
its calculation. Belonging to the Rasch literature, Outfit has not been seen in
the comparative judgment literature and is hence not explored further.

Misfit in the literature

As defined by Pollitt (2012a), misfit can be interpreted as a mean Chi-square.
In considering the relative quality of judges’ decisions, it is standard to use the
criterion of two standard deviations from the mean as a cut-off for acceptability.
In this way, misfit has been used as a quality control on the judging population,
used to consider excluding judges who either appear not to have engaged with
the task, or have engaged in a way significantly different from their peers.

Alongside its traditional application to judges, misfit can also be applied to
scripts. By analogy to Rasch analysis, we can use the symmetry between judges
(or items) and scripts. By reversing the role of scripts and judges in Pollitt’s
misfit calculations, we can aggregate across the residues of all decisions involving
a given script instead of a given judge. In this case, a script beyond two standard
deviations from the mean is likely a particularly divisive text that has prompted
judges to evaluate it from clearly divergent vantage points. For example, a clear,
well-written summary of a given proof may be written in such poor handwriting
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that several judges cannot extract the exemplary mathematical content. The
exploration of script misfit is not explicitly mentioned by Pollitt (2012a) but has
been reported alongside judge misfit several times (Jones et al., 2015; Hunter
and Jones, 2018; Heldsinger and Humphry, 2010). Only Bisson et al. (2016)
reported judge misfit alone. In all cases, every judge and script remained in
the final analysis, despite a non-zero number of misfitting items. These cases
were justified either as an expected consequence of Pollitt’s exclusion criteria
(assuming a normal distribution, 2% of all judges and scripts should be be-
yond acceptable bounds) or in conjunction with other measures (see above) to
conclude that the dataset is reliable as a whole.

The role and use of misfit in the literature has been inconsistent, raising
questions about its value for education research. I position misfit as related
to reliability as it is a measure of the difference between judges and can hence
be viewed as a proxy for inter-rater reliability. However, its standard usage,
set out by Pollitt (2012a), is one regarding quality control and is hence more
closely akin to external validity. While it is reasonable to evaluate the quality
of a given dataset by investigating the number of judges (and scripts) behaving
unexpectedly, two problems arise when using this measure to consider excluding
data. These stem from the tension between misfit as a measure of reliability or
validity.

The first is a recursion problem. After excluding the misfit data, one pre-
sumably computes a new model and checks for misfit data again. While a
normality assumption is now less reasonable (having excluded data from only
the top end of the distribution), it is likely that new data will now appear as
misfitting. This problem is solved via pre-registration, whereby the researcher
makes a prior commitment to exclude misfit data based on one (or more) itera-
tions of Pollitt’s exclusion criteria. In this way, the misfit measure has become a
tool to improve the quality of the data, but it has now lost its power to evaluate
reliability and validity.

Similarly, it is unclear what researchers should do with texts mathematically
identified as misfits, but that do not appear qualitatively unusual. In education,
comparative judgment is often used on the premise that identifying the quality
of scripts is difficult in isolation. A researcher can ‘examine’ a misfit script
and qualitatively consider its place in the dataset, but this subjective approach
appears to somewhat undermine the quantitatively driven method.
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Against misfit

Under its current use in the literature, misfit has been a tool to draw attention
to data that potentially does not belong in the dataset. However, I claim that
in appropriate cases, there are better measures available. The misfit data has
two sources: the disengaged and the authentically eccentric. The disengaged
judge is, for example, a paid expert with little interest in the task who performs
judgments at random in order to receive maximum payment for minimal effort.
The disengaged script is likely blank, incomplete, or transparently off-topic.
For the uninterested judge, I argue that time data is a better measure than
misfit for generating exclusion criteria. Our hypothetical judge has performed
50 judgments per minute and can be excluded on this basis alone before any
further analysis is conducted. Similarly, blank, incomplete, or transparently
off-topic scripts can all be removed prior to any analysis.

Best practice on dealing with blank scripts is not well-established in the
comparative judgment literature. Interestingly, it is not clear that blank scripts
will always filter to the bottom of a comparative judgment-based evaluating,
raising questions about validity and the possibility of writing something worse
than nothing. I return to this topic in later empirical work and again in the
discussion of Chapter 6.

Authentically eccentric data, the other source of misfits, is more complicated
to address. Here, I am thinking of the hypothetical judge who particularly
values a relevant property of scripts that others deem less important, or the
hypothetical script with near-illegible handwriting but excellent mathematical
content. Both cases are likely to be labelled by Pollitt’s criterion as misfits, but
I claim that these should not be excluded for research purposes.

Consistent with the subset of the literature discussed here, I informally ex-
plored misfits in each of the empirical studies presented in this thesis. In the
absence of substantive findings, and in light of the issues discussed here, these
informal explorations are not reported. In the absence of Pollitt’s exclusion
criterion, I consider time-data as a check that each judge has meaningfully en-
gaged with the task. Blank and incomplete scripts are addressed in accordance
with the purpose of each study and are addressed separately in each empirical
chapter.
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Appendix B

Interview schedule

1) How did you find the judging process?

2) How did you make your decisions?

3) Did you have a plan or systematic approach? If so, please describe it.

4) What were you looking for, if anything, in making decisions?

5) If there was a pattern, did you usually identify the ‘better’ summary or
the ‘worse’ summary when deciding which to choose?

6) Are you aware of any changes over time?

7) Did you have any strategies or approaches for identifying good/bad sum-
maries? If so, please tell me about them.

8) Did any summaries get ‘labelled’ in your head to make future judgments
involving that summary more efficient? If so, please identify them and
explain the influence of this label on your decision-making.

9) Did the length of any summary consciously influence your decisions? In
particular, the task demanded a summary of fewer than 40 words. Did
this threshold influence any of your decisions? If so, how?

10) Any other comments before we open the judgments.
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Appendix C

Initial thematic analysis code

list

Marking disposition Evidence of negative marking (theoretical)
Evidence of negative marking (concrete)
Evidence of positive marking (theoretical)
Evidence of positive marking (concrete)

Changes over time No change over time
Explicitly awareness change over time

Reading strategies Left then right
Stop after error
Use LHS as benchmark

Task critique Written text doesn’t capture understanding
Proof summary is ambiguous
Educational vs content distinction unclear

Context dependency Participants’ content knowledge
Content matters
Task matters

Definition of summary Stand-alone document
Must NOT reconstruct the original
Should provide an overview
Should provide the reader the ability to reproduce
Judge’s ideal summary

Desirable content isolated Logical structure (non-specific)
Contradiction
Introduce important objects
Technical detail
Mathematical fluency
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Focus Notation/detail
Brevity
Accuracy
Structure/big-picture
Fluency/overall impression
Completeness

Undesirable content Technical detail
Defintitions
Demonstrating (0,1) to be infinite
Discussing 0s and 9s

Notation Punish poor notation
Accept poor notation

Arbitrary decision-making Scripts too similar
Scripts too bad

Observations Responses were low quality
Responses were hard to read
Did not know students had been asked to summarise

Decision-making strategies Generating a hierachy
Looking for egregious errors
Systematic R>L bias
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